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the MSS.,

Judgment

compared with that gf the men

and:

to John, which did not contain the’ story
The oldest
since the Peshito. does not.

Latin version, about 125 A. D., precedes
the Syriac by a quarter, or a half century.

‘A low black cloud,--a heavy iron band.

the

across

gleam

centuries

Greek MSS., older than itself and nearer

STRENGTH FOR THE DAY.

And pearl and amber

two

of
more earlier than Jerome, must,
some
from
translated
been
have
course,

- Strengthdor the day! At early dawn, I stand
Helpless and wesk, and with unrested eyes,
Watching for day. Before its portal lies

a Greek

translated from

This, too, was

1

MSS. of the Itala, made from the fourth

;

riby ray,

denturies, this ipcident is

to the elevénth

And changed that iron bar.to molten gold,
stay,

,

>

old

Latin,”

“Breathe o’er my wavering heart bis rest for “found.”
aye
:
:
;

;

His blessed
the day!

morning

Rachel
SI

boon,—strength
es

sions and the best oldest Greek'MSS.
give the same testimony about a passage,
textual critics of every land are agreed to

WP
GPP
4-9

be governed by it.

~

The

The study of the MSS. of the Scriptures
isa work to which a few men, in each
generation since Erasmus, have devoted
their lives. In the department of textual

tegrity; sources, and to the comparative
value of the testimony of the documents,
these special scholars are to us‘ what

Marsh is.in Paleontplogy, Schliemann in
questions-eoncerning the sites of Homeric
towns, or Renouf, Ebers and Brugsch in
the validity of his opinions on the genuine‘ness of . a dispyted passage in the New
Testament; than to put the judgments of
these special f{extual critics on a level
and

Of

of great

least,

writings,

versions,

and

Hence.

the

scholars

and,

numbers,

by

greater

antiquity, and closer

agreement with

the

standards

by

the

Syriac

and

versions,

are

entitled

oldest

followed

Latin

to

greater consideration than hé.
. It is a very singular assumption of Ryle
that *¢ testimony of this kind, to be conclusive, should be unanimous.” For it is

patristic

methods of critical study and

to it.

reason of their greater

we

the more recent scholars. For, in modérn
times, great advance in the knowledge
MSS.,

equal

as competent critics as Jerome,

should especially regard the judgment of
Greek

always

was passionate

who
prepared the
standard
Testament of which these oldest MSS. are
copies, are. proved by their work to be

we ought to inquire concerning the gen-

of the

and

prejudiced.”
Our oldest Greek MSS.
precede the Vulgate by half a century,
and, in internal character they “re, at

specialists

uineness of John 7: 53; 8: 1—11.
Besides, other things being equal,

Ammonian

Harmonies

of

the state of the early New Testament, has
. been made. One writer . elaims
that

not the agreement of all the witnesses,
but

“with Griesbach in 1774, texts which are

says a recent work, revised by Ezra

they are.

suid truthfully, * The genuineness of this

case.

all

witnesses

Moreover,

alike,

the

that

rule

of

that textual criticism

“but three Gospels; in two, all found
but two gospels,

and

in

one,

found only in one” Gospel.

—a volume

unequaled

in our language

for erudition, and for an exhaustive treat

ment of” the whole - subject of Textual
Criticism, Griesbach, Lachmann, Scrive-

ner, Tischendorf, Tregellgs, Westcott,
Ezrp Abbott, the chiefs among recent
textual scholurs, ure all agreed that the
incident in John 8: 1—1{ is not rightfully
there.

:

genuine ; but if not so, it is next to
possible Lo account for its insertion.”

if it were not as easy to account for one
apochryphal passage us for the scores of
apochryphal books produced in the second

century,

and, in some

instances,

read in the churches ; as if

even

the Latin ver-

sertions; asif the tendency of scribes
were hot “always to add rather than

omit;" as if there were not an accepted
canon of criticism which reads, ¢ Ppge-:

lectio

brevior”

:** Prefer

shorter reading ;” ag if writers,

the

believing

the passage to be genuine and therefore

Scriptures prepared for the churches of inspired, would readily drop it out!
Textual experts find’ another reason
Constantinople. Prof. Gardiner thinks
that the Sinaitic manuscript (discovered for rejecting this passage in that canon
by Tischendorf in 18569) may huve been

one-of these copies. * At any. rate, like the

work

of

overseers

of textaad criticism which says, ** Adopt
the reading supported, by the best oldest
MSS and the earlier Fathers.” In neither,

their duty in

that

direction.

notion
Under.

be devoted to this church the coming year

than has been possible in the past, and we
may hope for improvement there.

~ Perhaps the most interesting

was the one devoted to+*

session

Woman’s Work.”

The reports showed an attendance of over

as assistant teachers in this department,
Much effort is being bestowed on- these
teachers to fit them for their work. Miss
Hattie Phillips has been transferred to

in weighing

respectto this

the

passage

:

textual

=

posed, and if it was assumed that every
church must have a pastor, many idle

they have not in their corporations or -so-

in

Besides, this

break

_3.

But what

proof

have

ally, the best pastors.

we

that

all

Some of the best

pastor's are not.great preachers, nor even
good sermonizers. - And is it not true that
there are

the
did

many

members,

and

some

School work, visit the weak and

in style is

in

afflicted,

devise plans and ‘execute measures. for
church work and success? Many of our
churches ‘have private members whose

in a passage which in some codices, is
put in Luke; in some stands in John with
a mark of doubt after it; in some, is put

death or removal would be a greater ca-

of the New Testament canon. * Now John

lamity them the loss of the pastor. Why
not let some of these be appointed in our
pastorless churches; and then hire or
horrow some one to preach or read sermons? A large proportion of the preaching in America is now done by those who

authoritatively - settled with his own pen

are not

at the end of the book. .This treatment
of the passage Bro. Hall, by a faulty aoalogy, likens to the omission, or to the
change in the order, of some of the books

pastors.

Why

not have

pastors

the contents of his Gospel ; but no apos- who are not preachers? even if called by
tle, “with inspired judgment, authorita- some other name. Something is radicaltively settled the number and place of the ly wrong scmewhere or we should not
books in the canon.
Had John written . have so many pastorless, dying: churches.
them all in regular order, and had a New measures, new talent or :new uses.
doubtful book, at the close of the third of old gifts and means are called for im-

mediately.

century, been found in some of the MSS.,—

a book

not in the

"earliest translations,

not in the best of the oldest
known to the early: Fathers,

in the same style as the

copies, dh
not written

other books—a

book

that,

in

some

M%S.,

was

put in

have brought the best textual critics.of
our day so.generally to deny that John
wrote-the incident. = Therefore *¢ the safe
side” in respect to the story, seems to be
tuat of John, rather than that cf his inter|
polator,
o-0-0-o

HEADLESS OHUROHES.
BY

PROF.

R. DUNN,

organizaand
all

kinds

churches;

of societies,

excep ing

;

.

independent or

republican

churchés

are

preach sermons. Is this the divine plan}
In the development of human society and
the accomplishment of .its purposes organization has -been found a necessity.

es

and

at

some

of

their

out-stations:d

Everywhere very encouraging resulté had
followed these special efforts. - A%<Santipore

eight

were

baptized

and

fx

re-

claimed. At Jellasore the church
was
much quickened and three baptized.
At
Balasore some twelve heaguale a profession of religion and s eral had begun
again the Christian life. In connection
work,

special

meet-

fit of ‘revival

efforts.

Many

important

nature and desirability of Government clerk
ships, As years advance, adding experience to

| our understanding, we are more and more inclined to quote to all such

worthy of the work and its rewards.
In
all the schools for both boys and girls in
our mission there are nearly 2,200 in regular attendance,

and we may

safely add that

all these schools are well managed and are
exerting a strong Christian influence on
the minds of the pupils.
A. J. MARSHALL.
Balasore, Nov. 30, 1880.

the New England

coast,

in

exfent

some

nected with this and the Old’ Orchard Association there is an extensive territory laid
out which

promises,

a little in

the

future,

another extensive cottage city. Old Orchard
is only two and a half miles from the cities
1 of Saco and Biddeford,

three

miles

from

the mouth of the Saco river and twelve
miles from Portland.
Next adjoining the
01d Orchard Association, south, is the lot
purchased for the F. Baptist encampment.

It joins the B.

& M.

R.

R. on the

| and runs through to the beach,

fifty-five
grove

acres

and

in all.

beach

west

containing

It has a

property,

The

fine
beach

railroad passes through it on the front and
extends to the Saco river.
A brief. statement

of

the

preparatory

work for an organization to be known

as

« Ocean Park Association’”is contained in
the following agreement.
It is desired
that the number of shares herein named
shall be taken before the organization is
completed.

Some

seventy

are now

taken.

The names that appear in connection

with

this statement have been received; others,
to the number stated above, are assured :

ye, for why

will'ye die”? If, however, an answer is required, we recall a somewhat : incisive: summary
we have seen, that ‘obtains in different por-

tions of the country as to position, social and
‘otherwise, In New England and ‘Boston,

it is “ Education” and * Culture”; in New
York,

‘‘ money”;

in Philadelphia, * family”;

inthe great West “pluck” and‘ go-ahead”,
but
‘here in Washington, it is ** influence”! That is
the great question of the material and secial
interests at the Capital.
The experience of a Govt. employe is that of a
constant roatine. To be sure, much of the
business of life is a regular course, but here,

the daily contact with its various phases is less
marked.

The-

statement

can

be

made,

that

four out of five who intend to seek and attain
such a position,
do so, only as a temporary
arrangement: but the attractions or fascina-

tions (if we may so denominate the influences)
soon blunt

the ambition,

lulling the faculties,

Hain

0. B. Cheney and R. Deering take two
shares each, and the following take ofe each:
Benjamin C. Jordan, Benjamin K. Haley, I. D.

Stewart, E. W. Porter, H. F. Wood, Charl&s
Bridge, B. F. Hayes, E. N. Fernald, A. Libby, J. F. Ham, E. P. Prescott, G.
¥. Mosher,
H.K. Clark, Obediah Durgin, Isaac B. Piper,

John Malvern, O. T. Moulton, Wm: H. Dowe,
H. Smith, L, W. Stone, A. T. Gilman,
Russell, D. H. Vurnum, E A. Thissell,
Furber, C. H. Robbins, G. S. Ricker,
Closon, Amasa Pratt, C, F. Penney,
M. Jones, George E. Smith, W. J. DudW. S. Hasty, Alonzo Hasty,E. H.C.

India from these evil influences, Thus far
we have met with Very

encouraging

suc-:

church

experience?

of

we are able to write ‘and
covenants,

thesg goul-destroying

total’

enforce

in

prohibition

drinks

our’
of

(George Bickford.
who desire to

avail

themselves

of

the advantage of this agreement
will
please send their names to E. W. Porter,
Lowell,

Muass,;

February, 1881,
once. +

before

the

tenth

day

of

Let ali interested act at
HL
E.W.P.

P. S. In the last article on this subject,
‘where it says Providence, it should be

Provinces;

where it says *¢ Boston Com.,”

and. drugs. it should be Com. appointed at Anniversa-

Even the.flithy weed is so ‘far below : par

with all the respectable portion of our stdtions that we are able to place

uel T. Bean, M. H. Kelly, Joseph Gooch, Horace Smith, Wm. C. Brackett, Lizzie S. Knight,
Any

over

the

door of entrance to our Bible School, ‘“ No

ries in Boston.
aa

A

soon fall into line with those, ** where few die
and none resign’’ |
:
The undoubted tendency
of 15,20 oi 25 years
banishment in Govt. employ, as a rule renders
him, who at a” moment’s warning
is turned
adrift, generally helpless to meet
the shock of
business attrition, and inno condition to commence anew the struggle of life. The reason

simple enough and

ment.

needs no further com-

There are occasional

the case of the present Asst.

exceptions," Take

Sec.

of State,

Wn. Hunter, as an example, who entered that
Department as a clerk at a salary of $600 a year,
[,
and has in later days acted a3 Secy. of
tate.

:

a

But ¢ Uncle Sam”

is a sure and punctual

paymaster, and there is this to be said for this
community of Govt.people : they comprise when
collected into “an audience, as discriminating,
refined,
and
well-informed
an assemblage
as can be gathered together. in any portion
of the country.
But ob, young mun,
hasten
slowly, in your steps to bugg. yourself amid

the

dust

Archives.

and

the

rubbish® of Government

DELAY IN THE SENATE.

The Senate with#our appropriation bills before it (which passed the House prior to” the
holidays); aad in view of the inevitable confusion that will proceed from the hasty legislation of a short session, is not proceeding in an
expeditious manner as to the dispatch “of na
tional business.
The people can not think it
clearly creditable, that the Senate should be so
delinquent, when they are informed that the
cause of this delay is a personal matter, known
as the ** Ben Halliday claim,” and in which
various senators are personally interested. But
we forbear harsh animadversions upon those entrusted with the making of laws, when we
re-peruse with such pleasure and more kindly
feelings, the finely conceived article that has
recently appeared in the Star on ** Speaking
Evil of Dignities.” A beautiful seniiment of
charity pervades all of its generous lines, and
politicans as well as the citizens should note
its liberal philosophy
and be guided by its
teachings.
Two
grey-bearded, military looking men,
afforded the Senate galleries on Wednesday an
interesting
episode. Gen. Sherman appeared
upon the floor, and meeting Confederate Gen.
Jue Johnson, these two redoubtable antago-.
nists walked hand in haud to an adjacent sofa,
where they soon became oblivious to Senate -

and audience
and all but themselves.
STILL HARPING ON GRANT.

The country does not’ seem to huve done
enough yet for the Hero of Vicksburg and Ap- °
pomattox, according tothe recent efforts in
that regard, in view of the monied contributions in two great American cities, and legislative propositions in Congress
assembled. A
bill introduced in the Upper House on Monday
by Senator Logan, provides, that ** lu recognition of the eminent services of U. 3. Grant,
during the war and as ex-President of the U.

S., he be-

placed upon

the ‘Retired

list’ with

the name and full pay of General ot the Army.”
L'his would give him a yearly income for life,
of $13.000.
It also authorizes the Presitient, in
case of war, or sudden emergency, to assign
him to active duty. In all this hero worship
let not the humble soldiers be forgotten.
In the wild confusion of many uvattles of the
disaster threatened,
did the work.
" THE HOUSE

AND

the men

with the muskets

WHAT

IT, IS DOING.

In the House on Tuesday,

when the hou

12 arrived, it was found that the chaplain

wis

not ‘present, and legislative business was ut
once proceeded with, without prayer.
In the Continental Coungress that assembled
in Philadelphia in 1787 forthe purpose of ‘framing the Constitutionof the U. S., there wus
much confusion and difference of opinion. Ben-

Jjumin Franklin arose and expressed the follow-

ing sentimenis: “ Mr. President: The small
progress we have made after 4 or 5 weeks’ attendance, our different opinions on almost eyery question producing as many noes as ayes,
are, methinks, melancholy proofs of the imperfections of the human understanding.
-

* Groping about in the dark, as it were, how

has it happened,

sir,

that

we

have not

once

thought of humbly applying tethe Fatherof
Lights, to illuminate our understandings! 1
have lived, sir, a long time;-and fe
live, the more convincing proofs |

truth : that God rulesin the

longer

1

affairs of ren.

I

S68" OF this

therefore beg leave to move, that henceforth,
prayers be held in this assembly every morning before we proceed to business, and that one
or more of the clergy of this city be requested
to officiate in that service.”

A friend at our side in the gallery, very seriously suggested, that in case the regular chap-

r}

A connection of religion with the

State,

proposition

to tfansfer

the

manngement of

Lodian affairs to the War Départment was voted
down, as there are now two bills on the Calendar for that purpose.
Debate on the funding bill continued through
Wednesday and Thursday.
Its purpose is to
refund fn 8 per cent. bonds to. the amount of
$650,000.000 certain U, 8, bonds now drawing
higher interest, redecmable in 2 years and pay-

able in 10 years, the interest on the latter bonds
to cease at their present rates in 30, or 60, days

after this bill b&comes a Jaw,

The objections

{to it are, that at ~o low a rate of interest; it
can not be floated; in other words; they will
not be taken rapidly. The Greenback argument
iv to place an income tax om Capilalistseuntl
bound holders, such revenue to go te the extinguishment of the higher interest bonds; and
then came the old ¢ry that it makes permanent the national bank system, &ec.. &e. Mr.
Frye defended the’ national banks. from these
attacks, by AMssoring his belief, that the people
would never consent to a State banking syst-mwhere their deposits would nog be segiire beyond peradventure.
;
Sal

Republicans seemed to

favor a hikher rate

than-3:
sent. heesuise
- the failure-to—il
myEBfLopaoco user neadd app ly,” FT. Or
kinaway of due and propex, recogrition:
of, FUT
ARON PW hetKar (HBTS eh
worl TEE
put cre.
©
the
The
subject
of
self-suppbrt,
in
the,
Hative
|
‘God
on
certain
public
occasions,
and
to
have been copied:
It is generally
understood thmt the above
had no occasion to refer to this incident,
particular form of church government: or
om Some standard volume older
- he ubout the status: of ‘the bill when
than a8 suggested by Bro. Hall, their silence not, are there not duties and, works 're- churches was carefully reviewed, Reports the amount of a certain provision for, the will
pussed
by
the
Howe
ina day or so; but if,
itself. Hence these three MSS.
80 far as obtainable gave evidence of prog- eeligious instruction:of those who must wsthdught that-the; Senate-will
oi
incrende the
carry us? would argue nothing. But the
quired
of
Christians
which
demand
church
fact is,
receive such provision from the State or pate of fiterest to 8 1-2 per cent. and will add
back (o an age not two centuries dista
nt that Origen, ‘JTheophylact, Nounus and organizations P And in the light of com- ressin this very important work. All:the not have it—to speak of this as a’ union of other
provisiens in ibeir financial wisdpm,
* from the days
churches were found to be duing someof John. Therefore their Chrysosto
J
which has proved somewhat superior ta he
m. wrote commentaries on the mon sensg, universal experience and the thing, but much remaing to be done, es- Church and State is to, tulk nonsense.— hasty
testimony about. the contents of
and often, incongruous
legislation o
the orig- gospel of John. In. the writings of Bible can such organizations be complete pecially in- the Santipore church, where The Standard.
ose,
7
.
+ ELLIOTT,
~ |+
the
«
ar

RCRA
same age, it must

wg

"

rr

¢

:

’

1

9

vd

A

od

)

° -

dulling the *‘ edge of husbandry”’—and they

war, when uttef chaos existed and impénding

AGREEMENT.

‘seventy-five dollars.

Wm
A. C.
J. T.
0. B.
Abial
ley,

aspirants, the Bibli-

cdl expression, Turn ye, turn

ton, Jesse C, Courser, Calvin KF. Bonney, Mrs.
8. A. Stanwood, George A. Wentworth, Sam-

Is not,

recognized and adopted in biblical organ-

it are

cerrespondent is often, asked about the

of the free use of intoxicating drinks, and
a government so eager for revenue that it
is willing to ake every inhabitant of the
land a drunkard *and an’ opium eater, I
say with such a state-of things, ¢ eternal
vigilance is'the price” we must pay if we
would preserve the native Christians of

uity and success of ofganizations.

ture is the God of the Bible, shall we not
expect to find the 'ssme general principle

culti-

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 13, 1881.
Your

lain was not present ** one or more of the clergy of the city should be ut hand to ‘officiate in
.
Bradbury, S. C. Hamilton, Timothy Elliott, thag service.”
The House has pushed forward with another
Samuel F. Tibbetts; Freedom Parcher, Jonas
measure-(making tbe 5th regular bill so fur)
R. Taylor, -——— Webster, James Walker,
and
passed the ** Indian appropriation” on
Puyson Tucker, Churles-Miller,
Hiram
Knowl-| Wednesday with-littte opposition. The usuat

been formed ‘among our native pédple, and

na-

to

|.

questions relating’ to mission work and
Christian character were discussed.
The temperance question is never over-

Rulers, presidents or administrative offi- cess. A strong and healthy sentiment has

If so; and if the God.

us

vate. It affords to the laborer the most
attractive incentives to effort and the de-

i

cersof sume Kind, hereditary or elective,
have been found necessary tothe perpet-

this the teaching of nature’in universal

to

THE INDIA YEARLY MEETING.

have presiding or head officers. A bank- looked at these meetings. With ‘4 Euroing, manufacturing or - commercial com-. “pean influence almost universally in favor

‘pany without such an officer would not be
trusted for
a day: And yet most of the

It is left wholly

‘We, the undersigned, do hereby severally
agree to take the number of shares set against
The annual session of the India Mission
our respective names, in the Corporation of
Yearly ‘Meeting has just closed.
The
the Freewill Baptists of Ni dw England, which
meetings were held with the Santipore
it is proposed to ask the Legislature of Maine
church, andsgyere well attended,
though
to incorporate; provided said Corporation is
sickness a
the
attendance
of so incorporated, and shall purchase that part
some. Interesting reports from the differ- of the Guilford farm now under negotiation, at
ent portions of the Mission were received. Old Orchard. Said shares not. to exceed one
Special meetings had been held with the hundredin number, and the par value to be
one hundred dollars per share; and we each
Balasore, Jellasore and Santipore churchagree to pay for each of said shares the sum of.

|i

ings will doubtless be held in other places
80 that all the churches will have the bene-

Ciyil governments, military
tions, voluntary associations

people.

—

with the cold season

D. D.

ough and we believe nore more fruitful. in
good results. It'i§a broad fleld and one
sadly neglegted by both Government and

pastors must be preachers? Some preach- five or six miles. Along this beach and
ers were not pastors;
and who knows connected with the public grounds there
that all pastors were preachers?
The | are already forty hotels. The Methodists
best preachers are not always, nor gener- have there a fine encampment and con-

almost every church, who could prenot have a tniform and distinct style of side in medtings of worship, lead in Sab.

his own.

thor-

oo ©
cieties the highest order of minds.
They
San 4
elect such as they have; and churches
THE I. BAPTIST ENCAMPMENT.
may do the same.
]
°
No. 3.
2, Churches may co-operate, as in one
Old Orchard, the place where this en-parish, and thus secure good pastors even | campment is located, has a wide reputaif less labor than is desired.
tion. It has one of the finest beaches on

woman

of Samaria, or not needed throughont
Gospel ; as if, too, an inspired writer

There are more preachers than sup-

eration than the children of light,” do not
neglect the election of officers because

scholars

ation not needed in telling-of the

* 1.

meu would
be.called into the
work.
¢¢ Children of this world, wiser in their gen-

the

evidence

better managed, no work is more

WASHINGTON LETTER.

of
the

present arrangement; much more time will

laborers whom God has sent into

might be said :

passages

sions were not found by Jerome to be’ entirely destitute of such officers only as
greatly disfigured by apochryphal in-’ .men are hired to act in that capacity and’

In the first place, they rely on the testimony of the oldest Greek MSS. and oldes |
feratur
Yersions of the

New Testament, Constantine, the ret Christian Emperor, required
Ensebius, in 831, to have fitty copies of the

imAs

bo,

velopment ofit the richest rewards. The | | is

in

Hence

‘absence of this passage is marked.

+

passage is no longer admitted but by a finds its sphere and performs its ‘ invaluaable offices, restoring to us the original
small nuaber of Protestant exegetes,”
a remark certainly not shown to pe too word of God. In a conflict of testimony,
*“ sweeping ” by quoting the opinions of as in this case, the only wise rule is to
decide by the great preponderance o
men, the latest of whom died a century
;
:
and a half ago. Besides, no one who evidence.
ntial
Still
more
inconseque
is
the
rediscriminates among biblical scholars in
favor of the special textual critics, would mark cited by Bro: Hall from Prof.
He says, “It is |
put the opinion of Borne about the pas- ‘Brown's Commentary.
easy to account for its omission, though
sage in dispute, before

that of Tregelles,

did the

without preaching ? And it will be said that

ed upon them his *‘ canons ,’’ in which the
passage is not found. The ‘‘canons” were
ten tables giving,in four columns,
all similar passages in the four Gospels; in three
columns, all similar passages found in |

Mr. Ryle condemns the work of Jerome ; one place, in some in another, then the
for the latter took pains to have the Vul- case would have been exactly. parallel
danihe
gate disagree With. certain MSS. of the ‘with that of this passage.
In a word, then, the evidence against
Seriptures which some contend -for, But
which contained, as he says, readings the genuineness of the passage remains
It is not.easy to escape the
shown by ‘the early translations to be unanswered.
false. It is when MSS. vary, not when cnmulative force of the. reasons which

decides a

‘This,Godet bad in mind, when he said,and

LS

Ab-

since then, some of the oldest MSS. have
been discovered, and invaluable stores of

Whom Horne selected, as more competent
‘than himself, to writé his - fourth volunfS,

This is true: but were there not leading
spirits who

bott,) ‘were evidently without the story;

the agreement of the best

whole mass of ancient docaments.” Consequenily,the judgment of modern textual
criticism about doubtful reading and passages outweighs that of earlier critics.

BESS

Sections

(** more properly the Eusebian' Sections,”

really critical may be'said to begin.” Bat,

knowledge have been gathered from the

7

or

churches have prospered, and some re-vivals been enjoyed without preachers.

as if, here, John needed a Kind of inspir-

;

wrote bastily,

but knowl-

these

Ethiopic ver-

aside his testimony.
fallible.- Prof. Stowe says, “He

edge acquired by long continued study of
the ancient MSS. that carries influence in
textual . criticism.

is put by Mill, in the fifth century, by
Wetstein, in the Middle Ages.
The

‘connected with three different texts in the
Jerome was not in- MSS.
And these peculiarities occur

preachers and theologians, like Ambrose,
Zwingle and Melancthon.
It is not only
‘* sound,” but ** special ” scholarship, it is

not only biblical knowledge,

of the practice? It may be said that sorue

can do, our best textual critics, here, - set

Geikie, or that of ordinary commentators,
Ryle, or that

pastors (Eph. 4: 11); and why for one
cept the story on other grounds.
These’ place more than another..
4. The Jews had their pastors; and
scholars think that the silence of Origen,
And
Clement, Tertullian, Irensus and Justin so did the seven churchesi of Asia.

Again,

Jerome is by far the best witness of
early times for the incident ; anfl his version, the Vulgate, has the story and gave
it to our English version. Yet, esteeming
Jerome more highly than other scholars

"could no adopt a ‘cqurse ‘more fatal to

and

:

Coptic and

worth.

matters pertaining to“ancient Egypt. One

with that of biographers, like Farrar

Arabic,

of our best experts in biblical

sions, to which Bro. Hall makes reference are compelled to decide against it by this
as containing this passage, have not rule of .criticism: A passage widely" desufficient antiquity nor integrity to break viating in style from that of the author
the force of this testimony. The date of studied cannot be genuine.
All critics
the Ethiopic version, according to Gilde- accept this reasonable rule with Alford,
meister and other Orientalists, is the sixth the strongest evidence against .the disor seventh century. It is * of slight erit- puted passage is its style.
Why should
ical value,” says Mitchell. Inthe good | Johu,in these few verses, use Sixteen terms
MSS. of the Memphitic or Coptic version and modes of expression which he was
the passage does not appear. The Arabic. not wont to use? Ryle thinks that ule inversion is so recent as to be of no critical spiration of John is a sufficient answer;

criticism, therefore, they are authorities.
Fn all matters pertaining to the age, in-

Brown

Itala

that contains the passage, did not contain
it. When, therefore, the best oldest ver-

THE WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE.

like

centuries

older than the oldest copy of the

for

G. Alsop, in Scribner's.

BY PROF. J, A. HOWE, D.D.

The Latin Testament of Tertul-

Jinn, which was more than two

“sAnd he ‘my waiting, folded palms to hold

not

Tregelles, “*‘itis

i

3. The divine architect in building 800 pupils at schools and in zenanas.
churches has ¢ given” or provided. for ' There are about 50 native women engaged

lenge the

copies .of the | for- Eusebius remodelled
them and _found-.

"Witt
to sy waudering steps be guide-snd- found. But,+ In the best.
says

The reasons demanding a pastor or

y

they seem to have but a vague

Midnapore to take charge~of the training
Martyr, in their day (150-250), weighs there is no proof that there were any pas: class there, while for the present a very
more than the mention of the
story torless churches in the days of the apos- good native teacher is assisting Miss Ida
by Ambrose, Jerome and Augustine, in tles, nor in the ancient churches, Is any Phillips in Balasore; “Arrangements are
their day (375—430). As to the Harmo- organization coraplete without its officers ? ‘being made-to establish a regular course
a of study for these teacliers’and have them
nies of Tatian and Amunonius, thoughtby Is not a pastor necessary to complete
a set examination in it before they
church
orgasization
?
Has
any
council
a pass
Bro. Hall to have contained the passage,
‘can
become regular
teachers
in our
right
to
organize
a
church
without
a
pasit is enough td say that the works sometimes called theirs are seldom thought to tor? or a church- to live without such a schoofs. Many of them are already able
| be genuine, and are always thought to lack leader? And does not the genera. failure to pass such an examination as is contemplated for all. No part of the mission is
integrity. The work attributed to Tatian in cases of such attempts prove the folly

Testament of a still earlier date, which
#Giaddening my upward gaze with sweet did not have the story,since the Latin ver«. -Burprise!
sion did not. The Itala was a later reown the sign: I know that he whose hand
of this primitive version. In some
vision
Hath fringed those somber clouds with

#

2.

Ryle,

criticism, and even that of some who ac-

Ci

i

_. skies,

Hall, however, agrees with

than against it.” In this th

was

1. Padlas'an apostle and Evangelist

Tertul:.

in the opinion that the argument of the overseer in one church would require such
So
Fathers is ** more: in favor of the passage an. officer in every church.

;
named above, is worthless.
These critics are also controlled in their

1881.

Slowly the mist is lifted from thé land,

Bro.

scholar,
his opinion about the testimony of

version ‘which

and

lian and Cyprian treat at length of chasti- “Ordained Elders in every church,”
ty and adultery, quoting from the Script- Acts 14: 23. He instructed Titus to do
the same, Tit. 1:5.
tres, bu net from this passage. =

the

judgment concerning this passage by the
agreement of the-oldest versions withthe
oldest Greek MSS. The Peshito,a Syriac

without a leader or pastor who feels
*“ cares for the flock P"
;

the greater

trace.of this story. . Then, also,

of our oldest and best-MSS. is not to be
respected? As Ryle is not a textual

designed for publication
Morning Star,
Balitor

comm!
oo

find quoted

part of the New Testament,
yet with no

of 4 stateof the primitive gospels, if the voice
ittances
business, rem
whom: «l lettldersbe onaddr
essed, at Diver; %. =
Son shou

NO. 3.

|

Py

op

pi=

|

1881.
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has continued to receive fresh fulfillments
in every age of the world. Men continue
to speak against Christ, often with great
bitterness, and revile his work and sacritheir eyes,

fice, in spite of the fact before
—

For

Questions

that through him and his gospel the
world has received’ the greatest blessings

seé ear Quarterly ant, Lesson; pore.)
rsa

SIMEON AND THE CHILD J ESUS.
DAILY

3. Simeon and the Child Jesus.
T. ' Gospel light for the Gentiles.
W.

it bas ever enjoyed.

Christ a Saviour for all.

TT.

God’s promise toall.

¥.

Christ promised.

Luke 2:25—35.
Is. 60: 1—11.

1 Tim. 2: 1<6.

4.52: 7-15.

Jer. 23:18.

:

S. The Revelation to Peter. Acts 10: 25-835.
8. The Gospelfeast.
Luke 14: 15-24.

to light the thoughts of many ghearts,the

GOLDEN TEXT: ‘* For mine eyes have seen:
thy salvation.”—Luke2: 30.

| enmity
of some, the inward

hunger of

others; and the true character

of all who

3

come within range. of its influence.
THOUGHTS

95.85"

AND

APPLICATIONS.

I. God does not leave himself without
a witness, even in the darkest times.
II. We ought to acknowledge God in
all the experiences of life.
III. The devout believer may be completely delivered from the fear ef death.

Notes snd Hints.
‘When Jesus was, eight days old he was
<©ireumcised and~ ‘named as had been
. «directed.

A-sword shall pierce.

Alluding to her Sorfolv at witnessing the
sufferings of her son. Thoughts of many
hearts shall be revealed. The state of
many hearts will be revealed by the
answer they give to the question, ‘ What
think ye of Christ?” * His gospel brings

READINGS.

About forty days after his birth

: bi parents ‘brought him to the temple to
‘ present him tg the Lord” and offer the
required sacrifice. There they met Simeon, "GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTEa good eld man, andthe events of this
MAKERS. Pe
lesson took place.
= A
2
The law in accordance with which { Simeon’s personal character.
He was
Joseph and Mary came ‘to the temple devout. The devout man makes the Word
with the infant Jesus is recorded

12.

in

of God the rule and guide of his life, and,

Lev.

“tg

25:

in an atmosphere
secure fellowship

.The'name Sicfor ‘means
;
Hearing,

or Listening,

perhapg,, indicating.

of prayer, walks in
with his Heavenly

his:[ Father, upon whose arm he leans

when

the teaiing. exercise in the public congre- little fox” at work on that ¢‘vine,” and
‘gation. The attitude of the body is en- the outside world has .its. eye on that
tirely ‘unimportant. If the example of | ¢ fox”, alone. That large-hearted man,
devout men in the Bible, and in the early large hearted when he ers of the souls
churches favors any posture it is that of of others, is talked of as
small,” when
—
2
AR — BY PROF: J+ We BARKER——————
~+ kneeling. — We suppese habit—mayearly
Thisown
dimes are the theme of his —con=
have much to do in molding our ideas sideration, and all unconsciously to him=
= * Lord, teach us to pray.”
in regard, even, to the forms of worship.’ self, he is selling—if not his Lord—yet a
As it possible that we need instruction
in regard to prayer? Do we need a But nothing seems more appropriate and partof His kingdom on earth for a few
Special form of words by which to ex- better suited to the design and purpose of pieces of silver. A ‘‘ Samson” though he
is in many respects, this ¢* Delilah” in his
press'the desires of the heart? Does not public prayer, than when the minister.
hair
is robbing him of his strength.’
leads
in
appropriate
words
and
all
the
God know us altogether ? If we are his
B'is another most excellent. Christian.
people
join
in
earnest
and
silent
thought.
children, does .riot an all-wise Father
Would you have no responses. ? Should No one doubts he is seeking. first: the
know all about our special wants? ; Will
the
people say nothing? There can, of kingdom of God and: His righteousness.
he not vouchsafe all that we need to, proiy who know him would say..to him,
_course,
be no reasonable. objection. The.
mote our ultimate good? These “ques:
1% if thou wouldest be pérfect”. just have
common’
custom
of
saying
‘‘
Amen”
is
tions may all be answered in the affirma* well enough, but even this, in many more charity for your fellow Christians.
tive. ‘And yet, ~
:
| cases, becomes so much a matter of mere And so it is hard to stay’ by the ninety
«Prayer is appoiiited to convey
|
form that it seems to mar the real genu- and nine good things in the man, instead
The blessings God designs to give.’
|
ive effectiveness of a fervent prayer. of running out after the hundreth one that
* Do not our earthly parents know ‘all When the * Amen” comes. in' obedience is gone astray.
‘‘ What a power he
our necessities? Are they not well ac- to 8 gepuine spiritual impulse, when the would be but for that one lack, " mean.
quainted with us? Do they not desire occasion, the subject and the fervor seem say,—and it is so.
ourtiighest ‘happiness? Will they with- to demand it, then it may emphasize the:
C is a good woman. - She is always-ia
hold any good thing within their power prayer and give it greater power. But ‘er place in the church, and the Sundayto give, from those whom they tenderly no matter of mere form can do’ this.” An school, and the prayer-meeting, and the
love ?
Amen” is never in the * right place” church societies,— no woman in the
And yet who does not know that most only when the spirit of the prayer and city talks better, or prays better, perhaps.
of the sum of our childhood's possessions. rof the occasion governs it. Concert But how happens it that sheis universally
comes in the direct line of asking and re- prayer by the people always seemed to regarded as so selfish, by ‘het acquaintancceiving? And is not the amount given us little better than absolute confusion. es? You stand before her amazed, at the
very much modified by the manner: of Humah voiees do not harmonize
any contradictions in her Christian character !
asking? = If the language is appropriate ‘more than human souls. And it is the and you shudder at the “awakening” that
and respectful, half the petition is made.
wildest heresy to endeavor to produce is to come to her, when she shuli see her
It makes a great difference what we say. harmony of soul, by the incongruous and loss, even though suved herself as by
If bread is desired, then let bread be the inharmonious repetition of a form of fire
only subject of our request. The “SpiFit prayer. If prayer is to be ra
And these may be taken as only w fow
by
of the petition forms the other very es- the people, much drill and tfaining are of the types of defective Christian ghar
sential half. Words, however well . cho- necessary. Much culture of the voice as acters.

Gommavicaions.
OONCERNING PRAYER.

. .character as a devut mah, trying to Sorrows darken “his ‘path, and
whose
hear the voice of God. Nothingis Kriowh, glory is the aim of his-life. Such was
of him except what is here told. Tt has Simeon. He was a just man. To be just is to
been said that he was .thé father of treat men, in all our dealings with them,
Gamaliel, the teacher of Raal.
Just. according to the spirit of our relations to
Upright in his life and dealings with | them. Thus did Simeon live. The de- ‘sen, can never be substituted for childmen. Devout. Pious in his spirit and | votion of the unjust man must be
false; like simplicity. And when the earnest
thoughtful
child comes to the father
fedling toward God. He was probably’ the morality of the prayerless must be {and
with
words
fitting
his relation, and has,
an old man.
Consolation of Israel. A partial.—Rev. Dr. Meredith, .
v
common designation of the Messiah some-| ~.Simeon’s wailing. -A man may desire moreover, a spirit of loyal submission, is
a father’s heart so stony, and so
times used in Jewish oaths. Holy Ghost|, to be spared fo see his children converted, there
was upon him. If, as some maintain, the or some great Christian enterprise con- lostto natural affection, as to be unHoly Spirit had- departed from Israel summated. Simeon waited for ¢ the con- touched by such a petition? Our common wants, it is ‘true, are supplied by
after the days of Malachi, he was evisolation of Israel.” Hopefully he waited, our earthly parents, without the form of
* dently again returning and bestowing his for it had been whispered unto him that
a request on our part. Food and clgthinfluences upon men. Religién was in a
state

at

the tyme

of our

Saviour’s

birth, but there were some believi ing souls,
as there have boen in all ages of the
‘world:
HL
;
26. Revealed'to J,
‘By an fnwaid
revelation which it would be as impossible to describe as presumptuous to doubt.”
—Van. Oosterzee.
This was a. strong
assurance to him that the Messiah would
soon come, DevoutJews desired greatly
to see the Messiah in their day; this privilege was granted to Simeon.

by special

ful thing to look death in the face,

as well

the feelings.”—Peloubet.
the day of Pentecost, but
was evidently at work
«Those who come under
#«(zod’s Spirit to places of

been once

as through

This was before
the Holy Spirit
in the world.
the influence of
public worship,

will undoubtedly meet him who is the com-

fort and consolation of Israel.”--4. Clarke.
Custom of the law. Lev. 12:6.
28. Blessed God. By “divine inspira_ tion he recognized the Messiah long foretold, and praised God,

never

with better

reason.
29. The song of Simeon is called the
‘Nunc Dimittis, from the opening words
in the Latin version.

Much of its beauty

is retained in the English. Depart in
peace. * The chief desire of his heart is
granted.
The
attractions for
terrors.

world has
no
him, and death
Rd

longer
has no
d

30. Salvation. Christ is the author
:
and source of salvation for mankind.
..7 _Simeon-forgets the person in the wonderful view he has of the work he: would do,

the blessing he would bring to the world.
31. Before the Jace of all people. Though
* born in an obscure corner of the world,
» his influence was to go forth to all’ parts
of the earth.

He was to be lifted up, that

* all men might see him.”

Dr.

The boys and girls in each class should
be taught-and made to feel, Christ having

divine suggestion.

the conscience,

if one

has first seen the Lord's Christ. Rev.
Henson, iw Bapt. Teacher.

¢¢ Mere yielding to impulses and impressions is not being led by the- Spirit. The
Spirit guides.us through reason, the word,
and

had

seem the Lord's Christ.” It is not a fright-

27.
Came by the Spirit.
He was,
doubtless, in the habit of coming, but at

this time

he

Here salvation

World.

Be
reli

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
New York City:

2%e Christian at Work

states that 266 missionaries “are at work

in that city, making nof less that 800,000
visits annually. There are also hundreds
of tract and poor visitors and other volun-

tary mission agents.
Candda and Manitoba: . A great movement is going on in these regions. In
Winnipeg alone there are nine Prqgestant
churches, and there is scarcely a settlement in the province where the Word is

not proclaimed. In #ddition to these
churches, a Christian Association Ras

World
88:..
Mary
events,

“The Light of the

is Jesus.”
;
Marveled.
Nor is.
strange.
had been Taney a unusual
but even to her, so many joyful

recognitions,

‘from

sources

so

various,

must have been a surprise,

84,85.

Blessed them.

Asked God that

a blessing night rest upon them; as pious
old men often did. This child is set. Is
appointed. Many shall receive him as

their Saviour and be raised to newness of |
life, and many shall reject

into sorrow.

Many

him and

failing,

fall

through

But

the

inherit-

special

against any
air

and _sunshine.

He

that each scholar attending the

Sabbath-

school shouldbe supplied with a Bible at
the expense of the convention.—8. S.
World.
A good namé. We have not the pleasure of an acquaintance with the Rev. Dr.
Goforth, ‘of Tennessee, but we like his

name.

We hope he deserves if.

The Lord Jesis did

not shut

himself

up in a ‘‘study,” in Jerusalem, or
an officein Capernaum, where he
be called upon at stated hours, but
ticeless activity he went about. And

open
might
with
what

The Westminster Teacher declares. the.

than can be used; remarks:

not think our

hammer

teacher.

to

form of speech to nse,

the Alnighty..

father.

He

when

addressing

Icdn talk to my

can

earthly

understand

all

* We must

does not follow the nail. into" the wood.”
It is just such'a preparation that gives
weight to speech, and that drives the lose

such

practice.

Only

see our

own

a complete Christian

To the study of this Word

let us patiently wait

let us add

‘| very near him for I know
|

he

loves

me.

When he takes his place in the circle of
home, he is never quite happy until I
stand by his side or climb upon his knee,
and breathe in his loving presencé the

thoughts that are uppermost in my héart.
It is very easy to talk to my earthly father, who knows so well my form and
manner

of

speech.

But

tell

me,

O

learned prelate, how to talk with my
Heavenly Father. You have lived. near
him these'many years; you have spoken
to him so often in prayer that it must be
you can givg me the direction I so much

It must have

GAINSBORO.

been “with

real

ples, as they were on their

sadness

way

disci-

towards

Cesarea Philippi. It was prompted by
no idle curiosity, no unhallowed ambition, or

personal

vanity,

for

it

was

a

question that concerned everyone else in-

finitely more than it did

himself.

Full

well he knew that upon the answer each

human heart should give to it, depended
its eternal weal or woe ; and thus it was

a matterof intense solicitude with him,

the opinion that men had "of him! How
could it be otherwise with the Love that
had given itself; because it could give no
grealer, for the redemption of
- the world?

And so the answer that the
gave must Have been
deed: ‘‘ Some say, he

when

the
our”

disciples

disheartening inis Elijah; some,

up from these shadows and
the sunlight of thy face,

place
and

us

make

in
us

loyal subjects of thy glorious kingdom.”
Such is the form of prayer given me by
the learning and ingenuity of men. Such
prayer seenfs to ignore entirely the ‘relation, ever recognized by the petitioner to
the Being addressed. It was not thus
-that the Great Teacher instructed his followers, —=*¢ Lord, teach us to pray.,”—
The answer came immediately.

ye pray, say:

Our Father

"heaven, hallowed be

thy

*¢When

who

art

name,

in

Thy

kingdom come, thy will*be done in earth
as it is done in heaven ; give us this day
our Cs
Lk forgive our debts
as we forgive ofr debtors; and lead us
not into temptation, but deliver

us from

hid.”

As

acquaintances

fare

opinion of him as a’ gonfessed

“teft out; All over the land, €hristian tem‘perance

men and

Christian Temperance

desire
ee

Union, to securing

consideration of the matter, before our
progressive denomination decides to fol-

{How the proposed plan. Jt-will
be no new
thing for us to act independently, because
humanity demands it.

Having started in

a good way, let us wd

back without

sufficient cause.

SEDGadi an

OHRIST THE END OF THE LAW,
_Brs.s.c hat

|- ~ The raiements ot the Law.can
| satisfied only by perfect obedience to

its precepts.—‘*
The man

which

be

all

doeth

those things (fulfills every precept) shall
live by them.” But man in «is fallen

state never ** doeth those things,” hence,
Christ in his infinite, love, to save us

the

penalty of a broken law, took upon himself a human form, and rendered a. full
and perfect ubedience to the whole, moral
law in our stead. Thus the object - is
attained, the Law fullilled, etdyoal life
secured, and Christ becomes the ‘‘end of

the law for righteousness.”

To the believ-

er, this righteousness i is imputed, he reaps ¥
thg reward of Christ's perfect obedience,
and enters through this gate the sternal

The announcement that during the
year 1882, no vac#ut Sabbaths are to be
left

for temperance lessons, causeg@leep

regret

with

many,

who

hoped

mniuch

four

tew-

perancedessons during the year.
“Sabbath-school teaching-is a success,
justin proportion as definite truths are
presented and emphasized by the pointing
out of especial dangers attending the disregard of these truths.
Generalities in
Sabbbath-school
teaching,
amount
to
little. This truth is so urged at-S.
School Conventions, and is so‘ generally
admitted, “that it needs no a
either in its favor or its defence.
To
carry

the idea

a

which are needed

word is nigh thee, in thy mouth and in
thy heart"—*¢ with the heart man believ-

eth unto righteousness.”

little

farther,

to furnish

against sins most prevalent
should be oftenest presented.

traceableto ihtemperance,

cent, of our criminal youth

truths,

lished facts—evil spirits believed Jesus
to be the son of God, and acknowledged -

the same while he was here. But believing unto righteousness, is a living, active
emotion of love, and trust, in the soul—
a faith that appropriates Christ, .and the
provisions for

salvation

made

by

his

obedience unto death—a fhith- that leads
us no longer to seek for justification by
Jesus

our

only

and

sanctification,

95

per
large

Let sach visit our:

Reform

State

Farms

wiser.

and

At one

sure

is, ‘* whoso-

ever.”
Difference in outward circumstances, does not change the offers of
salvation. To those of all nations, to the
high and the low, the rich and the poor,
the learned and unlearned, * the same
Lord over all is rich” (i. e gives largely)
‘‘unto all that call upon him.” Not a call
of insincerity and self-interest— see Mat.
7:21-22—but a call from the heart that

feels its needs, that claims. no

merit

its own, but relies on

as fallen

man's

Christ

only Saviour, his “all in all.”

of
To

such a call the promise is, *‘ I will answer thee, and /show thee great and
mighty things
of.”

which

thou knowest
:

ae

"FATHER
BY

REV.

not

a

NEWELL.
I
A. L. MOREY,

Some time since I saw a notice i the
Star of the death of Rev. S. Newell, of

Nicholville, N. Y.

If any

of our

noble

Christian workers deserve to be remembared, and the memory of their holy

lives treasured, certainly Father Newell

From my
him as a
gift that others might sometimes see us as time, there were five young men’ at the
pure and holy, God-fearing and God-henwe see ourselves. . Gladly would
he: Rhode Island State Farm, who had .been |.
ored man.
Often in the little red sehoolmembers
of
one
of
the
most
prominent
open his heart to men, as it lies open to
“house I have listened while hé opened
Sunday-schools
in
Providence.
One
of
God; as the Christ and Paul would have
these took his first glass of lager beer, the fountain of truth and knowledge.
gladly done!” But this ¢an not be!
For his time and opportunities he was a
So far as the desire of being *‘ under- because he saw his S. 'S. teacher using
thoroughly educated man of God, Slow,
it.
Repeatedly
these
unfortunate
ones
stood” is a healthy one, having in mind
methodical, clear, profound, judicious,
the good of others rather than any mere have said-that they attended certain Sab:
| pains-taking, unnparing in research; not
bath-schools
for
so
many
months,
or
consideration of self, it may not be regarded un-Christly ; and for the gratifica- years, Tiut never heard a word on the sub- especially eloquent or brilliant, yet powrful and convincing in argument, I can
tion of this desire, we may find a hint in Joc of temperanee.
Imost see him now pleading the Re* There is nu way to secure Jempotanos
ourselves as others see us,” but also for the

this incident of our Saviour's life.

He

asked his disciples what others thought
of him. We may be thankful if we have

friends who will tell us the same

truth, as they told: him.

Possibly

sober

with

us, as with bim, it may be wholly a mis-

ought not to be: forgotten.
childhood days 1 have known

emer’s cause." It is said that the great-

: |*est preacher is “Mr. Example.” If so,
his example is most potent for good.
Conscientious
and caréful, he prayerfully
habits

ing pina times and Se
pose.” In.the first place,
great many teachers, whose

own

are not strictly temperate in regard ‘to
the lighter intoxicants.
Such teachers

understanding of us. Possibly, but not
fikely! ‘We are wholly human, he was will never take pains to present the subIn the second
seemsto -embrace- everything, and yet the divine-human. =~ The best of men ject, unless obliged to.
whose own
teachers,
many
great
a
have
*
infirmities
;”
and
as
one
*
infirm”
place,
asks for nothing in particular. . Prayer is
the medium of special grace, and as such joint may * halt the whole body,” so a habits are right, are so little impressed

is the common duty of the pew as well as singls** fault” may * halt the whole ‘with the greatness
they fail to speak
of the pulpit. In regard to its special body” of one's influence upon others,
Jesson
compejs
We
have
no
doubt
but
A
is
most
eareem
to
be
in
place.
Of
form,a fewwo
who are
lent prayer and} nest Christian, - His, great- love “for--the-|-tenehers,
t
; “efficient audible prayer. In truth, no au- ‘Bible, his prayers, his exhortations, his interest, have no

of

followed Jesus day by day

till the path

grew bright with the'newsborn glory. of
another life, nor did he. tremble at the

rustle and
Reaper

sweep

of the * stroke ofthe

that: clefs the

corn. ":.

‘long

standing
>

the' danger, that,

The late Dr. Chapi had a pretty little
Dr. Emerson on one”
for puns.
talent
it. ' Anather class of
ehail stumble at bis claims and fall;
Dr. Chapin, and on
for
|
preached
occasion
BEL
Xs
S11 right in: ‘habit--and | outorinthe
g pulpit’ laid i
r
faculty for so Musing | the seat, and then laid a pape
: eT
gain ‘but, as ‘newnal,
° Hons
Chapin afterward came in, and, sitting
creatures in Christ Jesus. Is, 8: 14; Hos. ‘Hawaiian Sunday-sehools, announcesps that dible prayer is efficient that does not most conscientious’ discharge of Chris- ‘general truths, as to bring in teaching down
carelessly, mashed the bat comhe next Cy. convention will ‘58 held arise from the silent emotions of a’sincere tian duties, and abstinence from * doubt- upon this point, and fail simply for" lack pletely. Arising and picking np “the
Ad: 9; 1 Cor, 1: 28, A sign spoken
tx mark for slander and reproach. ix June, 1881. #An exact report will then heart, and no audible prayer is cmsistent ful” ‘practices, make him a dear and of having the subject prominent in the ‘mutijated tile, he contemplated it with
ade of thdfSunday-school statistics’ of: that does not faithfully give expression | helpful brother in the church. Such a prepared lesson.. The small minority is the ren urk, “I presume you til that
This was folfilled in a wonderful way in
to those emotions. Prayer. must. ever. be “ vine,” we say of him. Bat Tere is “a thus left to deal with this subject ds’its was a silk Bat; ut How | is satin.”
and
‘ the days of Christ and. his apostles,
- prejudice,

to discern his true hameter;

son home. — Ibid,

:

»

oly
-

-

.
2.

of the matter unless the

pi}

¢

fin
<

fd

|

none have ex-

through him, since the word

that

and

redemptign—**
And with the mouth confession “is made unto salvation.” Noi
simply a ‘Gonfession of faith by uniting
‘with the church, but a daily manifestation to the world of the * Hruits of the Spirit: love, Joy, peace, long suffering, gentleness, gdidness, faith, meekness, temperance; against such’there is no law.”
Tlfey who thus confess Clirist, ** shall not
be ashamed,” will neversbe disappointed,
‘but have their spiritual hopes and expectations realized, for ¢ whosoever shall
call upon the name of the Lord shall be
saved" —saved from the penalties of a broken law, saved from eternal deagh, saved
in the kingdom of God forever.
No one of us obeys God's law perfectly,
| consequently no one of us but needs this
cuse for not making their salvation

are sent forth

ac-

Saviour—our

Christ as a Saviour, and

society,

becoming drunkards.

they will be somewhat

as

in

into society by thisdestroyer, that a

and

believing

safeguards

It is well known that-from 80 to 90 per
cent. of the crime in society is directly

Schools

This

implies more than a mere assent to estab-

righteousness,

BY MRS. E. 8. BURLINGAME.

the subject of temperance must be often,
of the Sdviour, and Jie power for good
definitely -and - impressively presented.
over them depends, in ‘some great meas‘ure, on. this opinion. He is conscious of’ Perhaps some ene is innocent enough to
such integrity of Christian purpose, to- suppose that children, who have general
ward God and man, that he would ask" Gospel teaching, are in no danger of
He
see

earnestly

the results already attained. Must the
labor be in vain? Let there be careful

| ful in warniog those under their influence |
some
follower against the most subtle of temptations,

only to be known\ as he really is.
would not only ask for ** the gift to

women

the continuance of the plan that has been
partially inaugurated. Much time and
labor have been devoted by the Woman’s

cept

proportion of the poveriy aiid much of
the insanity are results of the same cause.
John the Baptist; and others, one of the
It must also be evident to every one, that
Prophets. ? Any one but the Christ! To,
visible and Invisible, and with thine eye; | ‘cote to his own and they kndw-him not, the temptations to the young, from. the
brilliantly lighted and music-enlivened
seeing all things in heaven above or in what could be sadder ?
—
saloons in nearly all parts of our country
the earthineath. We are creatures of
It need not be thought strange if ‘many
are
the most subtle, which the adversary
the dust, full of all sin and unw orthiness. an earnest followet of ** this same Jesus”
of
all
good devises to allure from virWe do not deserve the notice of thine has asked himself the question, *‘ Who,
eye, or one thought of pity from thy: or what manner of person, do those who tue.
If, then, our S. Schools are going ©
heart of love.
Thou art holy, and we
know me, and whom I long to bless and
do
their duty in warring against the inare vile.
Thou art self-existent, and we
to save, sy that I am ?™ He knows he is
centive to so much evil, if they are faithare dependent creatures of a day. If]g

thou canst condescend
to stoop from thy
glory to notice such sinful mortals; lift us

gretted that from the lessons of 1582, the
quarterly temperance teachings, areto be

“works of the law,” but brings us to

THE THIRTEENTH SUNDAY.

might be accomplished by the

“‘ WHOM DO MEN SAY THAT I AM?"

that Jesus put this question to his

day

ro

Ea
Sn a

BY

the

Revealer of all hearts shall vindicate
characters!
:

this;

thoughtless a manner as is frequently
seen in churches and Sunday-schools.

my

words, though imperfectly uttered. I
ean breathe my wants in his ear and I
know he comprehends the. whole before
-my request is finished. - I can venture

be

useless, if the head

less for us than

any praetice that tends to soil the magni-

ficent beauty of that wonderful word
unjust.
But the special favors of his picture had better be discontinued. It
providence come in answer to, prayer.
is a prayer to be said”and studied, and
But tell me, learned prelate, the - special | not to be used in
‘so common
and

evil.” .
‘Every word of the latter form of
«A failure to get from the scholar what he
knows, and should tell" the teacher.” To prayer is easily understood.» It simply
do all the telling is not-the most telling represents a’ child talking to his: father
and not talking about him. It is the apmethod of teaching.—Ibid.
propriate language of a child ‘addressed
Rev. A.J. Titsworth, speakingin the to a common father. ' We have very little
Congregationalist of the necessity of a. confidence in the utility and propriety of
preparation of the lesson much larger a“ general prayer,”—a
prayer
that

most common fault of the

might

character, and has given us a thorough
farnishing of all that we need for every
good quality of heart and life.
|

sends the rain upon the just and upon the

been established, Bible classes and prayer desire. I seem to hear your answer:
meetings are held, services are conducted :¢ When you pray, say: Almighty Lord,
in the ganls and hospitals, and newly ar- Maker of heaven and earth; incomprerived immigrants are not. left! without hensible, omnipresent, omniscient, and
spiritbal care. Ata recent county -Sun- full of all glory. Thou art wise above
day-school Convention it was resolved our comprehension, pervading all things

is represented under the notion of a feast
which God himself has prepared for the
i whole world.”—A. Clarke.
is. wanted in great cities, in country
82. A.light io lighten the Gentiles. .|'places everywhere, is pastors, superinThey greatly needed light. The wisest tendents, teachers, Christian_evangelists,
of their philosophers was in dense dark- who will go forth and lay hold of men,
ness as tp spiritual things. Rom. 1:22. and women, and children, and constrain
The glory of thy people Israel. ** Light” them to come in.==Bapt. Teacher.
and ‘ glory” define salvation.—Schaff.
Rev. Smith Bakerin the Christian MirGreatergz honor than the descent from
Abraham, the covenants, the promises,the ror, most pertinently affirms: ‘The minislaw and all other privileges and advan- ter who is watching for souls soon finds his
tages, was it to have given the world its teachers to be under-shepherds with him;.
No such
Redeemer. He was a guide in the. path and one helps the other.”
of peace, fulfilling ' all the types and happy union arises when he is simply
shadows of their law. Simeon saw what watching “hig “rights. "—Nat, 8. S.
.
others failed to seé, and what many even Teacher.

"to-day fail to see.

us, as the common

‘quests.
God gives us

vealed by the teaching of the truth about

S. 8.

repeating the same words of thie prayer.

all

ter for one to *‘ say” this prayer well in
com- | public, and for the people to enter into
forts and favors of life, which
give
to
its spirit, than to risk such confusion of
childhood much of its enjoyment, are the tongues.
About singing or chanting this
answers to our earnest and proper re- prayer; we desire to enter no protest

ing are'given

ance of children.

and their thoughts re-

Dr. John Hall, in

en-

we

takeit away from as; and then if we
are misunderstood and misrepresentéd,

again be quite the same as before. They
are changed for the better by receiving
and loving him, or they are changed for
the worse by .setting him aside. All

Christ.—Rev.

were

Lord's . Prayer in
concert exercise in
Not more than half
it. (2) There was
(3) Not.all were

that

the prayer that God search us, and -show
us if there be any evil way in us, and

offered to them, they can never

hearts are openéd

batas since, just as the people

deavoring to say the
concert. It was not a
any true sense. (1)
the people engaged in
not a concert of voice.

O,

importance demands, unless temperance
lessons are provided.
=’
For these reasons, it is to be deeply re-

x
¢ lack” and by the grace of God *‘supply” city.
1t7 The great remedy is found, after | ~Thisrighteousness of Faith is not afar
all, in God's Word. He designs nothing off, and of difficult attainment. ¢ The

(4) Time and tune were entfrely out of
the question. We concluded it were bet-

ed

low

* he should not see death before

well as of the soul is required, Wé"hap-/{
pened to enter a congregation a féw Sab-

L

T

x

»

».
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MISSION WORK.
BY REV.

CONDUCTED

OF THE

MUSINGS

MOUNTAIN

MORE

James writes:me that his meetings in SanHpore have been blessed. He will no doubt
report.
Ca
he Brahmip convert, about whom you in-

G.C. WATERMAN.

MEDI-

quire,did not

die of small. pox.

and ordinances as above

only about

three hundred millions has

six handred

[Nov. 7th], I heard

has ever benefited

This is the name by which is designat-

~dred tho
then be vastly
privileges than the people of

The province of Nepaul is about'as large

‘ed

a small

body

of

Christians

their. great foundation

found

principles

It is the purpose to make the Morning

the

before.

| THis grand Work

Like th best of its cotempora-

church

Itis odtselly
ellin

|.

continuing
ful utility.

a practice
:

of

it."

and thought in brief paragraphs

‘have no law or commandment contained
in ordinances to keep us’ in "bondage, or
to drive us to a distance, or to excite

mity among the brethren, except such
are of human invention.”
The few

extracts

that

I

have

as

careful study, and jn the suggestions

year:
Quint,

that

In presen

of his native land,

he

gave

many

evi-

dences of the progress of Christian sentiment and civilization in that land. It is
a grand country, 1,900 miles long and
1,500 miles broad, having a great variety
of climate, scenery and productions. The
inhabitants are, like ourselves, a. part .of

~The

teachings

booksaré very far from

and give rise to many

of

these

Christian

truth

difficulties in the

of intelligent and studious young
These difficulties ire similar to
found in our own Country. Almany senseless and wicked cus-

minds
“men.
those
ready

toms taught by their religion have come
to an’ end. No more living victims are
swung

on hooks insérted into their flesh;

no more children
Ganges as offerings
widows are burned
husbands. © Women

are thrown into the
to the gods; no more
at the death of their
are receiving educa-

cation, going into society

and

enjoying

to

the

following is the letter :—
J

-

CIRCULAR LETTER. =

we are again permitted to

meet,

and

in

accordance with an ancient custom it becomes our duty to address you this circular
letter tréating of Extracts from the history

of the Qld General Baptists, Free

Grace,

Union and Fellowship.
That Christ died for all mankind was

a

distinguishing tenet from which the General Baptists

took

their

name,

and

for

which they contended with the greatest
confidence
and zeal ; that man being fallen, the Lord Jesus by his perfect obedience to the whole law and sacrifice of

himself which through the Eternal
he offered up unto God the

Spirit

Father,

fully satisfied the justice of God

and

hath

ful-

filled that law by which the whole ,world

or free will -io- man,

Extracts from Miss Crawford's Letter to
Murs. Hills,

Miss Crawford's numerous friends

:

will

be

glad to have their anxiety relieved consequent
on the intelligence reteived in regard to her
iliness, She writesas follows under date of
Nov. 15:
# & #% ] have been fll, not dangerously,
but had to lie in bed awhile with burning
fever, Meantime work accumulated.
The spi=

and

with

such

a

founder as Roger Williams that any of
the Old General or Six Pripciple Baptists
should ever become intolerant or exclusive would be surprising.
Yet it appears that in 1770, more than
130 yearg
afterwards, in this same
church first established by Roger, Williams, a difficalty arose.
James Maning,
President

the native gardener who will
watched? Thanks to the Lord,

of

is’ to partake with them which he did.

work unless
my strength

hag been fust coming back for about a. week.
The attack of fever was severe, but yielded to
the proper medicines as soon as one could

_ Sonably expect.

rea-

I had no suitable fever medi-

_Cinesat bund when_attacked, baving given
then all
to the natives,

'

There had been many

ill on my bunds. Our. six mouths’
stead tbe usual four months, bas
cause

6f so

much

fever

and

rain, inbeen the

man

deaths.
Brethren Murshall and Coldren Were here
und
they soon informed deur Jessie Hoope
r who
1 Same
my aid and administered

© greater part of our missionaries

in Yearly Meeting at Santipore,,- Jini
Caw
here for 4 few duys before going
there and buptized my live Eila Hampton, also
tWo
Who came out while Bro, Marshall ‘was men
ing his special meetings here. One of holq.
them
5
+ 8 lie of the most decided converts
it
~ 88 been my lot

This

caused dissatisfaction in a number
of
members on account of Mr. Manning's
not holding strictly to laying en of hands ;
although under ‘hands himself, yet he
was willing to commune with those that
were not,

— This dissatisfaction

to endeavor to reconcile their difficulties,

at which a majority were in favor of admitting Eld.
Manning.
At one of the
iheetings it was agreed to refer the mat-

ter to the next Association to be held

in

y vote as before. . It uppears that after
this. a final sepdration took
place and’
vighty-seven members, including
Elder

nsor and Deacon John Dyer, withdrew

from the church on this accotnt and were
organized into a separate church in the

town of Johnson.
. It

appears

also.

SN

that

the Richmond

Feb. 11, 1771, entered into an
He: church,
agreement not to commune with or to

any members. that She

rSt-wite
was a womb
‘prayer, ar
Wher

SUFICETY fo
prayers are uuswered., "he Th
doctrine—since whichit appears to have
into our villuge just before the famine.
He
married a tXouilent girl, and now
been the pradiice of the churches in this
she
re- denomination,
Joices in seeing him trusting
with few exceptions,
to
kere ‘professed. eonversion. in Jesus.’ Two
exclude from their communion all. breth. One of them
a8
away

when

baptista,

was

administered,
and none ofns bad Yuith , fn.
other, One
"poor buckslidden woman eturn
ed to the fold,
rid

D.

Rev.

B.

T.

B.

F. Hayes, of Bates

M.

Bailey,’D. D., Prof.

Hezekiah
Banta,

George

Butterworth,

Esq.,

Rev.

Rev.

J.

1825 at Unadilla Forks, N. Y., by Elders
Easterbrooks, Lake, and Hunt, and was
married some two years after to Flora

Hall, of Smyrna, N. Y. His early labors
were in the Chemung Valley and adjacent
country. From heré*he returned to Cén-'
tralN. Y: and for'16 years continued to
labor here and in Oswego und Jefferson
counties, his efforts being crowned with
very marked success.

He then removed to Western N. Y.
where for many yedrs he was successful
in winning many to the gospel

standard.

From Ellington he removed to Hillsdale,
Mich., for the education of his children

ve not under hands up to the
me.

Ill., when witheut a struggle or a groan
he passed. away. - He leaves as a legacy
to the churches the example of a tried
servant and true friend of Israel.
15
D.
G.'Y,
eis
¢

LJ

back is se lame

present

While we fully believe in’ the doctrine

I can’t Work.”

¢ Why

Theodore
D.

The Star will be stronger in its departyear than ever before. .
SPECIAL TOPICS.

Dont fail to try it.—Long

ews,

Branch

!

THOROUGH

BASS, HARMONY

In a manner

so simple

and COMPOSITION

and

progressive

that

it

may be called a SELF. INSTRUCTOR.
The old
befogged systems are too complicated to be practi:
cable. ¢ Palmer's Theoryof Music” makes
it vlear as the sunlight. Price, bound cloth,
$1.00

by

mall,

.

For the price dr two or three les
sons, you

can have

¥. W,

Root’s

‘SCHOOL OF SINGING,”

aperfect vocal method on a new plan, and
‘large collection

of Héautiful

Price, $3, by mail,

songs.

JON CHURCH & 0O.,
FISTLi

Yin

TE
al

om

TA

;

others

value.

of

current

at

Con-

At home, we shall have a weekly

letter

from Washington during the sessionof
Congress, and letters also from special
correspondents in New York, Boston,and

Chicago. All notable religious gatherings during the year, of whatever denomination, will be duly reported.
DENOMINATIONAL.

All

denominational

and

meetings will be faithfully reported,”

and

articles discussing denominational needs
and enterprises will frequently appear.
We already have, or soon

shall

have,

"EVERYWHERE

special reporter in every Quarterly Meeting, who will furnish all items

of mews.

The Star will,in this department, be indispensable to every Freewill Baptist.
. THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
We shall publish each week notes on

| and explanations of the . International

Sunda§-school lessons, thus making: the
paper a real help to
scholar.

every

teacher

and

Rev. G. C. Waterman will remainin |
charge of this department, and will present a weekly survey of our ewn missionary fields, at home and abroad, and of noOTHER DEPARTMENTS.

The page deyoted
and book notices will

to family
be

reading

prepared

care, and with a view to benefit
may consult it.

with

all who

conducted

with

refer-
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to
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Figured,

and
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~
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AT ASCOW.
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on, 10c,
Actress

ent’s Samples Book,-25¢.

Northtield, Ct,
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Kay,

New
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IN

care-

Classisexes.

Summer
‘

Catalogu address K. Bachelder, A.

Sega:

C. A. Farwell,

AY

4

J)
OCHESTER §MINARY.
Fall Term
of 12
weeks will commence September 7. Full
board of teachers aud course’ of study. Studénts.-

complete

and

for

college.

practical.

Secures good influences.

Business

Admits ‘both

For

further

in-

formation address thie Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
:
EW

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION .—New

Ham

N ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study
the Institution 18

for both sexes.
Connected with
the best commercial college in

New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
- teacher of Penmanship in the State. Expenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks

each.-

Fall

Term Begins

1880.

Winter Term begins

Térm

Begins

August

23,

Nov. 15 1880. Spring
Summer Term begins
Apr. 18,1881. Summer Tefm closes June 23.
for Cat#logue to
:
REV. A,B. MESERVEY, Principal.

Sona

Jan. 31, 1881,

EBANON ACADENY-—Pupils fitted
4 ness,

scientific

schools

or

the

for busi.

best: colleges.

MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal. ‘Fall term
begins Aug. 31,1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16,
1880. For further particulars, address the
cipal,
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
. Tiehanon, Me. :

prin-

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The College year consists of four

terms of ten weeks each.
The

courses

of

study.

are

the

Normal,

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific-

s
Tropical Leaf of

By

Is made from, a Simple

Board,

i

Rare

Value, and is a POSITIVE
Remedy for all the
diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
body—for Torptd
Liver—Headachés —Jaundice—-

For

(including

room

rent)

further information

#2;15 per

apply

week.

to A. A.

MOUL-

TON, A.M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio. °
BA%ES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.-

Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of
the Kidf§leysy--Liver and
Urinary
Organs.
For
Femalé
Diseases, Monthly Menstruations, and

—For further information address the President, O. B. C
NEY, D: D.;or
Prof. JOHN FUL-LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine

the organs that make the blood, and hence is the
best Best Blood
Purifier.
It is the only

ASTIN

during

Pregnancy

it has no equal.

It restores
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and general demoralization.
:

19,

1881.

the Pope is Christ's vicegetent on earth.

| one Christian,

ristian isa |

representative of Christ. ‘He has Christ's

While willing to .recognize Dr. Crosby
as among the temperance reformers of mind, he does Christ's work, and he exto-day, it must be admitted that he is but emplifies Him. . We may form sume esslowly bringing up the rear of the ever timate of the place of Christians .and the
increasing phalanx which is advancing value of their work here ; ut it will be |
rapidly on the strongholds of Satan; and only in eternity that we shall understand
the total abstinence, prohibition men and all. A great and grand spiritual temple
is being erected, and its Builder recogwomen are obviously in the van.
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Against |Dr. Crosby's opinion, the facts

total” abstinence propa-

L.amount raised for church work

IT ee
pal
Ea
the gathering add to the efficiency of the

two hundred such

have

asks

Speaking’ of

than

fitted at Storer

or the state of things that led to
—g0 far-as a principle is involved
“10 be vindicated, and the state
would goon impFove. 1
blprei

when

it, except
that needs
of affairs
i ype

is mentioned in theYife of Christ. In this
case the original word.is correctly _translated “the fruit of the vine,” that

is,

the

juice of the grape, That it was: not fermented or intoxicating is proved by his:
*| tory and by the ".still-existing custom of

Though the workers, one by one, go to

in the college buildings during the winter

vacation—the week following Christmas.
We expected an introduction to the sunny
seriously, languish for the want of sup-. South that would be very agreeable after
porters.” - As one soldier of the cross falls the cold season December had furnished
at his post, another should step forward us at home, but from 2 feet to 30 inches of
and fill the ‘place made vacant. Shattered snow and the thermometer ranging from
and weary columns should be supplement- 10 degrees above to 18 degrees below zero

receive their reward,

mains.

the work

It should- not

fatally,

still re-

or evdn

his fifth
“Lord,”

His text was 1 Kings’ b: &, und "The following
is u bare outline of his excellent discourse:—

tse can not and ought not to Ho claims, ‘that books and’ light wines are
becauseit is founded on false- the promotersof health whens used judibrings against ciously, and that aleohol in small quaati* hood, and he furthermoyg
the. system three diane ‘indictments, ties, as in beer and light wines, is not a
‘namely, that the word temperance ‘has. poison but a food. Providentially, science
been prositmed ft
jrue medning has cometo the front in ‘these past: fow
PL)

payment of church debts

he, or

raised for the

during

the

year

in

the city will probably exeeed $75,000. This is

a Very appropriate

for our business

and madaficturers. $5%R1ve

men-

unto the Lord

thank-offerings, in view of the great prosperity
wherewith'he has blessed them during the
past year. The Church of Christ is not dead

and her membership is not altogether sordid.
It may be stated further with regard to this
specific work, that it has been done very quietly in every case and mainly within the
churches, It has not been found neccessary to
employ Mt. Kimball, but the people them-

-selves have risen up
work.

and

accomplished

Indeed, so far as I have been

the

able

to

leéarn, the members of the various churches
and congregativns have been swift to respond
to the suggestions of their pastors relative to
this work, and in some cases their zed) has

outrun that of their leaders.

’

Whether this work of paying

cburch

. debts

shall prove to be the forerunner of an unwonted work of grace will doubtless depend very
much upon the churches. Pastors and people
ought to learn that united,

ful effort will nccomplish

persistent,

any

prayer.

desired

and, therefore, ought to enter upon

result,

the

work

of saving souls and building up the Church of
Christ in the same spirit which has

character-

ized this very successful financial work;

Re-

garding such a work of grace, changing a

sin-

gle.word of our Lord's, may we not well exclaim, * O thou of little faith, ‘Whetelpie dost
thou doubt? ?
I
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The 8. 8. Quarterly.
Rev.F. M. Washburn, pastor of
ville church, Wisconsin,

writes

Evans-

endofsing

the opinion of Rev. J. J. Hall, touching the
Star Quarterly, in the Star of Jan
adds: ‘“ We have 50 copies of it

5.
in

He
our

school, and gll are delighted.”

Blinisters and Churches.
¢

Eastern.

|

'

Maine,

Rev.8. C. Whitcomb has accepted a eall
fromthe" Society at Pittsfield, to supply, the
pulpit one year. =
Rev. A. L. Morey is convalescent after three
weeks’ sickness with diphtheria,
At a donation given og the 12th he received $50, which
does mot aPply oir
the salary. The Gray
ehureh and society unanimously voted to reengage him for the ensuing year.
Notwithstanding adverse; fluences, the church has

gone steadily forward with its work,

and

the

prayer and social meetins show increased
attendance ane ioterest and a few conversions.
The church at North Lebanon remembered
the pastor on Christmas and New Year's eve,

{n-valuablé presents.
At the Conference Meeting of the Presque
“Isle church, Dec. 5th, two were received to the
church and one to the care of the church.
Saturday, New Year's day, conference was
held in the'new vestry, and it is said to have
been the largest ever held by Free Baptists in

Presque Isle. One was received to the church,
making some 18 additions during the past year.
Sabbath evening, Jan. 2, several rose for
prayers.
This with building a new house of
worship is an encouraging record.

Rev. A. H. Hanscom and wife were kindly
remembered by their friends at Cape Elizabeth:
Christmas eve; among the
presents was $32 in money.
New

many

valuable

~

Hampshire.

Rev. N. C. Lothrop will=close a four years’
a
with the church in Bristol, April 1,
and, will then be at liberty to engage with
any church desiring a pastor.
The pastor of the 1st Alton cburch and his
family received valuable presents from
the
Christmas tree, and on Jan. 10th the people of
‘the parish made them a donation.

Meetings have been held
for sixteen nights in

in New

succession;

pressed
a desire to beeome

Hamptos

15

have

Christians,

ex-

and

a

goodly number give evidence already of being
Christians.
‘There is good reason to expect

many more will decide for Christ.

The church

and schoal work well together, and both
being blessed.
Jan, 1st, Rev. Ira Emery
entered on

are
the

|.8econd year of bis pastorate of the 1st Wolfboro’ chureh. "He seems to be the right man
in the right place. This church never had better prospects for usefulness and prosperity.
Congregation and Sabbath-school are increasing in numbers and interest, “Its pastor’s sal
ary is small, and "its church edifice humble;

but the former is promptly paid, and the /latter is not adorned with a debt. It has recently purchased an-organ, and is raising funds
for other purposes.
Some time since the
pastor collected 30 books and sent them to the

pastor of a colored church; and recently the
superintendent of the
nished
a Southern
| “ helps.

The chief financial work -of -the- church bas-|
Christians. ~ They are ep istles. kn
and
read of all men. They are lights that would be highly commendatory 10 mem: | been: directed towards the’ discharge of its indebtedness which was entirely wiped out by
shine and salt that preserves. They ars ‘bers ‘of a: teachers’ institute. in New
both witnesses and revealers of the truth. ~Eugland. Dr. Calder gave two lectures,
* Mr, J. O, Aglionby, Esq., gave a lecture on
They are laborers together: wigh God. one on teaching, the other on Education Coloniul History, which Was’ ‘n Huan
consideration of thechuses of those early’e¥ents
The Catholic chureh
e
has. 8. ; dogma that in China, both of which were full of inter- and the spirit of the men who ere actors,
i

of

LOWELL CHURCHES.

Sunday-school has furSunday-school
with

2

Rev. J. C. Osgood
and wife, of Pittsfield,

Solomon built a temple; itis our wbtk’ to acknowledge Christmas gifts,
build that which is of more importance—a a very nice family Bible, from
Christian church, We are to build a temple,— their congregation, money and
(1) for the utterance of Christian truth, (2) as. to the valué of $30.

m £0 neatly $1,200,

efforts

The grand total of moneys

§ TEMPERANCE.
DR. OROSBY ON.
a pleasant Christian household, (8) for the
It is not apparent what induced the the Jews, in accordance with the Jewish
times—to meet the wants of the age, (4) to
law, requiring them to banish from their
management of the Boston Monday Lect-for four or five days nn
dd had subserve the special purposes of salvation.
ed
by
those
full
and
fresh.
Every
movehouses
during
the
Passover
everything
ureship to engage Chancellor Howard
for food or drink that had pdergone ment of the enemy should be anticipated a cooling effect upon our ardor and pre- From ‘this discourse and other sources the fol' Crosby to expound his well-known views
-| apd successfully met. The places of the vented many who had arranged to be lowing interesting facts and statistics have
fermentation.
been gleaned. There has been a ' good» religon the temperance question. lis lecture |
The apostle Paul's advice to Timothgto fathers should be filled by the children, present at the Institute from /coming.
fous interest in the church throughout the
appears like an attempt to shstain the
and there should be a man for every| About sixty persons, however, were yegr and the work has been well sustained in
movement recently inaugurated in that take a little wine for his stomach’s sake,
emergency. Indeed, is it not so? The present and took part in the exercises, every department. The Sunday-school has a
was
explicitly
a.medical
prescription,
and
city, which many members of the prohibileadership of Immanuel is most skillful. which were very interesting from the be- | membership of 406, being a net gain of 78, and
+, tion party have regarded as in opposition. the practice of wine-drinking that would
‘God is never without witnesses and work- ginning to the end. Dr, James Calder, late] there have'been twenty convérsians among its
inebriate
was'expressly
denounced
by
the
to their policy. « ers. Glorious things are spoken of: the president of the Penn, State Agricultural | members. The church” has received ' thirty.
to its fellowship, making 228 for the five
In his lecture, which is entitled “A Calm apostle in the same letter to his ‘‘son in church in the future.
Rider o
college, was present.and acted as leader. eight
years of Bro. Porter’s pastorate. The benevos
. View of Temperance,” Dr. Crosby offers the faith.”
In the light of these truths, we can “hot Several of the Golored teachers read es- ‘lent contributions for the year have amounted
are unacquainted with Dr. Crosby's
nds fefanse of hig posi- | We
5
dignity
|.t0 $1,066.86
4nd the contributions for the Sune
nal habits; but: his argaments are | fail to be | 0

hat the

successful

spect, to many of thie

dred communities “have already felt” the
influence of these intelligent “workers,
who feel impressed with the idea that
they are appointed to the glorious mis-

E. W. Porter, the pastor, preached
annual sermon on * Building for

the

3

has been a period of peculiar favor, in this re

Benominationa] Betos.

responsible for continuing the.

oei

Page St. church to discharge its fidebtedness; 3
I am reminded of the fact that the past: year

but ask,” what
contribution to it, even that of a brick field among all our benevolent work has
for its walls or a nail for its finish. 'The yielded such retarns ? Probably five hun-

the following
:

$6,550.

pastor iin whom all are united, in the midst of
|
a pleasant and perennial work of grace, the
Page St. church may now hopefully look forward to a work and growth of which Hep past
record is but an earnest.

teachers in attendance. As we looked at
the intelligent faces before us and observed the quickness of perception exhibited by the members of the Institute and the
amount of knowledge and culture they
exhibit, and remembered that: more

being

50. The grand total of foneys raised for all
‘purposes for the current year will therefore
‘aggregate very . nearly $8,000. Freed thus
from the hedvy burdeys Which have hitherto

niZes even the one who ‘wakes the least for this work, we could

WITNESSES AND WORKERS.
value of the Word of God is 'great- witnesses and the workers of whatever
The
ganda” is the only one that bas had any {\
when thes truths which it kind can safely rest their all in the keepenhanced
ly
ravages
thereal, lasting effect in staying
show that * the

est: - *Mrs. Harper,of Philadelphia, a col. the raising of more than $5,000,—the entire

We as Protestants reject this dogma and ored lady, gave a lecture on the condition
what is implied init ;-and yet it is the of colored women in the South, which
very essence of Protestantism, as sustain- was eloquent, -entertaining and instruct. The teachers in the college were
ed by the Word of God, that" not simply| 1

As regards teaches are exemplified and illustrated ing of Him for whom they testify and laof the vice intemperance.
in the lives of men. . What the gospel bor. Let them press forward iin the servAis first ind ictment, we submit that of all |,
has done ‘during the centuries, and is ice which they Fender. :
sion of lifting their race” from ignorance
the many definitions of temperance that
When a Pastor’s-engagement with a church
still doing, for’ individuals, is the best
and
preparing the way for an intelligent
or
temperance
hdl
hh
has expired,
and the church has paid him and have been attempted by
Caro
civilization and religious life. Eight of
it- proof which can be afforded of its divine
employed another Pastor, if the former Pastor total abstinence men, none commends
= The Missionary Helper, published
origin. Itis better than historic: dates,
the twenty ministers graduated here were
~ refuses to leave, but wins a small number of self more to reason and common sense,
by
the Free Baptist Woman's Missionary,
scientific
researches
or
logical
arguments.
the church members to his cause, and, with
or better expresses an intelligent underSociety, celebrates the opening year with present during the Institute, They are a
the help of outsiders, establishes opposition
All
can
appreciate
it,
and
no
honest
incompany of noble men, fully aware of the
Moderthis:
than
word,
the
of
standing
meetings within the limits of the church, tendguirer can fail to be .affected by it. So a new cover, and with the assurance that great work committed to their hands, and
toand
beneficial
is
which
that
of
use
ate
the fourth volume is commenced ¢‘ with
ing te. distract and divide the church, and in-then every person made a new crgature
Js
tal abstinence from that which is injujure the cause of Christ generally, what course
increased interest in our missionary work, intent on doing their duty faithfully.
in Christ, in whom there has been begotit possible that fifteen years’ labor with
should the church pursue in regard to that rious.
and with a growing confidence in its ultia néw love, and in whom the life
so few workers and so little outlay has
minister and those members?
Concerning the character ‘of ancient ten
mate success." ob 18 desired to issue the
Without personal knowledge of the in= wines, whether intoxicating or unintoxi- lived by Jesus in the days of his flesh is magazine monthly, as soon as patronage produced such results? The colored peofluences that have led to the state of af- cating, Dr. Crosby’s statement that no essentially reproduced, does an essential will warrant it. Its success and work ple of the Valley look up to Storer colfairs set forth in this question, it may. be chemist can be found who would dare to work in proclaimipg the gospel message. thos far have been gratiffing, and the lege as their Jerusalem, and well they
said that as it stands it presents a plain say tha unfermented wine was ever in He is a living and convincing witness of ladies will doubtless take care that-its may. They look with, great reverence
upon the founders and chief laborers in
"case. The Pastor's engagement with the|:common’ use, ise bold assertion. Over the truth.
good record be kept up in the future.
It is scarcely in the ‘power of a single
the college and mission, and for the best
church has expired.
The church. has forty years ago the fact which Dr. Crosby
of reasons. We wished our friends all
paid him, and’ employed another Pastor. here denies was established. The Rev. individual to illustrate the work and ex.
BRIEF NOTES.
over the country who have done what
The former Pastor refuses to leave, but B. Parsons, of England, author of the cellence of the gospel in all its phases.
The new catalogue of Hillsdale college shows
Work .atethe college
wins a small number of the church mem- essay on * Anti-Bacchus,” which was While it does for all men thes same work’ an aggregate in the college proper and in the they could for
bers, and with the help of outsiders con- published in this country in 1840, after = in the main, in that it saves them, it does preparatory, theological, commercial, music and. in the valley, id Teel as we felt,
and art departménts, of 645 students.
while among both the educated and the
duets opposition
meetings, tending to laborious research into the character of for each individual a particular work.
From the already famous Stone estate there brethren and sisters in our .churchés, the.
the division of the church and tité general ancient wines, in which he took pains to It requires the whole multitude of saved
injury of Christ’s cause in that section. examine critically in the language in’ to exhibit fully the saving power of the- was distributed $192,500. more-the first of Janu- | tide of gratitude flowing out to those. nnWhat Shop the church do in the circum- which they were written, the works of all gospel. Each individual has his peculiar ary, ‘principally to the newer colleges in the seen friends who had sytipathized “with
and endowments,
while
the South and West. Iacluded in the sum was $15- them in the past and given them help
stances?
the old authors, as well as every text! of gifts
000 for evangelical work in France.
Now this question that we are asked to Scripture in which wine is mentioned,came church is a body- composed of many | Rev. Dr. Trumbull, editor. .of the Sunday when they were unable to help themeach of which has his School Times, sailed from New York last Sat- selves. ./We confess we saw as we never
- deal with may set forth the facts in a to ¢ the firm conclusion that few if any, members
specific case, but whether, it does so-or of the-wines of antiquity; were alcoholic.” special work. The province of tne may. urday for a few months’ absence in Egypt and: saw_before force and beauty in. that
not it is of sufficient general interest to be From the same source, however, it is be to exemplify Christ in the home, and Syria. It is the old story of ¢‘ needed rest from Scripture, “It is more blessed to give
dealt with on its own merits and without learned that a practice existed among the in one of poverty or wealth; of another to continuous ' brain-work”—which we hearty than to receive.” = Prejudices of the past
seem to be passing away and all the people
reference te any particular church.
It is ancients of mixing with wine. various do this in the work-shop or place of busi- hope ‘he may find.
A New York oculist holds the public school§ of the valley so far as we were able to
so that we propose to deal with it, for we poisomous drugs, Pliny, Columella, Cato, ness, with all its perplexities; while still
and school-houses accountable for the growing
do not wish to’ provoke any controversy and others give receipts for making al- another may be cotfimissionedfo do’ the defect of nearsightedness in children. Among learn are now feeling that the college has
most every kind of wine in use in their self-denying ‘work, though grand -and the causes to which he attributes this impair- been and will be a blessing to the [enover special cases.
i
We visited the churchglorious, of proclaiming publicly the ment of the vision, are long and close appliea- tire community.
On the face of such a case, the Pastor times, and the kinds were very numerous.
es
in
Charlestown,
Martinsburg and Wi intruth
as
itis
in
Jesus.
Each
doing
his
tion
to
study;
especially
in
the
evening,
and
the
would be in the wrong.
The church Among these receipts are directions how
would have a right to do as this ene is to'preserve the pure, sweet wine unfer- appropriate work will receive his re- ill arrangement of desks and seats, which are, Chester.
too far apart, in the school room.
=~
«=
In the two latter places our churches
alleged to have done, and it should be
mented for a long time. Mr. Parsons ward.
The Congregationalists have recently appoint- | are sufficiently large to accommodate 350,
Christians
are
also
the
best
medium
assumed that the right would be exercis- proved that of one hundred and ninetyed a Sunday-school Secretary.
At the close of
Their presed ina Christian spirit. However. that five different kinds of wine used by the through whom the truths of God's word his first addiessin that capacity a gentleman and are usually well filled.
ent pastors have labored with, them nine
are
interpreted.
It
is
one
of
the
offices
of
handed him, $100 to be used in furnishing needy
may be, with the Pastor's engigement Romans in Pliny’s time (A. D. 23-79),
expired, and his service paid for, and only one was alcoholic.
He also showed the Holy Spirit to take the things of God schools with lesson papers and beoks. The and eleven years respectively. At Charles
It may be work of &iich an officer is important enough to town the chureh edifices small. = Two
another minister’in his former place, he that amongst the Jews in Judea there was and show them to Christians.
hundred can be erowded into it.
Ar
should have gracefully retired, praying a real difficulty, from chemical and natur- added that it-is the work of Christians to merit quite as favorable a beginning as that.
The
commercial
side
of
George
Eliot's
death
communicate
these
things
to
the
world.
rangements
are
now
being
made
to
meanwhile for God's blessing upon the al causes, in the making and preserving
appears in the advantage , Which: publishers
Christianity
ever
finds
its
best
embodiy
doyble
its
size.
In
Martinsburg
and
d.
flock over which he had been the shep- of any, wines except the unfermente
take of it to circulate her writlags. The Amer-,;
herd. To remain on the ground, to lead Columella, Pliny and ~other Roman ment in the highest type of Christian ican Book Exchange (New York) announces an Charlestown the churches own parsonagcharacter
and
life.
Of
all
men,
Christians
Other churches in the valley are
edittion of “ Romola” for 85 cents. This jis es.
offin division and opposition, or to be writers state that in Italy and Greece it
best
understand
the
mind
of
God.
The
equally
prosperous,
but
we
were
one.of
her
t
characteristic
books,
showing
identified in any sense with a faction that was common to boil their wines down to
belief
of
the
church
in
any
age
affords
her work at its best and strongest, and at the
not
permitted
fo
see
them
for
want
of
thé
that
told
are
we
and
syrup,
of
kind
a
would promote discord rather than harthe best embodiment of truth to be found same time giving the reader the opportunity to time.
. mony in the proper work of the church, ‘“ wines of Helbon” and ~*‘ wine of Lebin that age; though it is not possessed of acquire a familiarity withthe scenes and society
We left for home after/he second day
iis not commendable in any person, and anon” mentioned in Scripture, and ;which
of medieval Italy.
all
the
truth
which
the
Word
of
God
is
of
the
present term of schpbl.
The cold
‘much less in one called of God to the sa- existin the Holy Land at this day, are
* The article on *‘ Reading” which appears on
«cred office of the Christian ministry. boiled: wines, and consequently thick, capable of imparting ; for new ‘phases of an inside page this week, deals with a subject weather had not abated much and stutruth are constantly shed from the pages
dents had been hindered by the deep snow
Better suffer a thousand “wrongs, if that sweet and syrupy. Therefore these wines
that is of the highest importance, especially to
of
Scriptute.
In
this
respect,
Luther
was
from being present at the opening.
Still
n.
does not involve a wrong to any one else, could not have undergone fermentatio
young people.
The value of daily attention to
in advance of the early Christian fathers; [ that exercise, even if one be able to read only a about one hundred and twenty-five stuthan {o commit ‘or assent te one yourself. They were diluted with water for drink.
These are not merely the opinions of Christians in this age are in advance of page of two, can hardly be over-estimated. dents were present on the second day of
As a matter of fact, we suppose more
churches are divided, and the causeof the one essayist, but they are facts corrobor- Luther, and they of a future age will be But there are dangers to be avoided in reading, the term. Lincoln Hall had not another
as well as benefits to be sought, and these are
"Master in given localities is more hinder- ated and confirmed by numerous able in advance of us. So will it ever - be of clearly pointed out in the article referred to. vacant room left, and Myrtle Hall was
earth.
on
church
the
fast filling wp.
Twenty-five or ‘thirty
ed, by ministers who * stick,” or by those students of ancient history and by those
Have some good book or paper or magazine at
The
church
has
blessed
iitstrumentali:
more
are
coming.
What shall’ be done
° who, either present or absent, identify who have visited Bible lands.
hand for the winter evenings, and stormy days,
with them ? is the important question.
themselves with and encourage a faction,
As regards Christ's use or countenance. tied, and Christians make themselves effect- and leisure heurs.
Its ministry of re:
We presume some method will be: adoptIt seems to a correspondent of the Independthan by almost any other cause that could | of the use of wine as a drink, there #re ive through them.
conciliation
leads
us,
as
we
experience
ent that it onght to bethe delight of the Lord’s
ed
to take care of them this term, for
only three instances in the history of the
be named.
peeple todo as He did in the ‘matter of bapits
value,
to
magnify
the
wisdom
of
God
Bro.
Brackett is no} a man, Wo. be easily
But the question remains, what should Saviour in the gospels where
wine is
tism, as in all things else, instead of resorting
“the church do with such ministers and mentioned. The first is the. miracle at in giving it. Its social worship guickens us to so many ingenuities of argument to justify beaten, but the college needs more room
The new Hall which has
members?
By all means treat them Cana, by which Our Lord turned water and gives foretastes of what is to be re- themselves in departing from his way. ‘ Ought very much.
alized
in
the
Father's
house
of
many
been
proposed
is a necessity and the
a diseiple,” he asks, * to follow his own whim
kindly. See first of all that every just into wine. In view of the well-authen-cause of offense is removed. If any mis- ticated fact that but few of the many mansions. Its Sunday-schools are effect- or convenience, when he could just as well do trustees should be in position to push
‘take has been made in the manner of Kinds of wine in use at that time were | ive seed-sowers,” and their full fruitage exactly as Christ did, and be sure he was rights forward its erection at once as soon as the
pot having to justify himself even on so good
snow and frost are gone. Let those who
‘closing the pastorate, acknowledge it, ‘fermented or intoxicating, is it reasonable will appear in the heavenly garner. Its ground as Christian liberty #”
missions
and
other
benevolent
work
rehave the means and heart to appropri
‘and try to make all proper amends. If to suppose, even; that the blessed Saviour
Referring to the habit of theater-going that
ithe church is pufsuing a course that need- here used his almighty power to gratify mind us of Him who was the most perfect certain theological students indulge iny--Ziow’s ate them where God may be honored and
dessly provokes the ex-pastor and his fol-- an appetite for that which would debase embodiment of benevolence, and whose Herald makes the-following eomments: ** If humanity blessed, respond to the call for
life was a continuous and most glorious this is the character of the self-indulgence aid to finish Chapel Hall. Give --the
Jowers, change that course, if .it can be and degrade the users of it at such an
mission. These instrumentalities should pastors are nurturing in themselves, how can
freedmen teachers and preachers educatprinciple.
of
the
of
least
at
some
when
this,
as
event
compromise
‘done without
receive every kind of support, and they _they warn their youthful hearers against ed and fitted for their work and they will
Try the New Testament method of set- festive company would have been exceedwill prove effective proportionally as worldly amusements ? It is not wonderful generally take caresof themselves.
This
tling difficulties. Pray sincerely that all ingly liable to drink to excess ?that such men clamor for a price when asked
they
are
sustained
by
consecrated
labor
the
history
of
the
past
few
years
has
wisof
path
Jesus
when
was
occasion
second
The
the
to enter active service, and refuse to preach:
‘concerned may be shown
and offerings. The ordinances of the unless an adequate salary is offered.” Out of proved; and this fact should guide us in
of
habit
his
of
a
because
with
that
then
said,
and
himself
righteousness,
and
dom
church, baptism and the sacrament, sym: such stuff we can not hope to make Henry our desires and efforts to help them in
meek and peace-loving spirit try to walk accepting the invitation of any and all, of
bolize great truths; and the observance Martyns or William Taylors.”” But when you the future.
A. L.. GERRISH,
:
to:-eat
him
desired
who
class,
whatever
certainly
would
path
in that path. That
of
them, when preserved in their purity, find one theological student in the theater, you
Cor. Sec. Home Mission Society.
lead out of the difficulties, if all parties and to drink with them, he was called by
is a perpetual invitation and warning to may doubtless find a hundred in places more
Olneyville, R. 1., Jan. 10, 1881.
could be persuaded to walk in it. Con- his enemies “a gluttorious ‘man and a
sinful men.. Through these instrumen- befitting their profession.
to
venture
will
none
but
;”
acknowledged
r
of
wine-bibbe
persons
sultation with
talities and ordinances Christians carry out
candor and experience will always be say that the pure and holy Son of God
Massachusetts Correspondence.
the last injunction of the Master: ‘Go
that
than
: helpful. Failing of #n amicable settle- was either of these, any more
ye,
therefore,
and
teach
all
nations,
bapThe readers of the Star will doubtless be inmeat by domestic means, et the case bg he was a seditionist or a blasphemer, alterested to hear something regarding the work
tizing them in the name of the Father,
submitted to a council, and then abide though he was accused of being such.
| of the
J
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,
loyally by its verdict. Let each individ- The Last Supper, or Passover, with his
PAGE STREET CHURCH
By
diFbotion
of
the
Home
H
Mission
Board
teaching them to observe all things whatual resolve at once not to be personally disciples was the only other occasion
during
the
past
year. On Sunday, Jan. 3, Rev.
we attended the Teachers’ Institute “held
wine or any beverage except water, soever I have commanded you.”
difficulty
A correspondent
question :

ta

wine

and such wine having been drunk by our
Saviour and | the early Christians. He

REv.W.H.BOWEN,D.D.,

°

Seriptures-are-twisted-to-~the-huma

advocacy of the cause,

. PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
© PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. p.,
) REV. J.M. BREWSTER,

\

decir-

to in the Bible being an intoxicating drink

w

mosmER,

[J ”

years to supply the proof, that was need-

ed, that alcohol in the smallest quantity
‘acts directly as a poison upon the blood,
a false impression in regard to has a weakening effect upon jthe brain
culating
and by its affinity to water creates in the
unfermented and - unintoxicating wine;
iN

| GF.

that the

leaders of. the cause. have practiced
ception upon ‘the ignorant masses by

19, 1881.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

ie

and'applied to total abstinence;

Woming Star.

oe

»
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MORNING

THE

20

PE

consisting of
the ladies of
other articles

A number of the friends of the Rev. J. Herbert Yeoman, of Portsmouth, give him’ a surprise visit at his residence on Lincoln avenue”
the evening of the nts apd left
lef presents to the
amount of $37,

ce

Massachughotés.

The first effortto establish

a Free Baptist

church in’ Grafton, was made in the year 1839,
at Saundersville, Preaching services were occasionally held till the December following, .
‘when a church of thirteen members was or-'
ganized ofi the 20th . of that month. Reys."'#

A

"

:

Martin Cheney, of Olneyville,R. I, and M.Wv
Burlingame, of Mendon (now Blackstone),
Mass., were 0 the “council for the 'orguniza-

Gn]

the village bears.the
For
ple
one

Rev. B. ]

first pastor, and this was his first pastorate.’
nearly seven years he broke to that peo- Le
the * Bread of Life,” and received about,
hundred persons to membership ‘with the

_ohureh,. The next pastor, also Dogioning ‘his
ministryat Saundersyille,

was Rev,

Geo,

Te.
ros

94:
oh ies

»?

-

THE MORNING
‘Weymouth;

of efficient

teachers.

~~.

The

about
ope year. The readers of the Star will condition of the church financially is very
thé pastor’s salary having been kept up
readily guess at one reasofi for the shortness "good;
for this pastorate, when it is-stated that on a (very nearly), some long standing debts paid
slay-

certain Sabbath, while preaching against

interrupted by

ery, the pastor was suddenly

nded to
the owner of the house, and . comma
stop. He did so, till the person had taken his
sermon to
seat, and then proceeded with his

its close. The house was now closed against

"

pastor and people. But they removed at once
and
to Farnuihsville (a mite and a half distant)
began services the next Sabbath, This was

year and a half.
«<ul

Rev.

by

succeeded

one

as pastor

remained

Joseph Thayer, who

After this no pastor was se-

and the church finally lost its visibility.

Whatever

had for.

the - people

preaching

about ten years, was by ministers of different
began, labors

5th, 1862, Bro. B. F. Pritchard

with the people, and on the 1st of November

re-organization,

was re-organized. Since
been

have

pastorates

the

as

follows: Bro. B; F. Pritchard till Oct., 1864;

‘1865, to
# Rev. M. W. Burlingame, from March,
April,
from
e,
Wallac
.
W
G.
Rev.
1866;
Qct.,
er; from
1867, to April, 1870; Rev. D. C. Wheel
an, from
April, 1870, to 1871; Rev. A. M. Freem
Reed, from
April 1871, to April, 1876; Rev. F.

April, 1876, to April, 1878; Rev. A. J. Eastman,
from May,

house

The

1881.

1878, to Jan.,

Spiritually,

were a number of baptisms during the summer.
And still the good work goes on, and a great
refreshing i9’expected in the special meetings

now being held.

Bi

The Chester church (Geauga

& Portage

Q.

ago last April. Some of the membership were
not disposed to make ‘any effort to do any
thing.
Others would like: to ¢ arise and
build.” The pastors of the Q. M. being a
Mission Committee, are: now about to visit and

labor with them and make another effort to
May | get them to entertain the Q. M., hoping that if

denominations, orthodox and heterodox.
following, the church

ones incurred.

traly
may this church say: * He hath led me
in paths not known.” As a fitting seq uel “to
the. wonderful revival of last winter there

Mr. W. soon M.) has been without a pastor since a year

about the year 1850 or 1851.

closed his labors, and was

off and no ‘new

of

they succeed they may be able to induce them
to secure a pastor.

turned about—a

been

there

preciate iu preaching

ap-.

well

could

Other

now.

changes also made, the audience room now
The
presents an inviting place for worship.
society has purchased and placed in the vestry

a nice furnace to take the place of the stoves,

about which all the min#stérs have scolded so,
On Tuesday evening, Dec. 28th, the’
much.
house was re-dedicated to the service of God.

Rev. L. Dékter, of Blackstone, preached an
“As I
excellent sé¥mon from Joshua 1:5,
was with Moses,so I will be with thee; I will
not fail thee, nor forsake thee.” A neighboring
pastor was also present amd participated in
the exercises of the evening, which were very
The people are now
interesting to all present.

qr

looking’ for anothér minister, and will doubtless sooggbe enjoying again that relationship of
pastor and people which the Christian church
And may the time
at large loves 80 much.
not be far distant when in Central Massachu-

.getts other churches of the Free

Baptist faith

shall be established to give homes to those of
our people whe come hither to live.—A. J.
;
EASTMAN.
Four persons—two by baptism—were received into the Boston church, Rev. C. 8. Per-

:
kins pastor, Jan. 9th.
A social and literary union recently founded
in connection with the Paige St. church, is to
give a series of free puplic entertainments for

society.

the benefit of the young people’ of the
«+++. Rev.

E. W. Porter bas just issued a pleas-

ant pastoral letter to his peoplé wherein they
are urged to take hold of the church work with"
fresh zeal......A very pleasant work

of grace

Dur-

is in progress in the Mt. Vernon church.
persons

ten

ing'the week of prayer

themselves for prayer and

presented

are

others

deeply

The Mt. Vernon chureh, afgr
interested...«..
six years’ experience of the ‘‘free seat” system,
Lins decided 1d raise its funds for current ex.penses by pew rentals. The new plan meets
ai
with unexpected favor.
5
: New York.
Rev. G. BR. Foster and wife gratefully
knowledge the receipt of a donation of $45
dependent of salary—from the church and

ciety of Odessa, on Nov.

17,1880.

Also

acinso-

Xind-

ly remembered from the New Year’s tree......
The 8. 8. of this society held its 26th: anniver-

sary on the eve of Jan. 18.

Good

music, fine

presents, and plenty of them, made the evening very enjoyable. This 8.8. is ome of the
‘best in Schuyler Co.
[Its eflicient superintendent, C. H." Rundle, was unanimously reelected. The week of prayer was observed,
-and meetings for prayer and consecration con
‘tinued every evening during the past ‘week.
The Dale church
observed the wéek of
‘prayer with favorable results. Wanderers returned and one avowed his purpose to com:

‘mence to serve the Lord.
wii
5
The week-of prayer was a season of refresh‘ing to the churchin Attica, and

a number

of

persons rose for prayers. Two have been received for menibership in the dhgren lately
and a number of others converted and reclaimed. The meetings were protracted for a
week.
It is intended to hold more meetings
ater in the season, with the assistance of Dr.

Ball.

Theehurch is doing

nobly in mission

work, especially in helping Harper's Ferry
‘There is a band of children who have raised
about $15.
?
.

,V.D.

Take Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver

the Willett church,
church

had

lately

SWEETLAND, Clerk.

i

EA

and

dedicated the day previous to the commencement of the Q. M.; Rev. J. H. Durkee preach

saw

manifestations of the Spirit.

such

The

laborer in the Lord’s

vineyard......Rev.

Powell, assisted by Rev. A. Striemer,
holding a series of meetings in Albany
prospect of success.
Michigan.

At

the

urgent

D.

is now
with a
on

request of

the

Commerce

Holt.

Three Were

received

bronchial

most mild, bland,

nutritious

the

only

Bro. Hiram Payne

Next

:

Platt ty Now York £0

unit-

drawback

for E. G. RIDEOUT

a

Flats

:

\

Dec.

E. BROCKWAY,

:

Next session

Saturday ‘and Sabbath

M.

faithful-

of the M.

E. Church.

Bro. C. Lewis.and Bro. I. Day addressed the
Sabbath-school and some time was spent in
Sabbath-school exercises.
A committee, appointed to locate meetings tobe held by Bro.
aine,an evangelist, decided upon the following
order: —Eirst at Sunimerville, next at Virgil,
Dryden, Fabius.
It was thought to be one of
the best Q. Meetings we have had lately, end-.
“ing with a glorious Communion season.
)

Next session

with the kabius

ported tmanimously

brethren tarrying

in

Philadel phia

M.

after

the

of setting him

following

sermon

order:

by. Rev. H.

Small, Jr, prayer by Rev. J. €ouliard, right
hand of fellowship by Rev, Wm. Ford, charge
by Rev. i. Small,
Jr., and benediction by the
candidate,
The choir discoursed very excellent music. The prayer and devotional exercises of the Q. M. were interesting and we

suggest to
for

P.

Singing by the choir,

some of which are soon to be organized into
churches, The prospect seems quite flattering.
for the cause und our denomination there.

I write this more particularly to

“in favor

apart for the gospel ministry, which was done

on Sunday

a sea-

trust profitable.
We were favored with the
of Bro. J. Couliard from Montville
and McKean Sts. Let us try to encourage our presence
Q. M. and Bro. Lancaster. from Exeter Q. M.
brethren there by our presence and our words . and other ministering brethren. The sessiun
Their pastor resides at No.1700 South 13th St.’ _wasone of which we could say at its close, that

son to attend services at the corner. of Twelfth

it was good to be there.

Rev. 8. F. Mathews has resigned the pastorate of the West Granville and East Troy
churches after a pleasant service of two years:#

ie

Ohio.

Se

Fs

as pastor (in March last) Beech Grove
church has had regular services 6n Lords
day, morning and evening.
The congrega-

Clerk.

the church at St. Albans, Dec, 7-9,
It, comJenced, ogef UBiivoruble circumstances, but
the
s
rature

. Since the installation of Rev. Edwin Pimlott

\

Village

" Exerer Q. M.—Held its last gession with

“Ttie preach
ey

.

Next session with the
Jackson
church, Mar, 20—27, oiigiunis
x
JOSEPH HGGINS,

Any church needing a pastor and desiring his

services may address him at East Troy, ‘Brad
ford Co,
mR
’

9

.

tions, edpeciully on Sabbath evenings, are une |-

the protracte

work for the winter, giving the |
name of the minister assigned: to wath church:
ist Bangor, Mariner; 2d Bangor,
Sweetland;’|

Mass.

Corinth,

Mariner; Dexter,

Howard;

Wormwood ; Exeter, Johnson;

Garland,’

1st Pittsfield,

Cook ; 2d Pitisfield, Foster; Pittsfield Village,
Howard; Newport, Howard; . St. ‘Albuns,
Wade;
Hartland, “Wdrniwood; Harmony,

urehy-voms-

mailed,“

Ohio Free

we

whefe to send the piskage.
/

IP»

knew
.

Testament
to Us.”?

:

interest

and

value

to

of the new

the

of especial brilliancy,

i.

BABY CABINET ono
New
STYLE 109THREE AND A QUARTER OCTAVES, in BLACE:
WALNUT CASE, decorated with GOLD BRONZE.
Length, 30 inches ; height, £3 in. ; depth, 14 in,
This novel stylc of the MASON & HAMLIN CAB-

¢¢ The Music of Niagara,” an attempt to
annotate the music of the mighty cataract, by
Eugene M. Thayer, organist, of Boston,—a
paper of wide popular as well as musical
interest; ¢¢ ‘Thackery’s Relations to English Society,”’ by E. S. Nadal;
¢ Some
ev.
Kd=
‘| K 'Quacks,?? a humorous paper by
ward Egglston ; etc., etc. A special point ir
the number is the first installment of

INET

within

Cloth,
BOSTON:

Eastman,

3

Main

St.,,

Brown—S

B

Cummings—L

HYMN

B

A

Bryant—A

Burgess—J

130

I.

Batcheldér—G

Boyd—D

Dexler—R Duon-J

Branch—J

W

A

P Flanders—C

@

O Farns-

H Milliken—N

Forwarded.
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Debility,
Scrofula,
Rheumatism
or Consumption,
is superior fo apy in de| licacy of taste and smell,
medicinal virtues and purity.
London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the
purest and best. Sold by Druggists.

W.H.Schieffelin & Co.( grr fir) Newt

Contains

Service
No.
2
3 Songs . appropriate
y

an

in-

dex, showing at
for each Lesson

1

I WARRANT
ONE BOTTLE a perfect cure
for all the wsrst forms of PILES, two to four in

1881.

of

LEPROSY,

BICLOW & MAIN,

SIA, CATARRH

WANTED
FOR

the U. 8.

MOST

COMPLETE
On entire Bible, in one volume, ever published, Endorsements by 200 ablest scholars, Ada ted toall;
t
embodies 1atest
research, Contains Life of St. John; tables showing time of
each patriarch , prophet and king; authorship and dates of
books of Bible; how the earth was peopled from Noah; par
ables and miracles of Old and New Testaments; the twentyExtra terms.

amonth,

Selling fast.

to

large

sets elegant

verly, Mass.

floral

cards.

G.

P.

OFFICIAL

CONVENED

REPORT

Hg

°

1880.

tains the

!

Con-

Addresses, Esanys, Debate

Plocunions,

oad Important Ponce:

te

and forms a full and accurate report of the transactions

for 2

and deliberations of thislarge body of the leading
Presbyterian Churches of the world. ded

Brown,

M.PATTERSON,

Were

appointed

men in the
Rev. R.

D.D., and Rev. J.B. DALES,

by the

Council

D.DZ, who

to perform this important

ervice,

‘We publish’ this work (in connection with the PRESBYTERIAN JOURNAL C0.,) by direct authority of the Business

Committee, and it is in every respect the
Official Report of
the Council.
Paper, Press
Work and Binding are of excel lent quality, and the book is illustrated by 10 PAGES of

beautiful Colored Plates.
. Every Clergyman, every Sunday-School

|.

Teacker;

every
Uhristign, of whatever Denomination
thoughtful
person, sheuld read this splendid

and

every

which the GREAT QUESTIONS and VITAL volume
ISSUESin

of the day are treated in a clear and foreible manner by men
of sreat ability and world-wide reputation.

This epitome of Thought and Belicf; State-

ment
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FAMOUS RED RIVER VALLEY
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Principles,

of 1 1100 pages.

and FORTUNE
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Positions held by this branc of the Church
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“Th.ten years we have made 4,030 Yoans without

the loss of -a dollar. Funds
loan on first-class Wi
&c., send for pamphlet to J.
B.
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Y.awrence,

Kansas;
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New York:
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IN PRILADELPHIA,

Business Proceedings,

$400.

Cards. Send 2 3c. stamps

everywhere.

A work of profound interest and permanent value.

Bradley Garretson & Co., 66 N. 4th St., Phila

DVERTISING

Sold

H. D. FOWLE.

Second Presbyterian Council,

price, $3.75..

Agents making $200

SKIN and

#1 per bottle.

FULL

four Sermons of Christin their order; the eighteen miracles

of the Apostles. 10R0 pages, 4TH illustrations,

SALT
DWSPEP.

and all diseases of the

for new pamphlet, free.
Boston.

THE

T

SCROFULA,

.: ECZEMA,
KIPNEYS,

BLOOD. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and External use. I authorize and thank all dealers to
return the money and charge it back to me in all
cases of failure. Sent by express to all parts of

76 East Ninth Street, New York,
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

SO)

* K Harding,
Ellsworth, Maive. *
i
Rev Ives
Marks, Rose Creek, Neb.
ih
Jobn H Swailes, North Branch Mich.
Rev, T H Drake, Harrisburg, Pa.
“_8 Curtis, Concord, N.
H.
“CL Russell. Champlin, Minn,
“J BB Pennington, Macon. Mich,
3
“Thos EB Peden; Rio Grunde; O.
John.Ashley, Homer, Miohw. -.

cases

PSORIASIS,
CANCER,
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International Series ‘for
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are regularly made
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Sunday-school
Song Book.
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Hobson—W Hayden—E
Hill-G
Hunt—S B Harriman—J M Hayes—
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Hill--
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of Organs

by the MASCOT & ITANLIN CO. from the BABY

& CO.

100;

Hymn
least

worth—M M Foster—C Farnsworth—E. Fales—M
A Gordon—J T Gould—J M Gardner—D Glidden
—A-LGerrish—H W Goddard—G W
Gould—E

Hagding—P Ms
Higgins—H 8S
E S Hersom—A
J Hazelton—G

3g

STTLTS

chéap that persons desiring new songs in leaflet form, can afford to cut songs from it and
pastéthem into other books.
.

D

Dunjee—B

CASH PRICE $2

CABINET ORGAN at £22; to large CONCERT ORGANS at $200, and upwards. The great majority are
, 8t $100 to $200 each. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
CIRCULARS and PRICE LISTS free.

SERVICE
=

& HAMLIN

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO..
154 Tremont St., BOSTON; 46 East 14th St, NEW’

Songs;
only $10 per
15 Cents each by Mail.
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ymn

lass—C W Dealtry—J B Davis—A B Drew—A J
Dutton—1! 8 Dinsmore—C
M:' Emery—E G East-

S Frost—C

EIGHTY
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Butler—H J Brown—J

H Brown-—G

Barden—D
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Worcester,

Doty—E E Davis—E Durfee—C E Damon—P 8
Doolittle—H F Davis—J H Durkee—FP W Dougman—C

16mo,
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D. LOTHROP

has sufficient

on receipt of which it-will be shipped asdirected. Ir
ON RECEIPT AND TRIAL IT DOZS NOT SATISFY THE
_ PURCHASER, IT AY LE RETURNED AND THE MONEY

A beautiful volume of. beautiful poems, fresh
and natural, fulldf feeling of wood and flowers
and sunny skies. -

the

month)

of tone, which has given the MASON

E. M. HATHAWAY.

Missions
and
(8t45)

(rcady this

Cabinet Organs their great reputation and won for
them the HIGHEST DISTINCTIONS at EVERY
ONE of the GREAT WORLD'S INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS for THIRTEEN YEARS. EVERY ONE

IN THE FIELDS.

To whom

ORGANS

compass and capacity forthe performance, with full
parts, of Hymn Tunes, Anthems, Songs, and Popular
Sacred and Sccular Music generally. It retains to a
wonderful extent, for an instrument so small, the
extraordinary cxccllence, both as to power and quality

“ A FAIR BARBARIAN,”
A Novelette by Mrs. Frances H. Burnett,

(52t38)

coutributed

:

Paper

periment Stations,” by Charles Banard §

Com-

Riceviite; Towner

Babgor & Boston, R.

order .if

Treasurer.

& CO., 703 Chestnut St., Philaceipaia, Py

EF Postage” “amps accepted—ones preferred,

containing a richly illustrated paper on John
La Farge, the American artist. whose recent
church decorations have attracted such wide
attention; Bjornstjerne Bjornson’s article
on ¢ Norway’s Constitutional Struggle’ ;
the first full account of ¢¢ Agricultural Exe
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F. Beatty
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W

Publisher's Note.
and

Bates,

Baker—H Bailey—A F

ERRY

read

greatest
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A Batler—D

of

menting at’? o'clock, Friday, March 18... Rev,
Thos. Kenney, Messenger to Springfield nex
8 Gerry
to Exeter Q. M
March, andRi
ily
Re

2

®

-

up.

eve of the publication
will appear in the

Baker—H L Bower—O E Baker—R Babb—S Barrister—Mrs A R Bailey—M E Bean—N W Bixby—
J W Buigin—L Bayliss—T M Blake—L S Bean—

of seventy-eight years was listened to with
marked ‘attention, Social Jeetivgs good.

Stiite,

\

ort

64
ages; Prico, per copy, 10 cents. (
The author says: ** I will under the Divine blessing, secure the following advantages:
1. Makeghe theme for re
mark on a given cvening, known a week in advance. 2. Lead
to the examination of passages of Scripture
parallel #to the
one specifically selected for meditation.
3.
Produce unity
and pointin yao frayers which areoffered.’” Order a sample
of your bookseller or Church Depository, or seid price to

2 to 5 Stops.

$125

Down

The ‘issue. will ‘be one

Money Letters Received.

$from Exeter Q.Kenduskeag ;

An order for Quarterlies sigied, as we

Comaining & Themeor JopicAwith References: Sug‘gestions, and an appropriate
mny) foreachweek in

upon

W Abbott—J Ashley—N A Avery—Mrs P B
Allen—C A Baker—W Braun—J H” Burleigh—M
Barnard—A B Brown—S M Berry—D C Burr—I

Whom preached excellent sermons, The Woman’s Mission meeting, Sat, P. M.; in the evening an historical sermon covering
8 space

:

D.

Rev. A. J.

also Bro. James Boyd, State Missionary’; all of

ney,

os

Wis

BOSTON.

MIDWINTER NUMBER OF
SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY.

:

Ill

& co., Publishers,

7 10t43e0w

D. Do LL Ds
|. the yore: « By ALFRED NEVIN.
i

1, by

of East

free. Address Daniel

the New

a paper of the

Clerk.

Mission.

D.LOTHROP

PRAYER-MEETING MANUAL

all students of the Bible, especially

.
8

doah Valley.

|

leaving only two pastors in the Q. M. At this

=~

Jan.

legible, can
a compass.

Address,

Ry Poof. George P. Fisher, of Yale College,

Clerk.

:

B

Came

Rev. A. H. Morrell, soliciting’
agent for Storer
College, authorized to receive funds for the Insti:
tution and the Freedmen’s. Mission in the Shenan-

u good degree of interest prevails.
We’ have
suffered much of late by the reraoval of three
of our ministers, who have gone to other fields,

was excellent. Programmeof {=

¢ How

FARE to the Weare Q. JM. Tick-

should be sent all money

sion.” Although there is no general revival yet

* Next session with the Atkinson C

DOOLITTLE,

bounds of the Michigan Y. M, for
Education Society.

with the South Dover church, Dec. 17—19, On
account of the storm some of the delegates failed to attend, yet we had a very interesting ses-

Bro. C. C. Foster, Messenger
M., and Bro. J. J. Banks, from

Clerk.

munion Baptist Association, Marion,

Clerk.

the présence

& NORTH

e.
- Rev.

SEBEC (Me.) Q. M.—Held its last session |

session we were favored.with

F.F. BAILEY,

ashington,

whom all mission money within. the bounds of the
Central Association should be sent.
Miss Lura A, Mains, Baravia, Mich,
(25t)
All money contributed for the Maine State Mis--

last Subbath in Feb. ; Conference Friday preProsrecT & UNITY Q. M.—Held its Dec. ] vious at 6, Pp, M. Opening sermon by Rev. W.
session with the Monroe church,
The sleighBrown.
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.
ing was excellent and the bréthren and friends
A correspondent writes as follows ‘ While
came
together
from
the
several
churches
with
stopping in.Philadelphia for a few days, I had
SCANDIA
Q. M.—Held
its last session with
determination to work.
The business was
the church
in Scandia, Republic Co., Kan;
thé; pleasure of meeting one of our ministers, atransacted
with harmony, - Some churches reDee. 11- and 12. Eld. Willard preached Sunthe Rev. Joseph Taylor, who is pastor of the
ported a revival interest; the Jackson church
report
a revival in which some 80 decided to day; Eld. Burdett preached three times, MonMacedonian Free Baptist church at the -cornef
uv night to a crowded house.
;
live a new life ; the Brooks and Monroe churchof South Twelfth and McKean
Sts. I at- es
Next session with Oak Creek Church, Smith
have had quite a revival and backsliders
tended services there on Dec. 19th, ‘Bro. fay- have been reclaimed, chiefly under the labors Co., Kan. to include second Sunday in March,
1881. Voted to form at that time a F. B. Yearlorisa very earnest and interesting spedker.
of Bro. Lancaster, from the Exeter Q. M., and
Bro. F. D. Tasker, from the Aroostook Q. M. ly Meeting, and will probably adopt nn itinerThe church is united and working in har
the request of the 1st Monroe church, a ant system for that Yearly Meeting. Eld. Burin the Master’s cause. Thirteen are soon to By
council was appointed to examine Bro. Friend dett continued to preach in different places ten
be baptized and unite with the church, and D. Tasker for ordination, and the council re- sermons, and all to very good approbation.

still the work goes on. There are in the Phil-

Clerk.

ots.

Merecco

". EVERY CHURCH MEMBER SHOULD GET THE

to be completed in three issue. It is a ¢ Daisy
Miller” story of a commotion created in a staid
52.34 English town by a piquant American maiden,
and is written in
Mrs. Burnett’s best vein.
fn
R. COOLEY, Agent.
| The attractions of this namber-are-many and
varied, and it will fully sustain the reputation
~ Post-Office Addresses.
of ast Midwinter issues.
;
;
irst edition (122,000) for sale .everywhere
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
after January 20th. Price 35c.; $4.00 a year. '
he sent), Lewiston, Me.
52
SCRIBNER & CO., 743 Broadway, N.Y.
C. A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to

Church, the

MARKS,

. FTPARKER,

Mrs Mina R Douglass Wis
Mrs Mary Persous Wis Coll Johnstown Wis

Pennsylvania,

WM.

PIANOS

Wolfboro’

G. A. GORDON, Clerk.
BRANCH Q. M., with the

T M Blake Warren 111
Coll Postville Wis
Jared M Preable Wis
Coll Evansville Wis
Mrs J W Fisher Oregon

RoBT. MARTIN, Clerk.

Paine, and Bro. White

1st

60

cts.

Special terms for introduction.

Carrie 'E. Palmer

i

$30 to $100;

SIMCNTCN,

the

P. S.

H Carlton Warren

B.

SPAFFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Summerville
church,
Dec. 23, 26; the
Rev. W.Brown Moderator.
- The business of
Conference was done in harmony,
the meeting,
of worship was most glorious on account of
the presence of the Lord.
Preaching by Bro.

ly, remaihing a few days after the close of the

A.M.

REV. L. B. POTTER, LANSING, MICH.

Hart from the Rochester
Q. M. Their preaching did a good'deal of good.
There is ample
room for the delegates of the Monroe Q.
to improve in the way of representing themselvesas required by the constitution, namely,
by letter aud delegates.
A word to the wise is
enough. The Mission Board met at the same
time and did some good work.

:

with

Frank Dodd Warren Ill

T.ee

C.

M.,

Collection of Waupun Q Mheld Nov
ea
Dale Ch Wis
QM held in Wayne
LaFayette

Clerk.

and

over

Grand Prairie Ch Wis

Corner, the first

Q.

Q.

WisconsinY, M. Home

MONROE Q. M.—Held its last session LA

place, but were very cordially received by the
people there.
Bro.
Mariner of
Lewiston

. adelphia Conference, besides the Macedonian
<hureh, four or five very flourishing missions,

WOLFBORO’

REDUCTION! OF

in March.

from the Genesee

:

E. Pettegrew,

Miss

Binding,

Oct. 28, 1880; Mr. William A. Waiton, of Lynn,
Mass., and Miss Esther B. Clark, of P. Also, by
the same, in. P., Nov. 14, 1550, Mr.
Edward
E.
Chase and Miss E. Etta: Moulton, both of Hopkinten; N. H.

Clerk.

at’ Newport - Center,

28, and continuing

ets to Manchester and
return can be purchased of
Passenger Conductors on the Northern, Concord
& Claremont, and Peterboro’ & Hillsboro’ Railroads for two cents per mile, good to
go down
Jan. 26 to 28 inclusive.
BENJ. P.
Parker.

the Byron Church, Dec. 8. The meeting was
very much better than was expected, owing to
the presence of J. C. Steele, corresponding mes-'

senger

C.F. Myers,

Q.M.,

D. P. HATCH,

J. W.

H. GRAVES,

very

& HARDING, Clerk pro tem.

at Springfield

(Vt.)

Friday, Jan.

ference, Saturday, at 8, A. M.

Carr from the Holton Q. M. and
Bro. J. J.
Banks from the Exeter Q. M. were present,
and by their hearty sympathy and words of
cheer, helped us greatly. Some tokens of gos@
were manifest, in the meeting, and at the close

from

Luitwieler and

both of .F.

the Sabbath.
C. 8. FrosT, Clerk.
2 2 Je
DEARBORN] Q. M., at Sparta, Ind, Feb. 5, 6.
A full delegation is desired.

CALHOUN

were harmonious, the social and missionary
meetings were full of interest, and the preach~

Brethren A. Kelly and

George

wl

Clerk.

Cook Prairie chureh, Feb. 18—20,
Opening sermon by
Rev. F, R. Randall, Friday evening. Con-

Church, Jan. 1st and 2nd. The business meetings
ing excellent.

and Miss Mary

Cloth

cal Matter, in iype equally
clear and
not elsewhere be found
in so small

Alton,
In Fairport, N. Y., Jan. 5, at the home of the
bride’s parents,by Rev. Thomas H.
Stacy, Mr.

Friday, 2, P. M., before the 5th Sunday in January.

Clerk.

the

Newbury,

LOONEY SPRING Q. M., with Pipe Stone church,
Perry Co.; 11l., seven miles north-east of CampPell ill, on the C. & St. L. R. R ; beginning

at 2 p, M,

with

:

Edition,

This collection comprises the best of the old and

Rev. C. J. Pettegrew, Mr. Willis E- Muzzey, of So.

deleg=tes that

*

of L.

binding,

tried, and the
best 0 the more modern hymns.
3
It is designed for Sabbath Worship, the Prayer
Meeting and the Sunday Sehool.
Both editions
hymnsr and 350 tunes.
are in clear type, contain
We think an equal amount of Music and and Poet-

Y.

In the F. B. churcl¥ at East Alton,

Notices.

J. 3. ALLEN;

P.M.

5

City church comfirst Sabbath in.
KE. Baker is exa series of meetBayvLiss, Clerk.

M.—Met

Small

In Littlefield,
Me., Jan.2, 181, by Rev.. Wm.
Cuningham, Mr. John V. Welch and Mrs." Mary:

L. Dixon, both

cloth

Extra Cloth Red Edges, 75
Binding Gilt Edges, $1.00.

and
Miss Frances P. Burroughs,both of Randolph.
In Joshua To., Ill, Dec. 25, by Rev.J. E.
Bayliss, Mr. Abraham L.
Gourley and
Miss
Sarah E. Bayliss, daughter of Rev. J. E. Bayliss.

Boox Co. (I11.)§ Q. M., with the. Manchester
& Caledonia church, commencing Feb. 4th, at ?,

Granby, Mo. Box 31.
Q.

i“

Quimby, Belmont, N. H.

Russell, Sherman, N

Large Edition,

31.00.
Extra Cloth, Red Edges, $1.25.
orocco
Binding, : Gilt Edges,
$2.00.

+ Wm Walker, Conesus, N. Y.
“ E 0 Dickenson, Wixom, Mich.

“ Wm

the Lisbon church, Feb.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

:

N. C. Joxgs, Sec, of. Conference.

SPRINGFIELD

' Price,

.1

«J C 0-good, Pittsfield, N. H.

LAKE GEORGE (N. Y.) Q. M., with the Putnam;
“church Feb. 4, 6.
R. WOODCOCK, Clerk.
GRAND RAPIDS (Mich.)' Q. M. Conference at
the Sparta church, Feb. 4th, 1 o’clock P. M.

THE MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE of the F.
Baptists of South-west Mo.—Held. its last session with ‘Mt. Pleasant church, Dec. 23, 24,
1880. Owing to the inclemency of the weather, there was not a large atlendance of visitors,
but we had an interesting time; subjects discussed with interest.
.
Next session
with Shoal
Creek,
church
Newton, Co., Mo., commencing Thursday" before the 3d Sunday in March.We _ have eight
ordained ministers and two Q. Ms.
We will
organize aYearly Meeting in January,
1881,
ot the purpose of joining the F. B. Gen.
Jon.
.
:

ob-

session
laboring successfully.
Miss M. E.
French, our returned missionary, gave us an
interesting lecture on Hinduism, its customs,
habits and religion, and the effect of the gospel
among Hindus. She is still writing and visiting amoag our churches and doing a
good
work for the cause of Foreign Missions, which
will awaken a deeper and more lasting interest
in the F. M. cause.
Bro. A.W. Dinsmore, of
Lynn, Mass., was with us, whose labors added to the interest of the meeting. .

with
»

church, Feb. 4—6.

Clerk.

HirAM CHAMPLIN,

RevM A

ce, mm,

ar Hill,

“TH Drake, Harrisburg, Pa.
“ E G Eastman, Rockland, Me.-

g

Will all the churches send

WHEELOCK

some exprgssed a desire to follow the Saviour.

.A

M.,

commencing

Next session with the Oelwein church, com-

church in this

was with us, who*preached the Word

C.

mencing the 2d Friday in February

;

17—19.

We have no

*

;
DURABILITY.

~IS NOWOF PRAISE
READY.

Iu Pittsfield, N. H., Oct. 9, 1880, by Rev. J. C.
BRANCH (Mich.) Q. M., with. the East: Gilead
church, Keb. 11—j3..
Opening sermon; Friday” Osgood, Mr. Ives G. Sargent and-Mrs«Elizabeth .}
A.
Jenness; both of P. Also, by the same, in P.,}"
evening, by Rev. A. StevenReg55 yo.
Cu

WATERLOO (Iowa) Q. M.—Held its last ses-

(Me.) Q. M.—Held its last sesHarbor,

i

Meeting

:

sion with the Fairbank church.
It was a
meeting of considerable interest, it being the
first held in their new house. The meeting was
protracted.
AS

OsWEGO Q. M.—Held
its last session with
the church at
Constantia Center, Dec. 31,
Jun. 1und 2. On account of storms only few
delegates were present; yet-the session was
one of interest, and we trust will prove a blessing to the church where it was held. The missionary meeting Sattirday evening was very
interesting; 13 gave their names to pay two
cents per week for missions.
At the close of
est
ths Sunday evening, 2 persons reested the prayers of Christians that they
mixht
find the way of life.
Next session with the eburch at Gilbert’s
Mills, March 4—6.
A. E. WILSON, -Clerk.
Bar

mh

we may have a good session. |"

church;

ifested a desire to seek the Lord.

Quarterly Meetings.

at

:

Next session with Prairie
mencing Friday before the
Keb. at 2 o’clock.
Rev. O.
pected to be present to hold
ngs.
J. R.

:

pleasant session.

19,20.

PRAIRIE CITY Q. M.—Held its Nov. session

/A series of meetingsis in progress with (he

sion

LISBON Q.
4—6.
¥

with Oak Grove church; well atténded, and
all the churches represented.
Preaching by
Revs. Christian, Dodge, Dinsmore and Bayliss. A revival spirit prevailed, several man-

Sparta church, under the labors of the Rev.
A.M. Simonton, with some degree of hopeful-

_ ELLSWORTH

N

Quarterly

“od

served the week of prayer with some interest.
The
Mt.
Pleasant
church
protracted the
meetings with some, prospect of good.
’
;
* Indiana.
;

‘A hopeful revival interest is reported
the school at Harper’s Ferry. -

BACK.{

OUCH,

THE MANUAL

O.

EXPRESS,

Hotices and Appointments.

Rev. M. H. ‘Abbey Jop each. thé opening sermon.

* 8 8 Nickerson,
8 H Cook, Jefferson,

.

112 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

* 204 & 206 W. BALTIMORE ST., BALTIMORE.

:

-

« B F Marsden, Sherburne, N. Y.
L B Wilson, Sutton, Vt.
TE Peden, Rio Grande, O.
Rev J S Dinsmore, Paloma, jdams

°

PRICE 25 CENTS.
.

Associa-

tion in ratio of the card system.
Next session with the Norwich

$80......The

West Virginia.

WEAK

atl

from each church of the ‘Q. M., was appointed
to meet with the churgh at its call to ordain
Bro. G. L. White. “Voted that the collection,

“church at Rochester remembered their pastor’,
Rev. M. G. Pett, with a like amount......The

ness.

« 3 H Durkeé, Pike, N.Y.

New

1y34

the only plasters which relieve pain at once.

Clerk.

amounling to $7, be given to Central

2

WAREROOMS:

Overwhelming
evidence of its superiority |’
over all other plasters. It is everywhere recomMarried
mended by Physicians, Druggists and the Erase,
At Burns “church, 1. on Christmas eve, by
The manufacturers received a special award
Rev. H. 8. Ball, assisted by J. D. Lamb, Mc.
and the only medal given for Porous Plasters at
Bert Skinner, of Tecumseh, Neb., and Miss Alice
the Centennial Expogition, 1876, at the Paris
Murphy, of Barns.
| «
'
Exposition, 1878.
:
'
At the parsonage in East Randolph. Vt., Dec.
Their great merit lies in the fact that they are
28, by Rev. H. G. Corliss, Mr. George E. Brigham

the Smyrna church, Nov. 26--28.
The public
services were well attended, and the social
megljngs revealed an excellent spiritual interest among all. By request of the Smyrna
church a council, consisting of two members

The church at Mt. Pleasant made their pastor, Rev. B. F. McKenney, their annual do-

Pleasant churches

St.,

JEFFERSON (N. Y.) Q. M,, at Philadelphia, Keb.

Wisconsin.

Mt.

10 Barclay

CAPCINE
i
POROUS
. PLASTER.

CHENANGO Q, M.—Held its last session with

Towa.

Honey Creek and

.,

BENSON'S

&

the 25th of Feb.,

D. M. MILLER,

TONE,
’
* WORKMANSHIP &

4

.

Rev C A Baker, Campton, Iowa.

at 1 P. M. Anniversary supper will be given
in the evening, with a historical statement of
the church. - Speeches, reading, recitations
and singing during the evening.
Rev. T. A. Stevens was appointed to preach,
the opening sermon of the
February session. -

-

about

on

Upon their excellence alone
have attained an
UNPURCHASED
PRE-EMINENCE
Which establishes them as umequaled in ~

Rev A P Cook, East Hamlin, N, Y.
+ H J Brown, Toledo, Iowa.

.

village. A special request is made by this
church that every brother or sister that is now
a member or ever has been, angis still living,
will report themselves in person or by letter.

Services will commence

FIFTY YEARS BEFORE

Rev I Hyatt, Dale, N. Y.

|

in connection with the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the first F. B. church organized in Oneonta

prosperous condition.
parsonage, to which
a warm
welcome on
meeting is in progress

t6

&

Send for their Catalogue and terms.

FORTES.
THE PUBLIC

PIAN

Rev B F Zell, Springfield, 0.
.“ FM Washburne, Evansville, Wis.

56;

session with the church at Bast Me~

exceptBurlington

!

Warren, Ill, - -

Wawaka

T I Phillips. Kittery Point, Me.

were

OTSEGO (N. Y.)—Held its last session with
the West Oneonta church.
A season of mueh
interest was enjoyed by all present. - All the

i

amounting

of

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, dng She Tost Jeficate Stomach WL no 1 ont
'or sale by a
ts, and
E.
H,

received license

:

*

benefit

single teaspoonful

Ia.

Ind.

M Blake,

Rendel,

C E Danon, Rochester, N. Y.
FF Bailey, East Paris, Mich.
Mrs P B Allen, East Parsonsfield, Me.
Ivory Norton,. Sebago Lake, Me.
H G Corliss, East Randolph, Vt.

Donough,
Friday before 1st Sabbath in March.
May the spirit of the meeting expend itself in
Christian work. ~~ W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

On Dec. 25th there was a re-union of the
Minkler family at the residence of A.L. Minkler, near Edgewood.
Four generations were
present, numbering about fifty persons, and
including five gray-haired brothers and one
sister of the first generation.
Six of those
present were members of the F. B. church in
Vemillion,
O., in the ‘days of Elders David
Marks and Cyrus Coltrin.
:

nation

a

for one year,

Rev. E. Pimlott expects to hold a series of
meetings, commencing Feb. 8, near Hillsdale.
Burns church is in a
They have built a new
they gave the pastor
Dec. 2nd. A protracted
with the church.

which

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more
gecured to the patient by

R T Valentine, Fayette,

OND

Wm Droggzer, Hartville, Mo. _.Rev D D
Brown, Lake View, Pa.

The

in

York,

remarks.

of prayer......Rev. W. A, Myers has been as-

Illinois.

form

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $25 to $50
per week selling goods

Dec. covenant meeting and six expressed a
“desire to become Christians during the week:

rejoicing.

and

and tubercular

being a generous flow of the Spirit 4nclining to

conducted with harmony,

by

sisted by Rev. C. J. Chase in special meetings
with the’ Rome church.
There has been a
spiritual refreshing. Bucksliders
have returned, sinners are inquiring and converts are

JELLY.

and general debility.

atténdance

The business meetings

OIL

corsumption, scrofula

glorious

was large throughout, all ‘denominations

ing in worship.

Aven

York for coughs, colds,

mended thy strength.” It was full of spiritual
life and vigor. The covenant meeting Satarday afternoon was a pentecost, the elders
never

COD

A

D Lamb, Kewanee, I11.

J W

AE

J
:

Rev V H Raymond,
er, Ia.
BF Jefferson, So Strafford, Vt.
D G Young, Millers Miils, N. Y.
Rev EW Perry,
GFalls)
t.
SNH
N
J H Ward, Canton. Pa.
Mrs EH Cooper, Bangor, Wis.
J N Gardner,
Niangue, Mo.
>

a

QUERU’S

R Clark, Irvinazton, Mich.
B Harriman, Tambrota, Minn.
Tower, Rei, Ind..
‘

Thomas

Approved by the Academy'of Medicine of New

ing the dedication sermon.
The entire session
was one of unusual spiritual interest. . Bro.
Durkee preached the opening sermon Friday
evening from Ps. 68:28: “Thy God hath'com-

agreeing that they

R
8
D
J

-er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
‘ete.
Pamphlets free to any ‘address.
Seth W.
y
38
Fowle & Sons, Boston.

commencing Dec. 17. The

been

Cure.

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousand
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv-

MoDoNOUGH Q. M.—Held its last sessian with

churches reported

Si

church, Rey. E. O. Dickinson has withdrawn
was purchased about ten years ago of the
Previously the upper part was rented,
his resignation and will remain another year.
town.
The spiritual outlook of the church is better
the lower part being used by the town for
It has since been changed into .than for the past four years......The meeting
school-rooms.
a vestry. The house hiad become badly out of at Green Oak resulted in several conversions.
repair, and this fact, together with a desire to
Four names were presefited for membership
2
do good and help along the cause of Christianiat the last covenant meeting.
ty, led the manufacturers of the village, Messrs, The Jackson church is enjoying a steady
Simpson & Andrews, a few ‘months ago, to growth under the faithful labors of Rev. G. R.
repair the house. The pews, formerly facletter at the

ing the entrance, have

Parkman,

Exeter. The West Davenport church reported
Rev. H. J. Carr, of Jackson, closed, Deg.
a revival interest in progress with good suc80, a protracted meeting with the church at cess. Much interest was added at this session
Pageville, Meigs Co. The church was much Dy the presence of Rev. A. Deering, of New
ampshire, who is holding a series of meetings
revived, and six accessions were made to ‘it.
‘with many of the churches in’ this Q. M.
Bro. Carr, though pastseventy, is still a zealous
Next session with:the Oneonta Village church,

worship, now owned free of debt by a society,

change which former pastors

Goodwin;

commencing Tuesday, Mar. 8, 2 P. M.

untiring effortsof Bro. and Sister Pimlott, as- |
sisted by a ¢corps

Burnham,

Foster; Kenduskeay , Reed ; Hermon, Wade.
Next session’ with the church at Dexter,

—

The

be DOtd

church.

8IESS

country

ht

pastor,

Whithemore was the.third

for’ a

NS a CE
Ett

remaining
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ESSELTE

older residences of the town (and those of different creeds than our own), words of praise
are still spoken of his ministry.” Rev. Joseph

usually

prayer-meetings haye been kept up through the
year with good attendance. The Sabbathschool isin
a healthy condition, thanks to the

I pd
hed fdpe pdSE

Day, who for four years preached * Christ
crucified” with such ability, that among the
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nize the good influence of the church upon the community, as well as his duty to

Hsukele rnner

her fashionable church,

which the elabor-

fired a gun since weé' came down here.

ate dinner in mid-afternoon, the late after-

Take one of these rifles, Fern, and come
with me for a day’s sport. If the hunting
proves too good and the game too scarce,
we can fish coming home.”
I assented to the proposal, and having
prepared for ourselves a lunch, as we

Social hn Literary,

it, and lower i in the shallow waterof the
that the author, whether man. of ‘woman, could”
neither be young nor inexperienced, we reriver. He had anchored opr skiff in’ the
-cejved and published the following letter :
rushes. Having done this, he again
SIm,—T
eS
le
QUEEN
VICTORIA'S
HOLIDAYS.
he Ju
seized
his
oars
and
was
about
to
begin
author of * Scenes es , ,of Clerical
- A SPINNING SONG.
Bede” is Mr. Joeeph LigBut
during
the
reigns
of
our
Queen’s
imme‘his
retreat
towurd
camp,
when
Ned
sudhowever,
and
chafed
under
the
rule,
but
of
its
branches.
:
gins, of Nuneaton, Warwickshire,
Over nl over, rouad and round,
-Xou may
diate
predecessors
the
observances
of
Christ|
egg
Saglly satisfy yourself
__| denly arose from: behind the log at one
youssel of my correctness by inMrs. Comfort had been religiously | he. did not break it.
Like
a gold-green top ona crystal ground,
A)
ur
mas
degenerated;
but
for
some
of
the
interest
ng of any one in that neighborhood.
[]
“Mr.
‘With never a-whizz or a singing sound,
The second week rolled round. _ Mon- end and I appeared at the other.
brought up, also. But religion had someins himself and the characters whom he
it now assumes, we have to thank the Prince
“* The beautiful garth goes spinning. .
*
Hi
there,
Charlie
!”
cried
my
companhe
nts
are
as
familia
day,
Tuesday,
Wednesday.
Thursday
r
there
as the twin spireshow always seemed to be an element per-Consort, who beld it as a most sacred ‘time. of Coventry.
Yoursbbediently,
> 8he sweeps in a circle around the sun
.
fectly foreign to her nature and as she morning dawned bright and clear, and ion, “glad to see you. Just tow ‘our Peculiarly happy in his domestic life, such anH.
ANDERS,
Rector of Kirby.
With Time, and the year-long race is won
grew up to frolicsome maidenhood, she after breakfast Ned Hubbard brought his boat in, will you? She's gone adrift in niversaries were to him the means of drawing
This produced on the next day the following By both—to a minute; ’tis ever done
put it farther and farther away from her, two guns from the tent and proposed to some way. Queer, too, wasn't it?” and ‘still closer the Siew ot family affections; he saw rejoinder from. the real’ George Eliot:
And ever again beginning.
ra
his happy boy
reflected in the merry faces
frankly admitting that she didn’t like to" me a hunting trip te Squibb’s Island, 4 he laughed heartily,
-SIR,—The Rev. H, Anders has with q
We clasp our hands in amaze, and cry,
of
his
children.
Writing
to
bis
grandmother,
able
delicacy and unquestionable {LL
Charlie was completely nonplussed,
go to church and therefore, wouldn’ t! ‘lot of some ten acres lying three miles
the" Dowager Duchess of Coburg, with whom
‘ &. A time to be born, and a time to die,’
i
the world through your columné- that:
His trick was _discovered, ‘and the joke he spent most of his early Christmasses, he assured
down
the
river.
After
her
marriage
the’cares
which
wealth
the
author
of * Scenes of Clerical Lite” and
Is given £4 Het, but the years go by,
“ The oarsmen say that there are plen- would be upon himself.
brings and its worldly pleasure comns, of NunUnending and unbeginning.”
says: * These pleasant festivities always bring eaton.
Pdeeg iadistinctly
Mr. Joseph
t
to deny J that statement.
His face expressed the most intense “me doubly in contact in spirit with your loved a
The late ty of squirrels there and now and then a
But on New Year’s morning the people sing : , pletely occupied her mind.
I declare on my honor {hat that gentleman
And wail in a breath; and the broad lands ring breakfast on Sunday morning, left no time
never
saw
-ones
if
the
homeland,
where
you
were
ever
so
a line of those works until they
partridge or a pigeon,” said Ned: “We've chagrin, and he Bat ‘motionless in his
knowl edge of
With, ¢* The King is dead : long live the King,”{* ‘for the preparations required to attend
dear to me.” He it was who instituted that were printed, nor had he ary
:
lived on fish for some time, and I've not boat.
them whatever. Allow me to ask whether the
water

in the

boots

over

night, and as a result no complaints ‘werd
['support it, even though he had exper- heard, and the entire" camp was happy:
ienced something of inconsistency in ‘one’
Charlie was a little restless at times,

LS

But the earth goes on with her spipaing!’
—Mary A. Lathbury,in Wide Awake.

noon ‘and evening callers crowded out
THE YEARS.
"the hour or two which the church service:
Silent, silent! like God’s blessing, on a sin-bedemanded.
So it happened that Harold
wildered earth!
Comfort and his wile, both thoroughly
Coming, coming, with a glory .and a promise
kind-hearted, hospitable to friends, havat their birthyle—
‘Wondrous, wondrous, white-winged heralds,
with a wordless mystery.
Bearing with them gleam afid glimmer of the
far-off ¢- jasper sea.”
G
Swiftly, swiftly, down our earth-way, bringing
treasures all’ unknown;
Reaching out still hands to touch us Wik the
Ss

radiance of a throne.

’
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hould be absent all day,

theless, destitute of that best-and

lie three boats and started for Squibb’s.

highest

virtue of all, a Christian’s faith. ~The following
guest,

week
and

the

beyond our

sweetness,

. we knew they came to teach.

scarce

i

we’ took one

of

Mrs.

Comforts

The weather was simply
as we rowed swiftly down

free-hearted,

hospitable

stream the beauties of the sunlit world

brought

welcome supplemented by the shy, but
appreciative greeting of her hostess’ little

five-year-old lad, was all ‘that a friend

Silent, silent! going, going,—out
utmost reach |
Bearing with them so much

ing many lovable qualities, were never-

could ask. “The time passed pleasantly
between the old schoolmates, and when
Saturday evening brought the first busy

perfect, and
the majestic

¢ Come,

come!” said

Ned

“It's growing late, and we've a long row
before us. Hurry and “bring the boat
in! 1»

upon the shining sands of the island and
we sprung ashore.

We dragged the boat out of reach of

Charlie looked at the skiff nd

then

at.

us, buf, deeming it prudent to obey, he
slowly and reluctantly pushed our craft
from the rushes, and fastening his own
line to it, towed it to the shore. Then he

turned his own prow, and would have
shot 4way homeward had not Ned laid a
heavy hand upon the stern of his boat and
You remember

¥

the.

ny. friend.
All practical

jokers shall be ai over: to the mercy
“of their victims.
In this'case Fern and I

interchange of gifts, continued

now in

single exceptions’ among’ the

dwell on the earth.
be

bard

uated.

to

who

Indeed it would not

find many

Harold

many

had

similarly

been

sit-

religiously

brought up, and when he came to the
city a poor boy in search of work, he had
presented himself a stranger, on his first
Sabbath, to one of the churches, where
he soon became a constant attendant upon

its services and Sunday-school.
I hope,
however, that it is an exception, that
there cameto be trouble

in

the

church,

caused by a wealthy and ambitious member who thought more of his worldly

in the world nota few such unassuming,
little virtues: as patience, unselfishness,

steadfastness and devotion to duty and
truth, which, in howsoever lowly ways,
are exerting their own peculiar and ever

widening influence.

are the victims,

Good.

and

We

you the

are

would-be

tired, and

and maid-servants.

be prohibited.

There were

The trouble was quickly fol-

« Hist, down!”

with wood,
bushels

joking should

several rea-

¢ Look at the other end and you'll see,”

replied Neds ¢ It's just as I thought.”
I looked. Away down.the river, just

catch bim, He's coming this way!” Slowly but surely the little boat crept

“made

many

, church-going,

good

resolutions

but ‘never

carried

about
them

then?”

J

B

Charlie.

he urged

* Allri ad Y said that worthy, laugh- | lying between his feet, and then we saw
“ip
or a Vere: MH went well.
No ham- him lift a great stone on to the rail of the
were out, no Sunken

found: in the

it

was

loaded

and filled. with: some

of oyster-shells,

which

six

lent lime was obtained.

Then commenc-

We need to watch Tarseives, not others.
I have more trouble to watch myself than
to watch my neighbors.—D. L. Moody.
SO
‘OH

Advice is like SNOW : “the
falls, the longer it dwells upon,

| bapt, make fast the end of our painter to
tL

softer it |
and

the

On

Christmas

morning

the

choristers assemble on the terrace to sing car-

plenty of fun Prevulle

were

again covered with fuel ; and, after burning twenty-four hours, a supply of excel-

green |

I,
SKI" Fo
ment he busied himself with i

ing.

out; and he ws manly enough to rgoog- | | mocks

outside;

ed his soap-builing, which was effected in
appearing from behind the Yower end of a large copper pot of Egyptian ‘manufactthe island, was a skiff, and in it a single ure. The ingredients of potash, lime,and
oarsman. From the colors of the boat ' fat were then carefully mixed ; and, alter
and. the rowing of the man, I koew him in boilibg ton hours and having been con| stanly stirred, he obtained ‘excellent
a moment. It was Charlie !
.
¢« He's watching to see us swim out,” goap, of which he hdd, in all, "forty
‘said Ned. ‘Now keep quiet and we'll pounds’ weight.— Chambers's Journal.

strong for a

preston

the

which

bas immortalized the name

of George

Eliot,

was

was

The Queen, io
6-0-0
bo

A REMINISOENCE OF ADAM BEDE.

published

in

1860,

it

well

Strauss.
Those who only knew her books will deplore

an irreparable joss to English letters, while
those who also. knew the writer will feel that
a great and noble spirit, supreme in intellect as
in culture, as tender as it was strong, has 5
passed away from the world. * The friends of
George Eliot have long recognized her rare

and commanding
character, and

of intellect and

gifts both

it was impossible even for cas--

ual acquaintances to pass a few minutes in her
spell

the

under

falling

without

Society

of a

strangely fascinating and sympathetic personHer gracious manner, condescending

ality.

became her genius, but never either
ing or indifferent, overcame at once
dence of any who approached her,
winning smile irradiated and softened
that were too strongly marked for
Those who bave seen her
beauty.

|.

as

patronizthe diffiand her
features
feminine
either in

private or in public, as at the Popular Concerts, at which she was a constant attendant,
can not but have been struck with her resemblance to Savonarola as he appears in the por-

trait by
Ties.

Fra

at

Bartolommeo

Florence.—

pty

|

" GEQRGE ELIOT, THE WOMAN.

Before the grave closes over the remains of
George Eliot, I may perbaps be permitted to
add to the notice of her which has already appeared in The Daily News, a few personal
recollections and impressions gathered during
a twelve years’ friendship, which only closed
with ber death.
In the first place, I am absolutely conviheced of this, that no one of her
younger friends--I might almost add, of her

acquaintances—fuiled
that

they

were

for

to feel in her
the

time,

presence

at all

events,

raised into a higher moral level, and that none
ever left her without feeling inspired with a
stronger sense of duty and positively under the

obligation of striving to live up to a higher
standard of life.
George Eliot’s personality
was fully as great and as remarkable as her
books,
In every line of her face there was
power, and about the jaw a prodigious
siveness which might well have inspired

masawe,’

had it not been tempered by the most gracious
smile which ever lighted up human features,
~and was ever ready to convert what otherwise ,
might have been terror into fascination.

Whatever George Eliot's religious opinions
may

have

been—and

it may

perhaps surprise

those who did not know her intimately to learn
that the * De imitatione Christi” was one of
her favorite books, found by the writer lying
on her tnble by her empty chair after her death
—she possessed to a marvellous degree the divine gift of charity, and of attracting moral
outcasts to herself, whose ‘devils she cast out,
if I may be permitted the expression, by shutting her eyes to their existence.
In her pres-

ence you felt wrapped round by an all-embracing utmosphere of sympathy and readiness to
make: the least of all your shortcomings, and
the most of any good which might be-in you.
But great as was her personality, she shrank
with horror from intruding it upon you, and in
general society her exquisitely melodious voice
wus, unhappily for the outside circle, too seldom raised beyond the pitch of something not

much above a whisper.

Of the rich vein of

humor which runs through George Eliot's
works, there was comparatively little trace in

her

conversation,

whicli

seldom

descended

from the grave to the gay.
But although she
rarely indulged mn conversational levity herself, she was most tolerant of it, and even encouraged its ebullition in others, joining heart.

ily fn any mirth which might be going on.’
George. Eliot's sensibility on the subject of her
own works was 80 exquisite that she would
‘not tolerate the faintest allasion to them in
general society.
An extraordinary delicacy

pervaded her whole being.

She seemed to live

upon air, and the rest of her body was as light
and fragile as her countenance

and. intellect

were massive.— News.

and Princess, their children, and

* What's the trouble?” said I in a low
tone. .** Who's coming ?",

nearer, and still nearer, its occupant often
ceasing to row while ha carefully scanned
“ Why, then,” cried Jim Henderson, the shore, and again renewing his labors
goer. . He bad prospered in buosi«
* ness in which he was known to be houn- ‘‘then turn the joker over to the mercy om “when satisfied hut the coast was olear,
pngth he reached
ornble; and’ ut the same. ti oe. kind” and his victim, I say! He debirves no bet-

Now ae

the Prince

ly sheltefed us from view.

lowed by divisions aud in the unhappy
strife many who took no part. on either
~ side were thrown completely outside the joker, but the majority ruled, and Charlie
church.
Harold Comfort being one of lavghingly submitted.
these, drifted about from church to
« Just as you say, boys,” said he, * but

a8 an “eligible sont for strangers. _ ‘He

to ten

valleys,

below from

so the question was settled as I have
stated. A few protested, Charlie Ford
especially, who was a most incorrigible

TT

rise

and
Ned whispered sharpwhich possess a very hard external crust.
“Quick! Hide behind this log!”
He seized my arm and dragged me Two natives hollowed out one of those
; «a preper draught-hole was made
down behind-a _ great water-svaked log hills
feet, high, common in those

before the * Mill on the
great movel of the series

knows
in literary circles at least, that George
Eliot
was none other than Marian Evans, The:
Westminster Reviewer, and translator of

for the young princes and princesses, and in
the Oak Room for the household. The ladies
and gentlemen in waiting were summoned to |
the corridor on Christmas Eve, and the Queen
and Prince, accompanied by the royal family,
pointed out the presents intended for each, in-

that lay upon the beach, which coniplete-

“

sons why this was best, but the chief one
was that such jokes always made the
victim feel mean ' and .revengeful, and
such a spirit introduced into a camping

what if the temptation is 100
church, for a time until he became
at oy whathe now was, - a non-church- | fellow and he breuks over.GE

those great ant-hills which

leaked out.” Long
Floss,” the second

when they were also set up in another room

ols and anthems.
The school children receive
new clothing and .each a Christmas card,
There are generally large shooting parties, and

position and honor than of the peace of party will destroy the consort of all, and
his church.

Do you suppose’

GEORGE ELIOT.
N otwithstanding this protest, the secret soon:

by the Queen and her husband -at Windsor
Castle; and we read in “The Life of .the
Prifice--Consort” how ‘Christmas trees - were
-set.up in the Queen and Prince’s rooms, a custom which was continued in future years,

each adult, one pound for each child.
It is
given in the Royal Mews, in the presence of

name—

and to publish the rumors which such prying

may give rise to, seems to me quite indefensible, still more 80 'to state these rumers as ascertained truths.
1 am, sir, yours, ete.,

There is perhaps through-

their household.

A JOKER PUNISHED.
‘We had agreed when we first went inpractical

us.

and thishe constructed out of one of

to the courtesies usual among gentleIf not, the attempt to pry
into what is

obviously meant to be withheld—my

oup Great Britain no other home where more
Kindly’ surprises are planned and more gentle
thought for others evinced, than in the highest
household. in the land.
The first Christmas of their married life, just
after the birth of the Princess Royal, was spent

ly.

0-0-0
40-4

to camp that all

length, ** but it's a mean trick to play on

claim
men?

ordains to spend Christmas.
It is still ber custom to give presents to all her attendants; both

Family Circle.

Hargld Comfort and his wife are not

act of publishing a book deprives a man of all

any of the royal homes in which Her Majesty

you
the lapping waves, then prepared our
rifles and with the agreement to meet | shall row us home I"
menced.
Without more ceremony, we both step- viting them afterward to go through the differagain by 4 o'clock for lunch upon the
¢ I suppose, Mrs. Bright, that you will beach, we separated and entered the ped into Charlie's skiff and pushed it from ent rooms to see what they themselves had
wish to attend church in the morning,”
the land, our own still towing behind it.
mutually given and received.
Present-giving
Calmly, calmly, while
our pulses beat to said that genom after he had read his, wouds to begin our sport.
“Oh, come boys ! this is too"—
has always been a special delight to our royal
The
hours
passed.
Theymorning
breeze
every siren tune,
*
~ “Not a word,” said Ned sternly, 1as he family. The interchange of gifts on birthdays,
paper.
died, the sun rose high in the heavens, and
On their waves our sunlight trembles, and our
“Of
course,”
aietly
responded
the
threw
himself upon the' bow, seat, and New Year's and other anniversaries extends to
day grows dim at noon!
the broad, glad river slept beneath its
a very large number of relatives,
lady.
glowing rays. Noon came and went, the prepared to enjoy the evening and his unOnward, onward ondiig ever at God's footSince her bereavement, Her Majesty has
eaten
lunch.
'
**
Not
a
word.
You
will
¢
Alice
and
1,»
the
gentleman
continshadows of the tall hemlocks crept eaststool!
Ah, will he
generally spent Christmas at Osborné.
These
ued, ‘* have spoken of several of our’ ward along the forest green sward, the row us to camp, Or as sure as my name's seasons exceptionally passed at Windsor have
Merge these weary fragments’ into his serene
eternity!
¥ prominent clergymen whom we wish you
gentle kiss of the southwest zephyr touch- Hubbard we'll duck you first and then been signalized by sorrow and anxiety,as
—N. XY. Evening Post.
to hear while you are with us. * But“ per- ed the glistening water and it smiled in make you row us afterward! © You know when the Prince of Wales was dangerously ill in
1871, and the Princess Alice died in 1878.
But
haps you may yourself, have some preferits dreamless sleep. The silence of the the law I”
| ence.”
It was hard punishment, and Charlie the royal borough is not forgotten in her ab% ‘summer rested ‘upon mainland, islet and
sence. OgpNew Year's Day some £2000 is dis¢* Thank you, very kindly,” said Mrs. river. The day grew old.
begged and plead and coaxed ‘and threat- tributed in gifts to 1 200 poor of the parishes of
Bright, ‘‘ Is there a church of the
It may have been-a little after the ap- ened; but-all to no end. Ned was inflex- Windsor and Clewer, in the form of coals,
ONE OF THE UNWRITTEN EVIible, while I agreed with him fully in his meat and bresd, the amount vafying according
denomination in your city ?”
'| pointed time when, weary and warm,
DENCES.
:
‘“ Well, — yes: ” he said hesitatingly. with three fine black squirrels as the decision, and so at last through the purp- to the size of the family of the recipients; who
BY IDA HAZELTON.
¢¢ I believe there is. But it is in quite a result of my hunt, I emerged from- the ling twilight and the floating mists of the are recommended by the Dean and Vicar of
reduced
condition now.
Really I think tangled thickets of the wood and stood evening, and later beneath the twinkling Windsor and the Rector of Holy Trinity. The
“Harold, dear, Mrs. Bright is coming
distribution by the® Lord High Almoner, the
stars and across the golden meshes of the
Dean of Windsor, in their presence and that of
to make me a little visit. She is the dear, they have been almost discouraged about once more upon the narrow belt of shore.
net
spread
by
the
silvery
moon,
we
floattrying
to
keep
up
their
meetings.
I
think
Ned was not in sight, and dropping my
the
Clerk of the Kitchen, takes place at 9
old schoolmate, Rose, of whom I have so
you would not care to go there.”
rifle into the hollow of my arm, turned {o- ed homeward, propelled only by the o'clock in the morning in the Riding School
often told you.”
But the lady did seem to care about ward the place where our skiff was, when sturdy arms of our discomfiggd companion, “of Whadsor Castle, the Queen’s Purveyor hav“ Ah! well, I am very glad for your
ing been busily employed preparing the gifts
going there.
my eye caught something that lay half hid- and when at last the bow #of our bdat
sake, wife.
You will enjoy it, of course,
some hours before.
It is a pretty sight, which
touched
the
beach
within
the
circle
of
¢«
Ah!”
she
said,
¢*
If
they
are
so
much
den in the tall rushes of a little sandbar
and there will be no end to the school-girl
a
few
privileged
visitors
are permitted to see,
light from our camp fire, and Charlie
reminiscences, I suppose,” said Harold discouraged, I ‘can perhaps do more just opposite me in the stream, and ex-On the tan flooring, all along the center of the
stumbled
grumbling
up
the
bank,
Ned
school, are a row of white-covered tables, with
Comfort looking up from his evening good by going thére, than I should re- amining it more carefully I at length dissaid softly,—
joints: of beef varying from 7 pounds to 3
journal. ‘¢ But didn’t. you tell .me that ceive if I' went to hear one of your great covered it to be the very boat I-‘was in
*¢ The first and last practical Joke i of pounds, enlivened by sprigs of holly. The
she is a member of the church?
What preachers, simply to please myself. The search of, idly rocking in the green sedge,
recipients, young and old women and men,
the trip.
It would have been easier rowchurch
is
of
my
own
denomination
and
I
with
thirty
rods
of
water
separating
it
will she think of us who hardly’ ever atand some young children, enter by ticket, cars
ing
for
you,
my
boy,
if
you
had
rememhave
a
feeling
of
duty
in
regard
to
it.
from me!
:
tend church, much less are members of
rying neatly folded cloths and bags, and pass
Would you mind attending that church
Here was a nice mess!
Through our bered to hoist the anchor which you so out by the east entrance, underneath the room
one?”
carelessness some swell of passing steam- Kindly. dropped for us three miles down whencegthe Prince records, he and the rest of
¢¢ Never trouble yourself about Rose, in the morning?”
the river.
You have towed that twenty¢¢
Indeed,
madam,
I
should
be
most
the Royal family were-wont to witness the cerer had floated thé craft from the shore.
Harold,” said Mrs.
Comfort
warmly.
pound
stone
all the way from Squibb’s emony. In the Queen's absence she is reprehappy
to
accompany
you,”
politely
assentWe must swim for it now.
¢¢ Unless she is much changed, she will
Island home!”
;
sented by court officials. Last year 814 joints
‘¢ Excuse my unfortunate
“Evenawhile these thoughts were formnot make it any of her business to inquire ed her host.”
It was true. So astonished had our were given away, weighing 3,221 pounds: Beallusion
to
their
condition.
I
understand
ing
in
my
mind,
a
shout
from
the
bank
into our family affiairs.
Besides, the
Joker been at the sudden turning of the sides this, 1,203 cwt. of coals, in portions of 3
~ few Sabbaths that she is here you can they have lately settled a pastor who Fabove startled me, and looking up I saw
tables upon him that he had entirely for- -cwt. and 1 cwt., are delivered at the homes of
x
take her to church, and I will 80: too, promises to help them very much, I~have
Ned pointing toward the rushes. He also
the poor; and Her Majesty makes hberal congotten the stone which was fastened to tributions to the Royal Clothing Club. She
wanted to hear him.”
had discovered the boat and knew our
when I can.”
our skiff, and had dragged it wearily also sends presents of game to the Windsor In-.
So they went to the * discouraged” trouble.
* ¢ Certainly,” responded Harold obligthrough
the water all the distance 'to firmary, University College, and other hospi¢ That's nice !” said he in a disgusted
ingly, * 1 shall be most happy to accom- church, Mr. Comfort,” Mrs. Bright and
camp.
As
Ned predicted, this was the tals, and a great deal of old linen from the palthe
little
boy,
and
during:
the
remainder
tone, as he scrambled down the little
pany her to church.
But where shall we
first
and
last
practical jokeof the trip.— aces, which, however, does not always arrive
take her? * She -is quite literary in her of her visit, much to Mr. and Mrs. Com- bluff. + Who do you'suppose did it ?”
at Christmas time.
F.
E.
Hamillon,
in N.Y. Tribune.
“Who?” said I in surprise.
‘‘ Why,
tastes you have said, writes some for the fort's surprise, their guest seemed to have
At Osborne, on Christmas Eve, Her Majesty
distributes gifts to all the children on the OsThe water has ifisen and
papers, eh?
Well, then, of course she no. desire to attend the different city we ourselves.
IMPROMPTU INGENUITY.
borne estates, for whom a Christmas tree is
will wilh to hear some of our big preach- churches, but preferred to continue regu- carried the skiff off. We should have
A striking instance of ingenuity in tak- prepared’ in the servants’ hall, with presents of
carried it further up.”
ers. We must go one Sunday to the up- larly at her first place of attendance.
books, toys, ete. Accompanied by the.various
«It is evident that there is no curiosity
¢¢ Not a bit-of it,” said Ned earnestly. ing advantage of the resources of nature members of her family, and the ladies and gen.
town church.
That is the largest and
in
an
emergency
is
found
in
Sir
Samuel
about
Mrs.
Bright's
church-going,”
re¢¢ That boat never went off alone. Come
wealthiest in the city. Then there is
tlemen of the household, «he hands these to
«It here !" and, following him, in a few ¥feps Baker's account of his travels in Abyssin- each child, and, after the distribution, they
Dr. Broadheart’s church.
I rather like marked Mr. Comfort thoughtfully.
ia. His stock of soap had become ex- all have plum-pudding. On the eveniig of
we reached the spot where we had landhim. You remember how jolly he was seems very much as though there was
some
principle
about
the
thing.”
ed.
‘See!
Theres the trail of the hausted ; and, as he possessed abundance New Year’s Day she presents gifts to the upper
during our last summer’s Hudson and
It
would
be
very
pleasant
to
close
this
keel
in
the
sand
six feet above the mark of various kinds of fat, including that of servants of the household in the steward’s
Saratoga trip. I believe that if I' was
room, where is a Christmas tree. The Queen
little
sketch
of
Mrs.
Bright's
visit
by
of
the
waves!
Some
one set the skiff elephants, hippopotami, lions, and rhino- and
going anywhere to church all the time, I
the Princes and Princesses with her attend
giving
some
immediate
and
glowrious
receroses,
he
determined
to
convert
ayguanafloat; it never drifted off ‘alone.
Ivs
should go and hear him. Some evening
Divine service at Whippingham Church on
> we will all go and hear the Rev. Mr. sults of her Christian influence upon that meant for a joke, too, for if. they had in- tity of this grease into soap. ‘For this*par- Christmas morning. Neither plum-pudding
Protoplast. He is givng Sunday evenings little family. But of a truth there are many tended to steal the boat, ‘they would bave pose, he required both potash and lime. nor plum-porridge is omitted from ‘the royal
to lectures on the * Golden Age, They quiet, unobtrusive acts of Christian faith- taken it directly away, but they wanted And how were these to be obtained? The menu, and the baron of beef is cut from a
to make us swim out for. it. That's the Negleek tree, he found, was exceptionally shorthorn- ox, bred ‘on the Prince Consort's
call him the smartest preacher in town.” fulness, which, like the little rills pn
softly”
through
the
crevice
of
the
solid
game, and I'll bet a fishhook v'was Charlie rich in potash. He therefore burned a farm at Frogmore. The servants indoors all
Mr. Comfort had quite warmed
up
large quantity and made a strong lye with dine together, and the outdoor servants have
with his subjeet,*gnd really appeared to rock, gradually but powerfully wedging it who did it I”
an allowance of a few shillings each, according
the ashes, which he concentrated by boil- to their social status.
I was astonished at first, but.a moment's
enjoy the prospect of church-going with apart, are gently and all unconciously
‘Christmas is kept at Sandringham by the
his wite’s guest. So much so, in fact, making their way through the unbelief of reflection brought me to Ned's opinion. ing. There was no limestone; but .the
that on the following Sabbath he actually the world. It is notalways by its worldly The boat could not have drifted to the river produced a plentiful supply of Prince and Princess of Wales in thoroughly
went to chureh, ‘‘ to get the novelty prosperity, that we are to judge of the rushes where it lay, for that was up oyster-shells, which, if burned, produce national style. On Christmas Eve beef is disexcellent lime. What was next wanted tributed to the laborers and workmen .on the
stream from the point of our landing.
brushed off a little before her friend usefulness of a church; or by his personwas
a kiln in which to burn the shells; royal estate—~prime joints, in proportion to the
al
poplarity
of
a
Christian.
There
are
«]
believe
you're
right,”
said
I
at4
came,” as he laughingly told his wife.
size.of the family, reckoning two poinds to
Swiftly, swiftly,—while we struggle for a lit
tle less or more,
Down their tide dear footsteps vanish, leaving
ours upon the shore!

week to its close, Mr. Comfort introduced
the subject. with which our sketch com-

joker.

general

ladies and-gentlemen, and also to the dressers

about filled us with a quiet joy, and with -again detained him.
“ A moment if you Apion
snatches of merry song we urged our

skiff onward until at length its keel grated

hastily.

TAKING
The

London

OATH

UPON

Nporting

story:

IT.

Times

tells

this

4

A“clergyman who lately left Liverpool in
one of the huge ocean steamers, began to feel

rather uncofifoftible

soon

after

leaving

the

mouth of the river, and, baving had aun iotroduction to the captain, sought him out tp learn

if there was any danger.

The captain did not

answer immediately, but led his passenger to

Her father, Robert Fvans, was a land agent the forecastle und told him to listen fo what
and surveyor, who"livedin the neighborhood “was going on. The clergyman was shocked to
of Nuneaton, and served for many years as
agent for the estates of more than one old War-

wickshire family; he is still remembered as a
man of rare worth and character by many

neighbors

in the Midlands.

The

father of

George Eliot is the prototype of more than
one character in the writings of his daughter.

Of these *“Caleb
will be recognized
the. same note of
keen delight in

Garth” in ‘‘ Middlemarch?”
as the chief example; bot.
character—the craftsinun’s
perfect work-==is Struck in

¢ Adam Bede” and in the little poem on Strad-

ivarius. George Eliot's early yeurs were spent
in the country of Shakespeare.
“ Adam

Bede”

made

the

name

of George

Eliot a household word throughout England,

hear a purty of sailors swearing vigorously,
and expressed his horror to his conductor.

The captain merely remarked:
“Do you think thése men would swear in
such & manner if there was any real dun-

ger?”
Whereupon the parson seemed satisfied, and
retired.
A day or two afterward, when they

encountered rather a severe storm, the clergyman, reiembering what he «had been shown
before, managed to make his way with great
difficulty to the forecastle, und was overheard

by the captaiu, us he came nway, excliiming’
to bimself:
' “Thank

felt sure hit "the ‘Writer
“Writer was & Wo

.

3

God, they're 7

.
yar

4
Not a few of the poems are of “much
"| withstanding=the “masculine tone and’ pie
It.is ili by God to receive “ull J
TE
conspicuous’ in ‘“Adum Rede.”
A singular Perit.
mere than nature can afford, and so to be controversy arose in our columns on the subMr. Edward. A. Freeman hus “accepted the
its own motive to seek for something Jegt.- On April 15, 18569, a few days afler. we, presidency of the Birmingham Historiga) Boci~
o
above naturg.— South,
had feviewed ** Adam Bede” and vidjestired ety, lately formed,
ad

»

»

o
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inventrevoly-

in a better world.

Undek such creative force the mind.

mill. These are the transcendent hours
of the soul, when it is learning to create
« A good ‘book is the precious life- thouglit for itself; and in so creating that
embalmetl”
blood of a master-spirit,
which had no being before it is learning
and treasured up on purpose to & dimlyto appreciate the ‘joy which- the
life beyond life.” That is what Milton®
BY PROF. J. 8. SEWALL,

of

the kind

spirits himself, and that was

Fen

tw

fhe

bookshe wrote. Books that live, books
that have immortality in them beyond
the life of the apthor, beyond his horizon
ot century even, thaty is the sort of book
to read. And as we read, that precious
life-blood of the master-spirit distills into

1 @

our mental

be-

Its. nutriment

véins.

ly he SUE. SO geet SANA TAR Ld

pg

z

Its strength
comes a part of our being.
and stimulus are transfused into us; and
.our lives are by just so much enlarged
and enriched. The past empties its treasures of knowledge and thought and wissour minds, and
dom and sentiment into
‘‘without
wexIth
its
we can apprepriate-

I want to ad-

.-1oney and without price.”

vise your younger readers how to do it.
1. Inthe first place, read only the
Whole cargoes of
strongest and best.

booklings ure brought steaming from the
press every year—only to be dumped in-

to oblivion, Do not trouble your head
avith them nor waste your time. ‘¢ All is

not gold that glitters.”

I

have some-

where read that out of a thousand

pub-

lished books, six hundred do not pay the

existence that which had
“Get the best.”
Read the
let the master thinkers of the
you how to think. Absorb
ideas, think them

not
best.
world
their

over and over,

been.
= And
teach
great

and

let

¢“ 1 have

of the Monthly

Cata-

logue gave a list of eight hundred works
published by the English press within

a

two years, ‘‘ every one of which,
Prior's poem of ‘ Down

except

is-absolute-

Hall,”

ly forgotten.” These are what Ruskin
would call ‘“talkative facts.” They talk

to you and me.

I need not point out to

you, nor you to me, what they say.

world of thought has produced

diamonds that no one need

so many
e

This is the kind of reading

will bring your mind inlo

the

best

* A man is“known

panionship.

that
com-

by the

conipanyhe keeps.”
If you walk with
the master-spirits, they will lift you into
their own région of thought.
In the
midst of your books you can surround
yourself with a symposium of the greatest and best minds the race has produced.
You converse with the foremost thinkers
of all the ages.

- Or rather, sitting

quiet-

for form's

come to life, and am $0

POND’S
EXTRACT.

used Compound

Oxygen

for

Rheumatism,
No other prepara“on

thank=

thé facultiesof insight and reasoning:

5.
Such reading will cultivate the
taste. One cannot be in long and familiar contact with great minds without in

some

degree

catching the

infection

ef

your own ideas, which perhaps two hours
before you had given up as hopelessly

muddy.

Take

a writer

who

is

if

it does

not

elevate you into a purer atmosphere of”
hope,

aspiration, and

purpose.

Or take

sent by per-

sons who do

not patronize

the, poets. Let their rhythmic chimes go
sounding through your thoughts— detain

at the rate of FOUR

their music in

words,

your

heart—let

the

sentimental, to be sure:
wholesome
descipline,

soft

cultivated

or

proportionally

that has not got its share

developed,

of the beauties

and sublimities, as well as of the

utilities.
i
6. Finally, by way

of

coarser

application

tell you more specifically bow to do it. You

can attach that to this as a sort of ¢ label
of practical directions’—such as you see
on

fruit-cans

and

patent

which was ‘to read

much,

Itis nota

rather

LINE of eight

to them

always

Toothache

For Broken

.

«<u

through

your

mind,

and

see what a course they will channel

out

for a great, pure, strong life of your own.
3.-

Such

gather

the

reading

will

material

help

you

knowledge,

of

to
and

you can no more get on without knowl-edge than a traveler can without money.
It is your stock in trade, perhaps more
than you can now realize.
*¢ Reading is
to the mind,” said the Duke of Vivonne
~ to Lonis XIV, ¢ what your partridges are
to my chops.”

That means food,

health,

muscle, tone, bloom to the body,

besides

leaving a pleasant taste in the mouth.

« A genuine good book is-just the

same

to

the mind.
It furnishes the facts for the
. mind to digest and transform into men-

tal fibre ; it furnishes ideas for the mind

to reflect upon and compare and weigh,
and so be guided to a larger wisdom in
forming its

own

opinions;

it furnishes

motives, by whose impulse the mind

‘driven

forward

to

energy,

ig

activity,

achievement ; and it furnishes inspiration

too, by which the mind is kindled with
high purpose and buoyant hope.
What
can a sensible man do, with any sort of
- Judgment or success, unless he has the
grounds and reasons, the pros and cons,
by which he can determine what to do
and how to doit? It would be quite in-

~convenient for him to carry around with
him a satchel of encyclopedias, books of

reference, moral and political treatises,
" business guides and the like to refer to

‘at every turn. He must know ‘such things
himself; and the more

he

knows,

in all

was a man of one idea, but that one was a

whopper!”

Get to work on ideas of that

bigness, and your growth is assured. r

fp

Ap ApEn

DEA. WILEIAM FORD died in West Topsham, Vt., Oct. 16.1880, dged T4 yesrsi- He
experienced religionat 20 years of age, was

of $5, if addressed to 14

'W.- 14th

during his visit to Boston,

‘writes

Josiah

Quincy in the Independent, which 1 am
tempted to repeat, though I do not believe it is ‘true. It was probably, one
of those apocryphal anecdotes which give
the popular impressions about public
characters in a pointed way.
On being
presented to some old soldiers, the gen-

eral was heard to ask’ the

leaderof the

group if he was married.

ing an answer in the

Upon

receiv-

affirmative,

Lafay-

ette responded, ‘‘ Ah, happy man!”
To the person who was next presented
the same

question

was

put,

but,

here

the reply was, ** No sir; I am a bachelor.
“Oh! you lucky dog!” whispered Lafayette, with a roguish twinkle in his
eye.

;

These words were overheard by a

ve

by-

stander, and he charged Lafayette with
insincerity in bestowing similar congratulations under such widely different circumstances.

‘‘ Is it possible,”

said

the

general, turning promptly upon the critic, ‘‘that you value the prerogative of humanity so little as not to know that the
felicity of a happy man is a thousand
ames better than that of a lucky dog!)
“.Cértain traits of Lafayette—his way of
saying pleasany thidigs to. those he met
and his

graceful readiness

of reply—are

80 happily combined in the story that i
deserved to be true, and it may have
some foundation in fact. °
ai
La

oo

_ TESTAMENTARY AMIABILITY.
Lord Dysart for many years

a lodging

housein Norfolk-st.,

lived

in

off the

Strand, and left a personal estate of
nearly two millions, ‘But the great ob-

Joshi! his saving seems to have been

the

px ing off of the debts of his deceased son,
ord Huntingtowor.
The will of the third

;
hifisband

of the

late Lady Waldergrave was a remarkable
instance of SEnerasity and disinterest.
edness.
‘“The
unspeakable
interekt

with which

I

conbthngly

regard

La-

practical directions, the more material he’ dy Waldegrave’s future fate induces me to
will have for forming judgmentsin all'the advise her earnestly to unite herself again

(thousand and one emergenciesof every-

~ ~day life. And so much the better can he
~store the treasury of his ‘mind with such
‘Wholesome opinions, convictions and gen*timents as will best guide his own life,
- and will rightly influence the lives around

the better land.

aged/ parents and did all she could to contribut€ to their comfort and happiness.
The last
but bore

12 days.

Mrs. Fannie

yi

this.

ol

b,

i

1

LW

Le

spss.
ready

fortitude

Ozilla‘Jalian

my

heartiest

ton, assisted by Rev. ——
church.

for the care

was

with

Christian

fortitude, waiting

Sut-

In her youth she sought and found Christ, and

ever after lived a consistent Christian “life.
She with her busband moved from Maine to

Diamond Bluff in 1854. In 18566 the F. B.
church was organized bere, and Bro. and Sister
Niles were among

the

first

members,

where

they remained until called to join the church
above,

She leaves fopr children, one still out

of Christ,
’
JOHN PAMETRR died in Baeldounville,

.
Wis.,

Dec. 13, 1880, aged 76 yeais. - He was #4 native
of Vermont, moved here about 24 years ago.

kindness yop have at-all times shown me,
vw
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ALL

V

L. A H. WELCH,

to his “tuployers, and t
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can be

F.E

;

;
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Thowugls upon Thought.
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A small book for young men. The title
describés it. Price 5 cents.
Tracts
2
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7

and the other three years old) with petfect success.
t
their bowels, and #
all diarrhoea.
and wife resort to it in all cases, both for
internal
and exte
use, Pye used it in my §
for five years, and will not be without it.
Feeling
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Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very
‘| nice paper, for the records of the church, ‘Price .

Close

of all classes
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thick
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BIBLE;

*‘search

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
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It is an
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reading.
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by the same author,—Prof.J. J. Butler, cone

_severely, I am happyto say that
the Pain Killer was
equal to every emergency.
I consi
should not
bo doing my duty, to the: egmmuni
did I not say
this much.
If I were
| by the Cholera
Pain
er would
the only
remedy I

I have

only

Butler's

Cholera was last
c here, I
no medicine
of any
but tho Pain
and although myself
and
mem|
my lumily
ked

d use.

volume of 300 pages,

$1.60

BEST

amily
en

,and

.

« discusses briefly,

Nurses

used the medicine known as PERRY

A

$1.00.

of the General Conference.

Butler's

gestions who have had opportunity for observing the wonderful
ollowed its use,
have

Baptists.

denomination,

Views

The

It has stood the test of forty years’ constant use in all countries and climates, and
is Jerebtly safe in any person's hands.

DAVIS'VEGETABLE PAIN KILLERin
and would not on
account be without it.

30

cents.

Pain Killer will almost invariably save both, and with them the attendant doctor’s fee.

|

the

Doctrinal

AN UNFAILING CURE FOR ALL SUMMER COMPLAINTS

THE

seversl

of doctrinal” theology, and the auther’s: views
=
a 4.
are those generally accepted by the denomination, ~"/ "=< =»

:

ociated

Ss

Map

and such it really is when taken in time nd according to the very plain directions inclosing
cach bottle.
In such diseases, the attack is usually sudden and frequently very acute; but with a
safe remedy at hand for imm ediate use, there is seldom danger of the fatal result
which so 'often follows a few days’ neglect.
e morrow does not bring a better feeling, not infrequently
The inclination to wait and see if
-occasions a vast amount of needless suffering, and sometimes costs a life. A timely dose of

t is recommen

and

and ‘Christian experiences of Bal, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents. ’

It has been used with such wonderful success
difficulties, that it has come to be considere:

Physicians,

hymns

REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1880,
at the death of a child, and printed by request.

PAIN KILLI

He was a worthy member of the KF. B, church
until death. Funeral services by the writer.

ness

For Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cramps, Cholera,
THOSE NUMEROUS TROUBLES OF THE STOMACH AND
SO PREVALENT AT THIS SEASON,

by

of 225

;

Ye

VEGETABLE

steady 4

Niles,
1880,
years,
years.

Ww

No Remedy known to the Medical Profession has been in use so long and with such uniformly
satisfactory results as

patiently

R.
27,
77
2

to este Lov ure
i

PERRY D AVIS?
AND

until the sammons came. The pearly gates of
the heavenly city have been opened, and the
weary pilgrim hath entered in. . She leaves an
aged companion and séven children and other
relatives to mourn their loss, which is her
gain. |
Com.
BETSEY
J., widow of the late Joseph
died in Diamond Bluff, Wis., Nov.
after an illness of three weeks, aged
7 months, She survived her husband

Cincinnati, O.

’

book

sermons, by as many different F. Saptist Ministers
Price $1.25 including postage.
Sermon by
y

= PERFECTLY SAFE IN THE MOST INEXPERIENCED HANDS!

Cinder, of the U. B.
Com.

Her ‘religion

& TIFT,

1yl

and uniform, carrying into every-day life that
meek and quiet spirit which in the sight of
God is of great price,
During her last illness,
which was short, her sufferings were borne

himself

and

VANDUZEN

FULLY

Catalogue sent Free.

Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.

tage, 1 cent.

A

and Tin for Churches,

Firé Alarms, Farms, etc.

WARRANTED.

HANNAH, wife of Dea. William Evans, died

mother in Israel.

Bells of Pure Copper

.

‘usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-

|

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
Schools,

bymns
in the

particularly

is a small book in
paper covers, embracing
the firsp-44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,
or 50€ents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Sermons.
.
:
=

I

in Barrington;
Dec. 16, 1880, aged 91 years, 10
months and 2 days. She.experienced religion
at the age of 16 years and was. baptized by
Rev. Samuel Dyer and united with the F. B.
church at
A few years later she united
with
the church at Nottingham by letter,
where she remained a worthy member until
death.
It may be truly said that she was a

h

thanks

and lived to a good old age:
You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

departed

tendanee. Funeral services by Rev: J. A.

a

~All’ that I can call mine being alyours, I have uothing to give bat ;

|

this life Dec. 24. 1850, aged 28 years, ‘3 months
and 12 days.
He was a kind, loving husband;
she was a true, tender, sympathetic wife..
He
conver-ed but little upon the subjectof religion,
but gave many evidencesof resignation to death.
She loved to converse upon the delightful topic
of Christianity, retained her mental faculties
until the dying hour,
gévided her earthly property, gave instructighs regarding her bodily
preparation for thé
grave, selected the minister and the hymos for the funeral service.
Two coffins, two hearses, two corps of pall- |
bearers, and a large congregation were in at-

a
all my ryendercity
ean light you my heart,
and fondest wishes have always| mon
She sun” The prime value affectrons
been yours, so is everything else I pos-

t the
reader’s wind to. works not that os ao,
knowlege,
facts
already classitied,
-opimions already farmed-—but that they

remarkable

Downs was given up by his

intense

oungest son of Thomas and: Mary
DAVID,
J. Ring, of Pittston
e., died at his brother's
residence in Boston, Mass,; Dec. 19, 1880, aged
after Lord Carlingford’s demise, all the 27 years. ‘The subject. of ‘this notice, by his
industry, strict integrity andfaitbfulness to the
large
estates which had come to her from | trasts
committed to his caré, greatly endeared

|

# Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

and
wife,’
JULIAN—JULIAN.
Husband
united in life, united in death.
Arthur Julian departed this life near Owen's Station, |,
Dee. 26, 1880, aged 28 years, 3 months and

many years of her probable survival of my
life.” Lady Waldegrave's own will wus
an eminent example of justice, as by it
she returned to the Waldegrave family,

ife. who left.

the

with

she suffered

for

designed more

=

abridged

of just one-half of the
of the tunes found

is

Melody

small

- by

thorny

115 Fulten Street.

0 3Cnde peal iiae nly qress

and was not known to murmur or complain.
¢ May she rest in peace.” Funeral services
by Rev. J. A. Sutton assisted by Rev. John
Kibler, of the M. E. church, and Rev. John
Hisey, of Waynesville, O.
JOM,

with some one who may deserve to enjoy
the blessifg of her society during the

that’source.
That must have been

at

up

life

held

"New York Depot,

t

J. E. ForD.

MARY MARGARET, daughter of John‘G. and
Mary A. Bradshaw;
died in Green Camp,0., Dec.
17. 1880, of pulmonary consumption, aged 23
years, one month,
Sister Bradshaw was a
morgl young lady, ardently attached to her

pain

There was a story told about Lafayette

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

St., New York.

remedy

The

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of. every session, and the hound volumes embrace.
the proceedi gs of the first sixteen sessions.
+= $1.00, including postage.
.
The Treatise
:
contams a brief statement of the. doctrines

&

Js a sure

the public,

union with the Freewill

ED. R. V. G. Mfg. Co., Props,

a life it would be well to imitate, his religion
was not of second importance to him, but. al}

greatly missed bv the church, of which he held
and filled the office
- of deacon.
Father Ford
leaves x wife and two children, who mourn
their loss, feeling that it will be but a brief period before we shall have a family reunion in

:

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable.
detail, the early events of eur denominational
history.
1.00, including postage.
:
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the -rise and progress of this body
of
Christians in New York, till the time of

or
money
Our Vitals
Bitters,—the .
the World: Call for them,

fC. N. Crittenton,

Sacred

is a

Guarand

baptized by Rev. Nathaniel Bowles. ' His was

three months of her

“HAPPY MAN” AND “LUCKY DOG".

faction
Try it.
Tonic
fl petizerin

.

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 2 cents.

il Druggists. to give per-

Toilet Arti-

NEW YORK AND LONDON.
T'or sale by all Druggists and*Faccy Goods Dealers,
Orders for 82 worth, carriage f ree, 0a receint of
§°.9%
Orders for &5 worth, carriage free, on receipt

:

sug)
guy

great thinkers

facts and ideas that pass through your
brain; as the magnitude of them—their
size und value: this is what you will find
most stimulating and fruitful.
As John
Pierpont the poet used te say when his
friends rallied him for being such a fierce
temperance reformer—‘‘To be sure he

The

Constipation.
Piles,
he Back and Limbs,
Purifier in ;

3

the World.

‘M3N SV 0009 SV 13A GNV

You will find better food for your mind
in the lofty thoughtsof such-men than “in
.the small-talk of the ball-room or the
gossip of the: streets. The little brook
‘that elbows its crooked way among the
rocks and roots of the woods may be easily choked with leaves and decaying
boughs and smothering grasses; but if a
river could be turned ;through the same
watercourse, the whole channel would
be swept clean of all obstructions, and
the érystal depths would carry not only
purity but power. Turn the tide of these

of

in

and

ply of churches.

Prepared only by POND'S EXTRACT CO.

ve Cents

wisdom.

their

number

bl Aches

Book, exten-

fort the vestry and social worship,but is often used
in-ehurches.
.
TERMS; $1,560 for single copy, $1,20 for the sup-

Eating, Acidity of the g
Flatulency, Liver and 8
Complaint, = Torpid

Toilet Cream. ..... 1 00 | Catarrh
Cure....
o&
mtifirice..........
50 | Piaster...... ... ..
Jip Salve...........
25 | Inhaler............ 1.00
Tolles Soap (3Cks)
50 | NasalSyringe....
<8
Ointment............ 50
edicated ¥apefF

*

it with

the

|

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

cles and Specialties,
PONDS EXTRAGT....50c, 81.00 and 51.75

ow and four. children,
May that family so
look to God that they may be given strength
to live so that they may meet the departed in
the world of bliss.
C. PARIS,

larger book,

And all troubles arising therefrom,
“Sick “Headache, Dis-

Flt is the best ‘Bl

5

Hymn

"This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our chirches as the best of all books of

CURES

Has been imitated.

that he owed, and left something for his wid-

denominational

egition is a selection
4nd move than half

Female Complaints. {fe
in for the
diseasesif
$03called
Ktrives
bo used. Fail directionsle accompany

Price of Pond’s Extract,

is the

the kind now before

phys-

]

Spiritual Songs.

Lung and Throat Affections.

be without it. Qur Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
il
:

CAUTION.

sent free.

Psalmody

J

tion or enriched

so much

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

is

6 cents for

sively used.
Large boek, in Sheep, $80; Morocco, $90;
Morocco Gilt, 1,25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Postage 9 cengs each. Small, Morocco, 65 cts;
postage 4 cents.
.
"
x

. its- superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for.
y
;

and

No

:

year, or 25 cents to single subscribers.

The

The ‘astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

cious that mothers who have once used it will never

familiar.

27 on

Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school payers, printed alternate

Sample copies

Sore Nipples. ihehxtractioso

and
Cars for Slee, ping purposes,
Iy.
‘an entire Meal. Do mot conpas f

and Carlyles, who at different times have
illumined the planet with their imagina-

stage it is not

. Whooping Cough,

And other Lung Affections.

Itching.

Breast

Star.

one copy.
:
}
Lesson Papers.
i
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly. at the rate of
100 copiesto. one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance.
Discontinued
when time expires.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

‘It is the greatest known remedy : ra

ng

Wordsworths

— FOR —

idly curing when other medicires have faile
Fonds Extract
Medieated Paper for closet
use, isa preventive against Chafirg and Pigs.
Qintment is of great service where the Temoval
mg is inconvenien Lp

801

the Shakespeares,

:

and

When the Extract
used according to

rowness to confine your attention to a few
ways the first. He has left a place in. the
ly in the center of the circle, you listen authors, provided they are of the veryaliapirch
of which he was so long ‘a member,
reverently'while they talk to you:“Itis a first water. It does not take many dia-" which it will be hard to fill, for there
be few
great thing to come into intimate person- "monds and sapphires to outvalue a whole like him; he was a safe comnselor, and his
words
of
advice
and
Christian
cheer,
will
be
At your present
al relations with the Platos, the Bacons, the coal-bin full of garnets.

Miltons,

ELIXIR

Eyes.

tions, its efféct is eimply wonderful.
H
Blind, .Bleeding, or

Piles,

JAMES ESTES died at Wolfboro', N. H., Aug.
29. 1879, aged 66 years, 7 months, 9 days.
This brother was, as we understood him, a
man of God.
He loved the Bible and its Author, he always appeared to be “in sympathy
with the Saviour of man, had 8 great love for
all those that he thought belonged to the family of Christ, and was. willing to do his part
to send the glorious gospel of Christ over the
world.
He was prompt to pay every man

nar-

Earache,

Faceache.
:

All her children, three in number, were converted under fiftéen years of age, owing, I believe, to early
Bible impressions.
The only
son is a minister of the Gospel.
May we all
meet her in that better land to praise the Lord
forever.
A. J. GROVES.

than

of

PER

are inadmissible.

Bible stories were

medicines.

sign

CENTS

it:

the copy

age of 16 vears.
She taught her children to
read the Bible at a very early age, so that

Meanwhile
I will only add the general
suggestion that you follow Pliny’s advice,
many things.”

Star,

Sore

-

PULMONARY-

withdut the slightest fear of harm,
quickly allaying all i
nation and
without pain.

last ten. weeks of her life, she was a great sufferer, but her trust was in Christ. She experienced religion and joined the church at the

to

ends; will put you into communion with
the best minds—will add to your stock
of knowledge —will train your powers of
thinking—will elevate your standard of
taste. ‘This is the kind of reading I
should advise.
‘My. next homily shall

VERSES

Morning

accompany

or

Mornin

Terms: Single oopy, each, -°' 35 cents.’
Packages of ten or more to one ad!
dress, each, -'
25 cents
. Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on mon.
ey sent.
>
Sample copies sent free.
8. 8. Quarterly.
This Magazive of 32 pages, contains the International lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. Itis intended
be equal to the best.
;
~ TERMS: 20 cents per copy in packages fer the

DR. N. 6.WHITE'S

It i

inflamed
It canbe used

a

ting
1351

weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrate:
Both papers ane of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the

D

de

Pe

ns and Bruises.
i:

RS. NANCY, widow of Jason Beebee, died
Aug. 19, 1880, aged 81 years, 1 month and 18
days. The disease was dropsy, from which
she had suffered for many years. During the

but it is good,
for
all
that.

Our minds are not made of cast-iron. We
need argument sometimes, and soretimes music. Birds and flowers belong
on this planet, as well as steam-engines
and dray-horses.
No wind is Nighy

the

is but just that CASH should

De-

Properties of the Extract 3 our Nasal Syri
valuable for use in catarrhal affectioas, is ri
and unexpensi: ve.

BCars.

Branton

‘MYRTLE.

it 1s unrivaled, and ehould be kept in every family
ready for use in case of accidents. A dressing of
our Ointment will aid in healing and prevent

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those

The

ry 2);
“2,

alain
Burns and Scalds. Eo,
heat and pain
should
be
excess over

00

gressive.
communications, should be
addressed to Dover, N. H.
?
5
ae

=

and
. Use our Ointment
on with the
Extract j.it will aid in
0g, softening and in'keeping out the air,

PARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
BRIEF and for the public. For the

shoe, Chromo- Ron
Jo., Barnford, Ct.

Postage is paid by the pubiisher.

ve *

H

y19

Terms, ;—$2.00
per
year, if paid strictly
An advance ;: $2.20
if
paid within
the
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.
:

cific

to meet serious cases, contains all

SRE

ad

It is a sure cure.

&e.

@bitraries.

both

strong and elegant—Motley’s histories
for
example—and yielding yourself to the
spell of his pbilosophy, his imagination,
and his moral vigor, see

.

88 the Extract promptly.

lay

Catarrh

“It speaks for itself;” is what a lady said of
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup the other day, ‘for a
single bottle cured my child of a most dreadful

Cough.”

bago,
Ointment

Free,

Hi

Diphtheria& Sore Throat.
©

.

is a large religious paper of eight pages, in i
ffty-third ¥olume.
Itas able, Heorary
and bs

Stopped, Our Nasal
hk
cents) ad a
ned ($1.00) are great aids in arresting internal

All information about the Compound Oxygen
Treatment ‘is contained in
our Treastise,
which is sent free.
Drs. Starkey & Palen;
1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

will find the precess ncting as a filter to

jad

Hemorrhages.
« Pele
fromthe
Nose, or from any cause,
is
speedil controlled and

again and can not Sufliclonly express their
surprise. I have waited to
quite sure.”

their greatness.
Follow attentively in
the track of a clear reasoner, and you

Catalogue

cases.

T wasa terrible sufferer from nervous prostheir germinant power fertilize your own :%tration,
gastric troubles, and nerveus irritamind. This is the way to develop the: tion of the stomach; life ‘was hard to be endured.
*
* My friends wonder to see me do so
judgment, the memory, the imagination, much; many
never thought to see me alive

Moss-Rose,

” 2tibe0n

A YEAR and expenses to
nts. Outfl
Free. Address P, O. VICKER A Augusta,

Fae

BOSTON.

cents) for use when
oval of clothing
is
inco:
venient, i3 a great help ia relieving inflammatory

a year.

Motto,

name

ois Ci.

Freewill Baptist Publications.

608 Washington St. §

Neuralgia.
cases
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Perfumed,

Japanese Cards,
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nad’ cured somany

Plasteris invaluabie in
Painsin
Buckor Hide, So.

Styles,

Violet,

2

Cards, latest designs, Blue-bells, Ferns, H

these distregeloy © )nipuints as the Extract

She had

nearly

New
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THE GREAT VEGETABLZ

:

come to life, and am so thankful!”

ST E

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
INFLAMMATION AND HEM.
ORRHAGES,

*‘ IT am very happy indeed,” writes a lady,
¢¢ and feel as though I lived in a different
world from what I did last winter.
[ have

my seriton, let me urge you te: form such
habits of readingas will accomplish’ these

content hin

self with paste.

2.

The

However,

ful,”
Le

meledy echo and reécho in the chambers
cost of printing, and only one hundred «of memory; it will stir new particles of
show a substantial gain.
Of .this one life into. your earthy mold, and, illumine
a sweeter lighitall the prosy cafes
hundred you will have time to read per- with
Now tbat sounds
In 1724 that-infest the day.
' haps about one, possibly two.

‘one of the issues

which

sake, I hereby give and bequeath you as
follows: First, the £10,000 left me by.
SirR. H——; the £200 a year left me
-by-my futher;
the large gold
he
'two lesser gold chocolate-cups and stands,
which I wish you would sometimes look
on in memory of my death, and of the
fondest and faithfullest friend you ever
had.”— Society.
;
:

‘Creator himself must have in cdlling in to.

He was one of the world's master-

says.

i 800

D. D,

for

I hope,geward you
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somehow gear themselves to his
ive faculties. and sbt ‘everything

ing.

whether in sickness or health,

God Almighty will,
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It js reported at Fort Buford, Montana, that

Sitting Bull is disposed to ‘surrender quietly,
and has been given until the 18th instant to
determine his course,——Fearful snow falls
gl
The Indians in Canada.
his motion was finally defeated by a vote of are reported to have occurred in the Wahsatch
of the ‘traversers is still mountainsin Utah, Many avalanches have
of the North-West-Mounted Po-- 435 to 57.ng.TheAntrial
————A-member
attempt was made Friday to already occurred, attended ‘with considerable
proceedi
Cana‘lice—a military force employed by Ahé
loss of life and property, and even more €xblow up the Armory of the infantry barracks
Y.
The plot is supposed to tensive ones are anticipated.——Turkey has
at Salford, Englard.
dian government—in a letter to the N.
invited the great powers to serd instructions
have been concocted by Fenians.
Tribune, describes the system under which
to their ambassadors at Constantinople to
northwest
the
the 81,000 Indians who inhabit
unite with the Porte in a European conference
The Nicaragua Canal.
for the settlement of the Greek frontier questerritories of the Dominion are peaceably gov-

’

ported iu foreign flax, has taken placg
dragee in county Armagh, Ireland.

Chinese immigration contains four articles of
modification of the existing treaties of 1858 and

1868: —

said
to be imat

Tan-

A dispatch from Bombay says a plot to dex
pose the Rajah and massacre all European
residents while in church, was
discovered at
Kolapore, ard
twenty-seven
natives were
arrested.
;

:

To Whom it May Concern:

been laboring

public officers of the two natipne, such - cases
-, shall be tried by the proper official of the nationality of the defendant.
The properly .au-+
thorized official of the plaintiff’s nationality
shall be freely permitted to attend the trial,
and watch the proceedings in the interests of
justice; and if dissatisfied with the proceedings
be shall be permitted to protest against them
in detail. The law administered will 'be' the
law of the nationality of the officer trying the

case,

‘

Maine’s New Administration.

Harris M. Plaisted, the candidate

for

Gov-

ernor of the Fusionist party innMaine, was on
Thursday sworn into office. Upon the same
technicality as thalby which the Democrats last

year counted out the Republican

Governor-

elect, the Republicans might this year have
counted out Mr. Plaisted and counted in Gov,
Davis again. Mr, Davis received, in this elec:
tion according to the official returns,a plurality
to

but
a large

number.

of

votes

were

Hurrisop and Morris Plaisted,”
. they were evidently intended to be
Harris M. Pluisted, would give the
plurality of votes,

cast

Con-equently, the

jcuns waived the technicality and
tions.
"

for

which us
given for
latter the

all

Repub-

objec-

Mr. Plaisted, in his message, advocated a readjustment of the system of taxation;
strik-

ing out all

exemption

that Inrge amount

of

and

by

property

seeking out

not

exempt

but not reached by the assessors, such as
money at interest, bonds, nutes, et¢. He

"urged

that
the Reform

School should, belong

10 the educational system instéad of

ng

in

the nature of a State prison, and that po Be
commissioners should be invested
with ample
wer 10 supervise. the
erent of ruil

Toud

pect to rate

with full power to re-

ot

the Canada

Thé Irish Turmotl:-

The Trish agitators have irreparably injured
‘their este by their violent and impolitie conduct, Mr. Parnell, in the British Parliament,

‘moved
an wmgndment to the aldres§ to" ther
————;

di

Pacific Railroad

Methodist

for a bonus

of’

and

well.

I am perfectly satisfied that Warner's Safe
Kidney and Liver Cure is the medicine needed,
and can cheerfully recommend it to others.

.

G. W. STAMM.

HINTSTO FARMERS.

Don’t let your

standing much at the

right.
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door;

Don’tbe without Henry

Arnica

and

Oil

apply in case

of accident.

neighbors.

horses

look

Johnson's

near

at

hand

Keep good

it promotes

* Keep

be

it don’t

&

Liniment

especially line fences;

among

good

Downs’

to

fences—
feelings

Elixir

tions, saves large expensein doctor's bills.

AN

ONLY

CURED

Alice

Gulick,

was

wife of Rev.

sent to Spain to be-

GENTS

and Fastest.
Prices reSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
National Pub. Co.,. Phila. Pa.
duced 33 per cent.
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oT} 000 ACENTS@®
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ne Agent
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FLOUR.

gin the. mission work there, gave sn account
of the same before the Woman’s Board of
Missions in Boston the other day. Shé urged
the need of more workers in that nominally.
Christian country, which although it has a
religion, ie yet in utter ignorance of all rules of
morality and uprightness of living, the people
are sunken in vice and crime, and it is almost
impossible for strangers to travel throu
Spain without danger from robbers’ nnd, outlaws. Wherever the gospel has been presented it has béen gladly received, and in face of
the persecutions of priests and people, those
who have once adopted the new religion have

been faithful to it. .

©

|

Brantford, Ontario; the late home of Prof.
Bell, the inventor,is greatly elated

over

his

wonderful success with “the‘photophone, Their
Jocal piper gives the following account

of his

season

until it reached

the

other

extremity,

The

leading
are

same not be done on a telegraph wire? Latent
- genius then came to the front, and we were

given the telephone, not, however,

before the

wealthy scientific mine possessed by Mr,
tye drawn upon to x very lurge extent.”
, PE
iy
audi

Bell

3

;

np

of spring

close,

afilicted ‘with nervous

.years, and that DAYS KIDNEY
cured him.
Su

i
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INinois.......
St. Louis. ccavsairissasss
Corn Meal & bbl....
Rye Flourscee: sessversssasesanssnee

@
@
@
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27
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1880

40.589
82,716

+e 30,226
same time.
a 1881
Flour, bbl3..eeeees. ceennesneeenge 17,742
.

MORNING

Address

Rev.

I. D,

STAR

STEWART,

DOVER.

1880.
6,719

Wheat, DUeeseesrsseenrsocancnnens 70,322
CORN.
Thére has been
export and consumption,
firm.
:

THE

61,212

a fair demand both for
and prices. are quite

BUTTER. . There hasheen more inquiry from the

trade,andholders are firmer oa a little higher basis
‘than last week, but buyers still operate cautious.

ly, and confine tueir purchases 10 small lots.
late made, #1b

..iviiveeee

made..

Do Summer

2.28. @

@

21

6

8

@

28

27

|

4

2

5

Dairy N. Y. fall made......
N. Y.and

straight dairie

Vt

Common to fair dairy lots..

16

Western—

@

@

seensenld

made. ceeeseessssens

Winter

:

30

3,

fall made...

York staie 26 g 28c.

POTA10ES. . Jacksons,50 @ 53; Prolifirs,
60; Peerless, 5 @ 53; Chenangoes, 45 8 18,

20
22

656 &

HAY ANT STRAW. The market 18 well snpplied

with Hay, and $22 @ 23 # ton is the highest that
can be obtained.
for car 'oads of hest Eastern and
Northern ~ Ordinary qualityis selling slowly at
$21 @ 22 ¥. ton.

POULTRY AND GAME.

STANDARD SINGER MACHINE
This Machine 15 €borately Sreueted, i peatied

12% @ 13%; Common to fair 11 @ 12¢; Chi kes,
choice 9alle ; Fowls nnd Chickens 8 @10¢ ; North

PORK.

10 @
10;
$1 00
sad-

Boston

BEEF.

backs, 1800 @

Western mess # bbl.

ern extra, 1000 @ 10 60;

Extra

$050 @ 9 50; West-

plate, 11 00 @ 12 00,

tongues,

2600

N

|

@

is Catalogued
we

it,

To intréd
at*$105,000 when sold on time, or $90.00 cash.
to any one prior to April 1st, for $40.00. when accompanied

"900,

vee Hams, 1750 @ 18 50; Beef

mouldings and elegant French Walnut Veneers, Box
Panels,.Chest of drawers
Cover, with Finely fi Vetlepred
3
.
|
a
inside of case.
J

x
* This cut fully represents the MACHINE ; it is very handso yce dt

Extra prime, ¥ bbl, $12 50 @ 13 0v; Old

mess, 13 00 @ 13 50; New mess 15 @ 15 25; Western,
extra clear, 1150 @ 17 0v; Boston clear, 1750. @
18 00;

*-

on a full Cabmet Case, beautifully finished with

Western Turkeys, choice

ern Turkeys choice 14 @ 15¢; Common to fair
12¢; Chickens, choice 12
» 1%; Fowl 8 @
Geese, 8 @ 10; Ducks, 108 12; Grouse¥ pair,
¢ 115; Qua 1, dozen, $175 @ 200; Vemson,
les,
1b, 8 @ 10,

L

$50.00 GIVEN AWAY.
"AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

225

@

Buckwheat, ¥ 100 Ibs. .
Flour, bbls...
Wheat, bu.....

cir FOR SALE BY: ©
THE HARDWARE "TRADE.

075
625

-@
@

Oat Meal, common to good Wester
.
Oat Meal, fancy brands.

»

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
designate thei” STATE, as well as town, and
give both the cid and new address when they
order a change wn the direction ef their paper.
The Star
goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
.

SEND TOR URIROERE
A RET: |]

a

Michigan. eeessssennssnenvsnnsinanaton ’

diecow

&CO

‘| notice and time shall have been given.
REMITTANCES must be made in money-ordera or bank-checks if possible,
or in a

will send it

by this advertisement.

24 attachments ¥FRLE with each Machine. We ‘warrant every Machiné for five
;
years, and guarantee them just as reperesented.
you must send this
00,
$40
for
Machine
$90.00
this
secure
to
BER
REMEM
) the
advertisement, with order. Machiné will he sent C. O. D. when ‘$10.00, ‘of.

*
is sent ; the amount so advanced, to be credited on C. O. D. bill. Delivered
2

amount
free when order is accompanied by full amount. ‘

A

;

»

U.S. Manufactur ing Co.,
li

for

debility for ten

SIBLEY

iy

winter

850

7

allow it to be in urrears. - The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless
persons request it; and it is discontinued when it bas
been more than one vear in arrears, after due

WHEATS.

WINTER

Patents, ChOiCe.ees soveerenren ture FI
Patents, common to good..... versie

ia

7 oli

Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the abel of his paper, and not

a 450
@ "550

Minnesota and Wisconsin, fanc

I

Will be mailed Fre to all apy eants, and to customers
without

Goo. W. Harpe of Straight Creek, Vai, says he
has been

Chicago, IN.

County.

and

and

v

Minnesota, bakers.

and

ip

or

Street,

N.Y.

TERMS:
$2.00 per year, if. paid strictly in
advance; $2.20 if paid within the first thirty
days, and $2.50if not.
or 25 cents received we will send the. Star
three months on trial.
5

be of considerable valueto those interested.
gents.

Town

EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowel, Mass

Id, W. MARTIN (10 State St; Boston)

address

Rochester

or 174 E. Randolph 8t.

13t43

brands

sold

Common extras.
Wisconsin..... oe

the quality of the fruit.
*
;
Kieffer Seedliog is a new variety that fs attract
ing.-ubusual--atten
ion both -For-market and for
eating purposes. The fruit 18 of large size, yellow, of flue quality and ripens in October and
November. Due care shonld be taken in obtaining genuine trees of this and of other varieties;
otherwise the purchaser will Sng that my descriptions will not hold goed. Itig a lamentable fact
that there is 80 much false labeling even among
nursery men ‘of supposed reliability.”
The
gengine Kieffer trees thus tar have proved entire.’
y free from blight.
Onondaga,Beurré Clairgean and Vic'r Wakefiel!l,
- are large and showy fall or winter pears, that often
sell wel! but ar not e- pecially desirable for eating.
For the dessert table in fallthe Mount Vernon and
Rutter wonld probably give more general sutisfuetion, and in the winter the Easter ‘Beurré together with the Beurré d’ Anjo
and
Bg
previously mentioned.
°
hei]
The season for planting pear trees is in March
and April, also in October and November.
o

The Manus] will be mailedto any

Agency of

Send 6 cts. for 200 page

discovery of the principle of the telephone only has issued a manual showing the fluctuations.
fouror five years ago: * Obe day on striking for the past year, of the various stocks dealt in
ath
)
wire on 8 ke
AT
i

]
I when it returned
to the piteh first struck. The
thought then cume to him that there was some.
thing in this: he asked himself Why might this

179,181, and 183 Main

PA-

- wheats have not accumulated to any extent, as
present current rates are not satisfactory to Western millers.
SPRING WHEATS.
$350 @ 400
Western superfine.

all-three do well in nearly every state in the Union,

the

Sole

SELL 10 NEW

free to all who send their address.
Application may be made to

TENTS, EVERY WHERE.
made $52.50 in two gays;
one Vic TRY TE
!

Quincy Market, Boston.
A
BOSTON, Saturdzy Morning, Jan. 15, 1881.

ell proves a profitable market pear also®
o
Bartlett, Clapy’s Favorite and Dovenné Bouyssock are thiee of the largest and best early autumn
pears, ripening in Angust and September.
They

to

TO

\

Boston Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3

Dairy, Vt,

ing

beautifully illustrated with colored plates,

THE MARKETS.

winter Patenis

FLOWER
SEEDS,
VECETABLE
SEEDS,
Ciladiolus, Lillies, Roses,
Plants, etc,

for the Best

& CO.,1032 Race St., Phil-

adephia, naming this paper.

do

acco!

WANTED

Ney

taining fall and descriptive lst of

2tf

‘When déath was hourly expected, all remedies having failed, and Dr. H. Jumes was experimenting with the many herbs of Calcutta, .
he accidentally made a prepuration
which
‘cured his only’
child of Consumption.
His
child is now in this country, and enjoying the
bestof health.” He has proved to the world
that Consumption can be positively and permanently cured.
The doctor now gives this
Recipe free, only asking two green stamps to
pay expenses.
This Herb also cures nightsweats, nausea at the stomach, and will break
afresh cold up
in twenty-four hours.
Ad-

well in most of the States, except perhaps in the
extremely cold latitude of Minnesota.
The How-

wnd $20 per barrel,

We will send our Catalogue | or

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

4tl

22,000,000 acres of land, that is,
3,000,000 acres less than the
made by the Government ‘aud
Dominion Parliament.

Gordon

Try them.

Any book mailed, post-free,
for above prices.

CONSUMPTION.

dress CRADDOCK

grown

(35 cts.). and HULL'S
BOOK
(40cts.), are

our three best Temperance Books.

DAUGHTER

OF

were

Full directions for cuitiva-

| tion on each package.
All seed warravted to be
fresh and tree to name; so far, that should it
prove otherwise, I will refill the order gratis. The
original introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Phinney's Melon, Marblehead
Cab!
8, Mexioan
Corn, and scores of other vegetables, I invite the
patronage of all who are anxious to have their
seed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of.

En

PERANCE JEWELS
TEMPERANCE GLEE

al-

ways in the house, and use in cases of sudden
coughs, &c., as a safeguard against consumption
and other dangerous diseases.
Dr.
Baxter's
Mandrake Bitters, taken according to direc-

Creamery

With the exception of the last they all

strong

on my six seed farms.

NORTHERN TEXAS

idney and Liver Cure was recommended to
me, and after taking it the pain‘and distress left

Elizabeth, are all excellent, small or medium sized
pears for family use, ripening in August or Sep-

tember.

an

Créausery, choice, fresh made, vib....32 @
3
except perhaps that the first and last are bardly
Do
do
fair
to good,.....
27 @ 31
sufficiently hardy for Minnesota, and that the Doy3 @ 25
Dairy packed, choice............
enné Boussock does not prove desirable in Ver.
a@ 21
.
+ common to good..
do
Do
mont and some of the Southern States.
It, how@. 23
Ladle packed, Choice... .sceuevuesns
ever, is a delicious
pear, and well worthy of
common to good......1¢ @ 20
do
Do
planting in most localities,
All three are good
BOW...
ivivsiaiineonsisanvnssonessins
LI
@ 0
.
.
The following Republican nominations have | also for market.
Sheldon, Bearré d’Anjou,Duchesse A’Angouleme
_ ‘CHEESE.
Northern factory, choice, ¥ b., 13% @
been made, in the States
named, for new
Seckel and Lawrence are five of the finest flavore
“13%c¢; Northern factory, fairto good 11 @ 12%c;
United States Senators:—Maine, Mr. Hale; and most progatle fall or early winter varieties. Nortuern factory, common 7 § 10c; Western f
The first three are the 1 xgest, while the trees of tory, choice 12% & 13¢; Western factory, fair‘to
Connecticut, Gen. Hawley; New York, Thos.
all are quite hardy. succeeding
throughout the
00d 10 ¢ 12¢; Western factory, skim-6 @ 9c;
C. Platt; Pensylvania, Mr. Oliver; Obio, Mx
United States’and Canadas, except that) the Shelorcester County, choice 11 g 12)4c; Worcester
Sherman ; Indiana, Gen, Harrison; MicHigan, don‘might perhaps be omitted when planting in County, common 7 @ 9c.
;
extremely
cold
latitudes
or
in
some
of
thé
SeuthMr. Conger; California, Gen. John F. Miller;
EGS. Eastern, # dozen 3% 4 33¢; New Yorkand
ern States. I have knownwl
the fruit of each of
Vermont 32 @ 33¢; Canada, fresh st «ck 32 @ 8c;
Névada, James J. Fair.
;
>
these five varieties to range in price betwen $3
Western31 & 32¢; Limed 25 @ 26c; Limed, New

$22:000.000 and
$3,000,000, and
contract already
now, before the

pitebes

.

the

result 220 persons have been admitted into the
:
;
church on probation.
A rival syndicate, composed of Canadian
capitalists, has been formed and offers to , build

Mrs.

the constitution which has been adopted by the
popular vote, he was elected by tliat plurality ;

in

Episcopal church at Meriden; Conn., and as a~

‘William Gulick, who

of votes over the number given for any .other
candidate, and according to the amendment

for a month

}

a disease of the kidneys for the past two years,
and have tried numerous remedies with only
artial and temporary relief. Warner's Safe
me, and I am to-day feeling

in America, a large portion of Hn

land Conservatory Method
or the Pianoforte.
In 8 parts; each $1.50, or complete, $3.25.
This
is-a method of established reputation, which has
been in constant use in the great Conservatory,
the very best strain.
!
and is geting 10 be everywhere known and val- NEW VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
ued. Has received decided commendations from
JAMES J, H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.
the best teachers,
;
eh
413 J19-F16-M9&23
'
DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL INFORMATION. ($1.25.) Very convenient book of reference.
7
GROVE’S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND
MUSICIANS.
Vol. I. ($6.00) A grand encyclopedia.
J
Offers
greater attractions in way
of good, cheap
STAINER AND
RRETT'S DICTIONmate, abundance °
lands,
healthy country, warm
ARY OF MUSICA
RMS. (Complete $5.00)
of
tinsber
and
water
than
acy
other
section now
A famous and useful
work.
,
open
to settlement. Initthe TEXAS AND PARICHT ER'S COUNTERPOINT. ($2.00)
CIFIC RAILWAY Is now being extended west:
RICHTAR'S FUGUE.
($2.00.) Two standa
ward over one mile per day, and
is now offering
works on Composition.
for sale at.low
prices and
on easy terms over
THE WELCOME CHORUS. (81) for High
4,000,000 acres of land.
Schools, and SONG BELLS (50 cts.) for Common
For descriptive circulars and maps givin, truthSchools should be in the mind of every teacher in
ful information, address
WwW. H.
ARRA
8,
need of need books.
:
Land Commissioner T. & P Ry., Marshall, Texas. .
6tleow
{
JOHNSON'S NEW METHOD FOR HARMONY.
($1)
By A.N. Johoson.
It is unex- |
celled for ease, simplicity and thoroughness.
TEMPERANCE LIGHT (12 cts), TEMNew

I take great pleasure in making the following statement: I have been afflicted with

II.

AGENTS,
BOSTON.

Sterling Music - Books.

Escape.

ALBIA, Iowa, May 26, 1880.

life,.apd, almost beforehe is aware of it, he is
Article one provides that whenever, in the
found partaking of the delicious fruits, that he
opinion
of the government of the United
supposed at first. would only be enjoyed by his
. States, the coming of Chinese laborers to, or
children or zrandchildren.
To those espetiglly,
their residence in the United States, affects, or
The usifal bill to give to municipalities the i who have retired from the active duties df Business
threatens to affect, the interests or to endanger
power of local prohibition of the sale of in- does this recreation among fruits prove an elixir
_ the good order of this country, or of any lecaltoxicating liquors,has been introduced in the
of life. Otherwise, how often does it follow, that
ity within the territory thereof, the govern- Massachusetts Legislature.
life 18 soon ended in the case of those, who exment of China agrees that the U. 8. governA schemeis on foot in New York for organ- change the restless activity of constant occupatido
the
ment may regulate, limit or suspend such
izing ladies’ and gentlemen’s co-operative for that of complete indolence. By selecting
right kind of trees, the owner of an orchard
Will
coming or residence, but may not absolutely
dress associations, with a view to procuring
nqQt have as long to wait as many persons comelegant clothing at cheap prices.
prohibit it.
The limitation’ or suspension
mohly suppose. It may take from six to ten years
shall be reasonable and shall apply only to
Proof that the Government recognizes a for some of the tardy-bearing apples and standard
Chirese who may go to the United States as |- good officer when it get ones is furnished in the
pears fo produce fruit, yet by planting these Ir
, laborers. Agxticle two provides that all Chicontinued service of Col. A. H. Young, Col- 25to 40 feet apart, and filling up some of hpopees
lector of Internal Reveuuein the New Hampnese subjects and Chinese laborers who Yare
between with peaches of dwarf pears, (i)
me
shire district.
now inthe United States, shall be allowed to
into bearing within two or three years, and someA measure indorsed by the Boston Board of times within one year after planting, and other
go and come of their own free will and accord,
Trade has been proposed in the Massachusetts
spaces with plums, cherries and apricots,} that
and shall be accorded all the rights, privileges,
immunities and exemptions which are accord- Legislature to exempt from taxation shipping take a year or two longer, then a constant succes.
"ed to the citizens and subjects of the most fa- owned in that State which is engaged in the sion of fruit may soon be obtained. 1f strawberries,
foreign trade.
raspberries, &c., are planted between the trees, “a
vored nation. Article three binds the U. S.
feast of good things ” may be had by merely waitThe weather so far this winter has consisted
government to protect all Chinese, of whating a few months.
of a succession of cold terms with brief mild
ever class, now residing in this country, in
Dwarf pear trees are now quite commonly plantspells
intervening.
New
England
is
just
now
* case of their meeting with ill-treatment at the
ed at the same time as the standards, by those who
a *‘ cold
shivering under
submerged and
hands of any other persons, the same as the
are starting new places, and who - wish soon to
wave.”
citizens and subjects of the most favored nahave a supply of fruit.
By planting them a few
A horrible'tragedy occurred near Oshkosh,
inches deeper than they originally stood in the
‘tion. Artielg folir provides that if legislative
Wis., last Wednesday night, when a German nursery rows, then they gradually take on the natmeasures which may be adopted by the U. 8,
farmer named Viskow, his wife and. daughter -are-of standards, growing to almost the same
government
are found to work hardship upon
were murdered, and afterwards his buildings
height. I have known dwarf trees to give a good
the subjects of China, the Chinese minister at were burned , by persons unknown.
and regular crop of fruit for nearly twenty-five
‘Washington may bring the matter to the noton in the District of years. They should, however, seldom be planted
going
is
agitation
An
ice of the Secretary of State of the United
Columbia, led by the clergymen and leading. for the main supply, as the standards usoally give
States, who will consider the subject with him,
and the Chinese foreign office mav also bring
citizens. with a view to indOdcing the com- the most general satisfaction. For growing large
the matter to the notice of the United States
missioners to strictly execute the license law
and choice specimens of Iruit the dwarfs are tinpassed by the Legislative Assembly,
minister at Peking, and consider the subject
excelled. Some varieties like the Duches:e d’Anwith bim to tbe end that mutual and unqualiAmong the means iuvstituted in the direction
gouleme, Louis Bonne de Jersey, &c.,d0 80 much
fied benefit may result.
of temperance reform in London, Eng., is the
better’as dwarfs, that they are now
rarely grown
"The eommercial trea'y also comprises four
establishment, of *¢ coffee taverns,” which are
as standards.
!
articles each of which is a nutusl agreement
springing
up in every quarter, and on aceount
The Bloodgood was recommended in a previous
between the two governments. The first
proof the cheapness of charges and the admirable
vides that the governments shall give the most
article as being one of the best very early summer
arrangement they are a success.
careful and favorable attention to the reprepears, being of excellent quality,
and the trees as
sentations of either, or to such special extensucceeding in most localities.
Mr. Moody was followed tohis lodgings in San- gion of commercial intercourse as either may
Doyenné d’ Eité (sometimes called Summer Doyfrancisco one night by a man who wished to ask
desire. The second absolutely prohibits the
follows it in order of ripening, and fills up
him whetherit would be right,now that he had efiné)
importation into either country of opium by
an important gap in mid-summer, usually being
the subjects of the other country; ‘and prohib-’|
rofessed to be a Christian, to pay his whiskey
ripe about the last week in July.
The fruit is
its citizens of the United States- from transBill. The evangelist told him to pay all bis ofa fine yellow color. sometimes red on one side,
P
ing the article to or from,or buying or sell- debts, no matter how bad they might be, and
of a roundish obovate form, slighily conical, and
of small size, but ofa rich, juicy and pleasant
. jag
inany Of the Nts of China. This absolute
then to make a new start,
flavor. The trees are among the hardiest, doing
prohibition also extéiids to all vessels employ=
Fl
The inauguration of General
Garfield as well as far north as in New Hampshire, and suced or owned by citizens or subjects of either
ceedibg in nearly all the rest of the States includpower.
ticle three is a mutual agreement
President promises to be a magnificent event.
ing the Gulf States.
that no other kimd or higher rate of tonnage,
Oljand's Summer follows soon after. and Tyson
There
will
be
military
companies
present
from
dues or duties for import qr exports on coastabout a month later. They are bath ofa yellowish
every State in the Union.
Present indications
wise trade shall be imposed or ievied in the
green color,'often shaded with red on one side.
ate that the procession will be the largest and
The first resembles the Doyeuné « Eté somewhat,
open ports of either
country
upon
vesfinest ever seen in Washington since the re. while the Tyson is more pyroform shaped, and
sels wholly belonging to citizens of the . other,
with quite a long stew.
They
are excellent for
view of Sherman’s army.
or upon the produce, manufactures or merdessert fruits, especially the Tyson, bul not profitchandise imported or exported inthe same
One person was killed and three others’ able for ma~ket. - Trees vot specially hardy, sucfrom or to the other of these two countries,
ceeding well
in the lower
New England States,
fatally wounded by an explosion in a factory
than are imposed or levied on vessels or carand omitting New Jersey and Delaware, in most
at Newburyport, Mass., for the manafacture of of the states west, but not particularly well at the
goes of any other country.
Article four prolignoid, an imitation of celluloid.
outh:
vides that when controversies arise in the ChiBuffum, Belle Lucrative, Howell, and Manning's
nese Empire between citizens of the United
Thomas Harrison, the boy preacher, has

States und the subjects of his imperial, majesty
which need to be exumined and decided by the

Editor's

& CO., GENERAL
:

O PUeuIasT WOAPY SI} ny

A terrible outbreak of fever,

THEM.

Many persons, and especially those who are
well advanced in years, often say to themselves:
“I would like to plant ous some fruit trees, butl
am now getting on gretty well towards the end of
my life, aud the prospects are that I should never
be’permitted to enjoy any of the fruit.” This may,
at the first glance, appear to be very plausible
reasoning, and yet, how often has it been noticed,
that the planting of orchards, with the accompanying change of “thought and recreation that is
afforded in pruning, training, and caring for the
trees, has appeared to add many a year to a man’s

The Chinese Treaties: 3
yd The Denver& Pacific Company, whose route
will run through Utah along the Valley of
The two treaties signed at Peking on Sept.
17, 1880, by the commissioners plenipotentiary - Great Salt Lake, has been incorporated.

of the United States and China, respectively,
are publishedin full. That which relates to

- An

C. GOODWIN

Catalogue of Vegetables and
for 1881,
rich in engravings froin
the originals, will be sent EREE to
My old customers need not write
one of the largest collectiofis of
ever sent out by any seed House

mn

;

Cherry

OFFICE OF THE * INDUSTRIAL ERA.”"
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